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Tnis report documents the computer codes that were used for the weighty
center of gravity, (C.G.), and mass moment of inertia calculations and documenta-
tion for the NERVA. The report covers Programs E15301, for basic weights calcu-
lations and 12001B, used primarily for summation and documentation.
II. SU1\LNARY / CONCLUS IONS
The tw.o programs, E15301 and 1200lB, are the basic tools used for weights
work on the NERVA program. Used in conjunction with one another, they allow
for rapid weights estimates for new concepts or changes while allowing for orderly
documentation, which is a necessity in any effective weights effort.
Program E15301 requires that each compofnent be resolved into a collection
of standard shapes. Separate subroutines then process geometric and material
0P1iqt -e q rts for onrlrn ntrv- The Jnete prog n m then _ erfo n1 1 e'l calri,1si
necessary to combine these results into a total weight, C.G. and moment of inertia
for the component. The program is the same as the program COSMTC 400. The program
was operational on the 1108 computer at the termination of the NERVA program.
Program 12001B is an Aerojet developed program. The program accepts pre-
viously calculated weight and C.G. data for individual components. The program
sums weights and calculates center of gravities and moments of inertia for systems
of up to four levels of assemblies. The output identifies the engine parts in a
format usable directly in a formal report. The program has the option of record-
ing the history of part and weight changes. The current ANSC version is for an
IBM 360 computer.
III. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The rapid and numerous design concepts generated during the study of the
NERVA placed a heavy burden on personnel responsible for weights analysis and
weights control. The work was accomplished in an expeditious and efficient manner
by using computer codes for routine calculations and for orderly documentation.
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Computer Code E15301 is the basic tool for the initial calculation of
weights data for a component. The general plan of the code requires that each
component be resolved into a collection of standard shapes and that the minimum
number of dimensional parameters defining each be submitted as input data. Only
a single punched card is required for each geometric shape. Separate subroutines
then process the data for each geometric shape resulting in the weight, C.G., and
three moments of inertia for each. The main program then combines the results
into a total weight package for the component.
There are 37 different geometric shapes currently in the program. They
include (1) solids of revolution symmetrical about two principal axes; (2) solids
of revolution symmetric about one axis; and (3) shapes which are not solids of
revolutions such as rectangular prisms and wedges. Provision is also made for
inclusion of independently produced formula for nonstandard shapes.
The program output is a columnized list of the weight, C.G., and moment
of inertia for each geometric shape by defined number. The data from all the
geometric shapes associated with one component are also combined. A typical input/
output is included as Appendix A.
The original program was produced by North American Rockwell. It was ob-
tained through COSMIC under the identification number 400.
Program 1200lB was written to sum weights, and calculate centers of
gravity and moments of inertia for a system comprised of major assemblies, assem-
blies, sub-assemblies and parts. The individual weights calculations must have
been made previously. Each part name is printed along with its appropriate
weight information. Summations can be made at each of the assembly levels listed
above. The percent of the weight estimated, calculated and actual is included in
the format. Breakout between gimbaled and non-gimbaled components can also be
made.
The data are presented in a format usable directly in a formal report.
The computer output sheets are used as documentation for the detailed engine
weights. They serve in this manner as a working history of weight changes dur-
ing engine development. Appendix D is a sample output sheet.
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The program listings and Users' Manuals are included as Appendices B and
C, and E and F, for Programs E15301 and 12001B, respectively.
Additional weights calculations were performed by hand or by use of
calculation formula set-up on the General Electric teletype time share computer.
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6.,72; .u 7 + 02 .00 14.3! .00 ·. ;)tl.(;t45+Ol$ .29'3.?36+04 .lq(',56-',9P + l
21 2. it1 Lb,;2,Q _ 0 .00 15.25 . 00 .*93J,9 P+j3 .76°73121+03 .55· 0R______+_._
22 .92(i,4' :52+Ul .014 0 6.4 .no .'79746+02 .'1A751927+0$ .1)957r91o43
23 .377670t1+02 .00 16.97 .0o0 .11.?7,(..4+04 .28t4;769%+04 .lN2lQ004+n4
.201214,17462 .00 Io.2 0  .00 .5't51 1+4-03 ' -. lOQi03+04___ .5_t__15it_+(,_ _
'3 · -*419r7744," I  .00 19.43 '  .00 ·0 .1,il ' 2l.7 "-- ---1 q60+044 0-· 152724+03 >
2. 4220-5!7+ 02 -.00 21.22 .00 .1757o.62+04 .3441tl220+04 -1757q9(2+ntt
2 " .4 42 35;+1 + u2 .00 24. .I n .72?6inn43+03 . 1I3. t; 167+0It .7?6886t43+n'3
-5 .174=-;1U0+U2 .00 2b.230 .nO4 .-f99' s+03 3 ' '3 -3O768i+- ' .?68324n7+n3 -*;'










_ _ _l-·-C------- ---------- 
TOTAL
0 .6"304140+03 .00 13.52 46.06 .15590330+09 .1558R116+09 .54011707+05 Data for Input to
Program 12001B
for the TPA






















TABLE 1 -- MOMENT OF INERTIA EQUATIONS
INPUT OTE
CODE AIX (ROLL) AIY (PITCH) AIz (YAW) IR EQUIRED I OTHER
REQ 7E NOTHER
CYLINDER ABOUT AXES OTHER THAN AXIS OF CYLINDER. 74, 75, 76, 77,
I L = /X + y2 + Z2
W If + IL -{R)+(2 x2)
Input:
W, X, Y, Z, R
78, 79 NOT ALLOWED.
W{, +() 2 1 ) + ()L2[
w[ ) Li2l -2 )1 L
(Thin Wall)
Input:
W, X, Y, Z, R
W(1 + (L) (R ) (12
(Thick Wall)
( l +(r)] (z + 12 [ L J



























I +lfl ]R2~ · IL2
1
FYEEt428999,2,200 LIST E15301 DATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 1
1Q9 RUN FYEE,428999,2,200 LIT E530_ 16_ AY 72 2_. '1?1 3 _ -
-i CTL CLS=N 16 MAY 72 21;51:i4.366
@ CTL UN=E15301 16 MAY 72 21:51:14.366
FaR ASG X=AN4155 - - - - 16 MAY 72 21:51:14.44n
AN4 155 ASSIGNED UNIT 2






.. - ; - - .: ... . . I , . - I.. . , .. . . . . . I . . .
X XOT CUR 16 MAY 72 21:51:14.451
1. PEF X 21:51:14
2. IN X 21:51:16
END OF FILE -- UNIT X




D ELT DELTA,1P710420, 60418
O0OOb1 CDELTAV 0004045
000002 SUBROUTINE DELTA 00004050
000003 C COMPUTES DELTA VALUES IN COMMON RFFERENCE AXIS SYSTEM 000014055
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 000n4060
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100). YB(100). XB(100)p ZB(100)p DY000n4065
000006 1(100)t DX(100), DZ(100), SWY(100), SWX(100), SWZ(100), SWYS(100), o0004070
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100) SDY(100), SDX(100) SDZ(100) 00004075
000008 COMMON PI 00004080
000009 COMMON Wl . YBR p XBR p ZBR DY1 DX1 00004085
000010 COMMON DZI 1 DPY p DPX DPZ S p T oo00004090
000011 COMMON J t N p K P M Y X 00004095
000012 COMMON Z RHO A1 * B1 P Cl . A2 00004100
000013 -- COMMON B2 . C2 . RI * R2 * R3 . H 000041-05
000014 COMMON B , A . AL * WT * YBT . XBT 00004110
000015 COMMON ZBT p DYT . DXT * DZT * SWYT . SWXT 000041215
000016 COMMON SWZT . SWYST . SWXST * SWZST * SDYT . SDXT 00004120
000017 COMMON SDZT . HOL . W * YB * XB . ZB 00004125
000018 COMMON DY * DX - DZ - SWY P SWX f SWZ 00004130
-000019 COMMON SWYS t SWXS SWZS SOY * SDX , SDZ 00004135
000020 COMMON Dl p D2 D 03 CL1 * CL2 * CL3 00004140
000021 COMMON CM1 . CM2 CM3 CNt , CN2 # CN3 00004145
000022 COMMON A B3 . C3 , CL1S * CL2S . CL3S 00004150
000023 COMMON CM1S . CM2S . CM3S * CN1S * CN2S * CN3S 00004155
000024 COMMON E . V . PY * PX * PZ 00004160
- o0-0025 IF(N--200) 100,200-,200 00004165
000026 100 DYl= CLJS*DPY + (1.ODO-CLlS) * DPX 00004170
000027 DX1= CMlS*OPY + (1.0ODO-CMlS) * DPX 00004175
00-z0'-- D7-7 -CNnS*DPY + (I* OD0-CN1S-* DPX Ooo418o0
000029 RETURN 00004185
000030 200 DY1= CLlS*DPY +CL2S*DPX +CL3S*DPZ 00004190
000131 D-XIC MY-K DPY +C M2S*DPX+C-M35*DFi 00004195
000032 DZ1= CNIS*DPY +CN2S*DPX +CN3S*DPZ 00004200
000033 RETURN 00004205







X ELT DIRC,1,710420, 60419
000001 CDIRCOS 
-00003755
000002 SUBROUTINE DIRC 00003760
000003 C COMPUTES DIRECTION COSINES AND C.G. -- -- 00003765
b0Ob04 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H'O-Z) 00003770
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100)p YB(100), XB(100), ZB(100)p DY00003775
000006 1(100), DX(100)t DZ(i00), SWY(100oo), SWX(100), SWZ(100) SWYS(100), 0000oon37o0
000007 2sWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(iOo)- SDX(1.00o), SDZ(100) 00003785
000008 COMMON PI 00003790
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR , XBR , ZBR DY1 OX1 00003795
000010 COMMON DZ1 , OPY , DPX , DPZ P S f T 00003800
000011 COMMON J , N , K , M t Y , X 00003805
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , D1 - Cl , A2 00003810
000013 COMMON 82 t C2 * R1 , R2 , R3 H 00003815
000014 COMMON B , A P AL , WT t YBT , XBT 00003820O
000015 COMMON ZBT P DYT , DXT , DZT SWWYT P SWXT 00003825
0U0016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST t SDYT t SDXT 00003830
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB * XB , ZB 00003835
_000018 COMMON DY ,. DX , DZ , SWY , SWX , SWZ 00003840
00-0019 COMMON SWYS , SWXs , SwZS , SDY , SDX , SDZ 00003845
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 , D3 , CLI , CL2 , CL3 00003850
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 P CNt P CN2 , CN3 00003855
000022 COMMON A3 , 83 , C3 P CLlS , CL2S , CL3S 00003860
000023 COMMON CM1S P CM2S P CM3S , CNlS , CN2S P CN3S 00003865
000024 COMMON E , V , PY P PX P PZ 00003870
000025 D1=DSORT(A1**2 +Bl**2 +C1**2) 00003875
000026 CL1 =A1/ D1 00003880
000027 CM1 =Bl/ D01 ooo00003885
- 000028 CN1 =C1/ D1 00003890
000029 CL15= CL1**2 00003895
000030 CMlS= CM1**2 on000039no00
000031 CNfS=C-NI*2 00003905
000032 IF(N-200) 100,200,200 0000391.0
000033 100 YBR= Y + CLl*S 00003915
000034 XBR= X+ CM1 *S 00003920
000035 ZI3R = Z+ CN1 *S oo000on3925
000036 RETURN 00003930
000037 200 A3= B1*C2 -C1*B2 00003935
000038 83= C1*A2 - Al*C2 00003940
000039 C3= A1*B2 - B1*A2 00003945
000040 D2=DSQRT(A2**2 +B2**2 +C2**2) 00003950
000041 D3=DSORT(A3**2 +83**2 +C3**2) 00003955
000042 CL2 = A2/D2 00003960
000043 CL2S= CL2**2 00003965
000044 CM2 = B2/D2 00003970
000045 CM25= CM2**2 00003975
000046 C2C2/2 00003980
000047 -C N25= CN2**2 000039s5
000048 CL3 = _A3/D3 00003990
000049 CL3S= CL3**2 00003995
000050 CM3 = B3/D3 00004000
000051 CM3S = CM3**2 00004005
0 '  o2 CN3 C3/D3 0000oo401
000053 CN35= CN3**2 oo00004015
000054 YBR= Y+S*CL2 00004020
000055 XBR= X+S*CM2 00004025
000056 ZBR= Z+S*CN2 00004030











----- --------- -- · ---- ·· ·
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Q ELT E15301,1t710423, 61857
000001 1COSMIC ENGINE TEST CASE ONE TALBOTT 16JAN67
000002 1105 1 0 20 0 1 0 -1 0 10
000003 1 01 1 0 36 0 1 0 1 0 10 9 32
o00000b4 lo7 1 0 52 0 1 0 1 0 O10 2 906 18
000005 1 02 2 0 45 0 1 0 1 0 15 5 48
000006 2202 3 115 275 0 29 0 0 1 15
000007 7 3 1 0 0
000008 1101 4 0 35 24 29 0 -1 0 2 1 5
000009 2202 4 0 41 24 29 0 1 0 12
000010 8 4 0 0 1
000011 1 01 4 0 635 24 29 0 1 0 2 15 33
000012 1 01 4 0 90 7 29 0 0 1 2 15 14
000013 2201 4 0 80 14 29 1 0 0 10 2 15
0O0014 45 0 1 1










D ELT FORl,1,710420t 60420
000001 ClFOR 00b0024p0
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR1 00002425
000003 C FORMULA 1 - HOLLOW CYLINDER --- -- 00002430
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 CA-H-O-Z) 00002435
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12)t W(100)t YB(100). XB(100). ZB(0lO) DYo00002440
000006 1(100), DX(100), DZ(100), SWY(100)-, SWX(100), SWZ(100), SWYS(100) 00002445
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY 0) SDX(100 ) X 0 ) SDZ(100) onoo00002450
000008 COMMON PI 00002455
000009 COMMON Wl t YBR t XBR * ZBR * DYI ,DX1 noon2460
000010 COMMON DZI , DPY , DPX DPZ , S , T 00002465
000011 COMMON J , N K , M , Y , X 00002470
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 B1 - C1 p A2 -00002475
000013 COMMONB2 t C2 - R1 *' R2 , R3 - P H 0n00oo24s0
000014 COMMON B ' A , AL t WT , YBT , XBT 00002485
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT P DZT - SWYT SWXT N00002490
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST SYT D SXT 0000245
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL . W * YB XB , ZB 00002500
000018 COMMON DY r DX , DZ t SwY w SWX * SWZ 00002505
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS SWZS SOY t SDX . SDZ 00002510
000020 COMMON Dl . n2 . D3 CL1 * CL2 CL3 00002515
000021 COMMON CMI , CM2 . CM3 * CNt * CN2 * CN3 00002520
000022 COMMNOM A3 , 83 . C3 * CL1S * CL2S . CL3S 00002525
000023 COMMON CM1S * CM2S , CM3S . CNtS * CN2S * CN3S 00002530
000024 COMMON E * V - PY * PX f PZ 00002535
000025 WI=--Pl*RHO*H*(Rl**2-R2**2) 00002540
000026 S=O.ODO 00002545
000027 CALL DIRC 00002550
00002~ DPY .5D0*W-R1**2 +R2**2) 00002555
000029 DPX= W1/12.0DO*(3.0DO*(Ri**2+R2**2) +H**2) 00002560
000030 DPZ= DPX 00002565








f ELT FOR101,lP710420, 60422
000001 ClOlFOR 00004525
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR101 00004530
000003 C FORMULA 101 - FRUSTRUM 'OF A SOLID CONE 00004535
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00004540
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100), XB(100), ZB(10) DY00004545
000006 1(100), DX(100), DZ(100)p SWY(100)p SWX(100)t SWZ(100), SWYS(10O), 00004550
000007 25WXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100) SDX(100) SD10000) 00004555
000008 COMMON PI 00004560
oooo000009 COMMON W1 , YBR ,-XBR * ZBR * DYI , DX1 00004565
000010 COMMON DZ1 * DPY * DPX , DPZ * S , T 00004570
000011 COMMONi J N , K * M , Y f X 00004575.
000012 COMMON Z * RHO , A1 * B1-- C1 2  A2 00004580
000013 COMMON B2 * C2 . Ri * R2 I R3 f H 00004585
000014 COMMON B . A p AL p WT p YBT , XBT 00004500
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT , SWYT SWXT 00004595
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00004600
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W * YB * XB * ZB 00004605
000018 COMMON DY - DX -_ , DZ - -,SWY - SWX . SWZ 00004610
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS * SDY , SDX . SDZ 00004615
000020 COMMON D1 * D2 . D3 * CL1 , CL2 , CL3 0000n4620
000021 COMMON CM1 P CM2 , CM3 t CN1 , CN2_ CN3 00004625
000022 COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 , CLIS , CL2S , CL3S 00004630
000023 COMMON CMlS , CM2S . CM3S * CN1S * CN2S . CN3S 00004635
000024 COMMON E . V - - PY * PX , PZ 00004640
000025 E= R1**2 +R1*R2 +R2**2 00004645
000026 F=(R1-R2) /R1 00004650
000027 G: E*(R1**2_+R2**2) - (R1*R2)**2 00004655
000028 U= F**2 -3.ODO*F +3.0No 00004660
000029 P= .1500/U*(F**4-5.0D00*F**3 +10.OD0*F*F -t0.ODO*F +5.ODO) 00004665
000030 O=i.OD0O/U**2*(.100*U*(6.ODO*F**2-15.ODO*F+10.ODO) -.062500D*(3.*ODO*00004670
000031 1F*F- .0D0*F+6.0)**2) ooo00004675
000032 wl= RHO *E*PI *H/3.ODO 00004680
000033 S= .25DO*H/E *(Rl*Rl+2.0DO*Ri*R2 +3.000D* R2*R2) 00004685
000034 CALL-DIRC 00004690
000035 DPY = .3DO *W1 /E * G 00004695
000036 DPX= Wl *(P*R1**2 +Q*H**2) 00004700
000037 DPZ -- DPX 0 000oo4705












000002 SUBROUTINE FOR102 00004730
000003 C FORMULA 102 - OUTSIDE FILLET OF REVOLUTION 00004735
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00004740
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12)r W(100), YB(100), XB(100). ZB(100)t DY00004745
000006 1(100), DX(100), DZ(100), SWY(100), SWX(100), SWZ(100), SWYS(100), 00004750
000007 2SWXS(100)p SWZS(100)p SDY(0lO)p SDX(100). SDZ(100) 00004755
000008 COMMON PI 00004760
000009 COMMON W1 . YBR * XBR *ZPR * DY1 . DX1 00004765
000010 COMMON DZI , DPY , DPX , DPZ * S , T 00004770
000011 COMMON J N , K , M , Y 0 X 00004775
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , Al , B1 C1 , A2 00004780o
oo000013 COMMON B2 , C2 , RI , R2 , R3 , H 00004785
000014 COMMON B . A t AL P WT * YBT , XBT 00004790
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT f DXT , DZT - SWYT t SWXT 00004795
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST P SDYT * SDXT 000048n0o
000017 COMMON SDZT t HOL , W , YB p XB , ZB noo0000485
000018 COMMON DY , DX , DZ - SWY SWX , SWZ 00004810
000019 COMMON SWYS . SWXS , SWZS P SDY P SDX , SDZ 00004815
000020 COMMON D1 , D2 0 D3 P CL1 , CL2 , CL3 00004820
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CM1 , CN2 , CN3 00004825
000022 COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 * CL1S * CL2S . CL3S 00004830
000023 COMMON CM1S t CM2S . CM3S * CN1S * CN2S CN3S ooon00004835
000024 COMMON E , V p PY * PX * PZ 00004840
000025 E RHO *R2**2 ooo00004845
000026 Wl= E*(1.3483832D00*Rl1 +.30118575D0O*R2) 00004850
000027 T: E*R2 /W1*(1.0471976DO*Rl +.2617993900*R2) 00004855
o00o28 S= R2-T 00004860
000029 CALL DIRC Onon4865
000030 DPY= E*(1.348363200*Rl**3 +.90355662DO*RI*R1*R2 +.3440474400 *R1* 00004870
--000031 1R2*R 2'0558 82D*R2**30 00004875
000032 DPX= .5D0O*DPY +E* R2*R2*(.86069464D00 *R1 +.23237608D0O*R2) -W1*T*T 00004880
000033 DPZ= DPX 000048P5







g ELT FOR103,1,710420. 60426
000001 C1 -03FOR 00004905
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR103 00004910
000003 C . .FORMULA 103- INSIDE FILLET OF REVOLUTION ------- 000049 15
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) oo004920
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(lOO1) YB(n100), XB(100), Z(lon)p nyonn040 25
000006 1(100)1 DX(100)_ DZ(100), SWY(100), SWX(1(00), SWZ(100)t SWYS(100)1 00004930
000007 25WXS(100) SWZS(100), SDY(100), SDX(100), SDZ(tO0) 000oon4935
000008 COMMON PI 00004940
OOO009 - -COMMON WI __ YBR XBR - ZBR * DY1 * DX1 -- 00049145
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY . DPX , DPZ P S , T n000049F0
oo000011 COMMON J . N , K * M * Y , X 00004955
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 * B1 * C1 , A2 on4000090
oo00001i3 COMMON 82 , C2 . R1 , R2 , R3 -H 000049A5
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT , YF3T , XBT 00004970
000015 COMMON ZRT . DYT - DXT -- ,- DZT , SWYT . SWXT .T-- 00004975
000016 COMMON SWZT * SWYST . SWXST * SW7ST , SDYT . SDXT onn00004980
000017 COMMON SDZT . HOL * W * YB * XR * ZB 000049R5
000018 COMMON- DY -, DX .. OZ * SWY - _SWX - SWZ oono49qn
000019 COMMON SWYS . SWXS . SWZS * SOY * SDX , SDZ n000049q5
000020 COMMON D1 . 02 , D3 , CLI , CL2 , CL3 00005000
000021 COMMON -CM1- - * CM2 . ., CM3 __-_ C1 t* CN2___ , CN3 on00005005
000022 COMMON A3 . B3 . C3 t CLIS , CL2S , CL3. 00005010
000023 COMMON CM1S . CM2S . CM3S * CN1S * CN2S , CN3S 00005015
000024 -COMMONM E .. V .. pY P PX.,___ PZ . .. onono50po
000025 E= RHO *R2.*2 00009025
000026 wl= E*(1.3483832DO*R1 +1.0471976D0n*R2) 00005030
000027 S= E*R2 /W1 *(.301185s75DO*Rl +.26179939Do *R2) -n__._ s0000505
000028 CALL DIRC -- 00005040
000029 DPY= E*(1.3483832DU *R1**3 +3.141592700*Rl*Rl*R2 +2o5820838DO *R1*00005045
000030 l1R2*R2+.73303829DO*R2**3) 000050-0
0000031 DPX= .5DO*DPY +E*R2*R2*(.114682580D0*R1 + .10471976DO *R2) -WI*S*S 000050~5
000032 DPZ=DPX 00005060





000002 SUBROUTINE FOR104 00005085
000003 C FORMULA 104 - SOLID SPHERICAL SEGMENT, 2 BASES on00005090
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00005005
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12)t W(100)1 YB(100), XR(100), ZB(100), DY00005100
000006 1(100), DX(100), DZ(100), SWY(100)__SWX(OO)p, SWZ(100), $WYS(100)P 000051Sn5
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100), SDX(100)p SDZ(100) 00005110
000008 COMMON PI 00005115
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR p XBR ,ZeR DY1 w D± X1 -00Q512,0-
0000l0 COMMON DZ1 , DPY p DPX , DPZ , S , T 00005125
000011 COMMON J , N t K , M , Y , X 00005130
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , 81 , Cl , A2 00005135
000013 COMMON B2 , C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 , H 00005140
000014 COMMON B t A , AL , WT , YF3T , XBT 00005145
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT , SWYT , SWXT 0000515Q
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00005155
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YR , XB , ZB 00005160
000018 COMMON DY , DOX , DZ , SWY , SWX , SWZ 00005165
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SOY , SDX , SDZ 00005170
000020 COMMON D1 , D2 , D3 , CLI , CL2 , CL3 00005175
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 , CN2 , CN3 00005180
TOu022 COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 CLiS , CL2S , CL3S 00005185
000023 COMMON CM1S * CM2S , CM3S , CN1S , CN2S , CN3S 00005190
000024 COMMON E , V , PY , PX , PZ 00005195
-00002 E= PI*RFiHO*H 00005200
000026 wl= E*(RI*Rl-(3.0DO*B*B +3.ODO*B*H +H*H) /3.0D0O) 00005205
000027 T= E/w1 *R1**2 *(B+.sDO*H) -B**3 -1.5SDO*B*B*H -B*H*H -. 25DO*H**3)00005210o
0M2o8 S= T-8 00005215
000029 CALL DIRC 00005220
000030 DPY= .5DO*E*(Rl**4 +B**4 +2.0DO*R**3*H +2.0DO*B**2*H**2 +B*H**3 + 00005225
0O0H0 1.2Do0*H**4-2.ODO/3.ODO*R1**2*(3.oD *B*B+3.ODO*B*H+H**2)) 00005230
000032 DPX= E *(.25DO*Rl**4 + R1**2 /6.ODO*( 3.oDO*B*B +3.0D0*B*H +H*H) 00005235
000033 1-.75*B*(B**3+2.ODO*B*B*H+2.0DO*B*H*H+H**3)-.15DO*H**4)-wl*T*T 00005240
-0 0' o4 bP-Z'-PX' 00005245








r ELT FOR105,1,710420, 60430
000001 C105FOR 00005265
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR105 00005270
000003 C FORMULA 105 - SOLID HEMISPHERE 00005275
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00005280
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12)p W(100), YB(100) XB(lOO)t ZB(100)p DY00005285
000006 1(100), DXo(100), DZ(100)t SWY(100) SWX(100)t SWZ(100) SWYSC100) 000noon5290
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(lOO1) SDX(100)t SDZ(100) 00005295
000008 COMMON PI 00005300
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR , XBR w ZBR , DY1 * DX1 00005305
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX , DPZ , S * T 00005310
000011 COMMON J , N K , M * Y , X 00005315
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , B1 p Cl * A2 00005320
000013 COMMON 82 , C2 * R1 * R2 * R3 * H 00005325
000014 COMMON B , A , AL t WT t YBT , XBT 00005330
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT t SWYT , SWXT 00005335
000016 COMMON SWZT p SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00005340
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL t W , YB , XB , ZB 00005345
000018 CO!'MMON DY , DX , DZ , SWY- SWX , SWZ 000053s0
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS ' SDY , SDX , SDZ 00005355
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 pD3 CL1 , CL2 * CL3 00005360
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CNI , CN2 , CN3 00005365
000022 COMMON A3 , 83 , C3 , CL1S , CL2S , CL3S 00005370
000023 COMMON CM1S * CM2S , CM3S , CN1S t CN2S CN3S 00005375
000024 COMMON E , V , PY PX PZ 00005380
000025 Wl= 2.0D0/3.0DO*PI*RHO*R1**3 000053A5
000026 S = .*37500D *R1 00005390
000027 CALL DIRC 00005395
000028 DPY: .4DO*Wl*Rl**2 00005400
000029 DPX= .25937500D *W1 *R1**2 00005405
000030 DPZ=DPX 00005410





Q ELT FOR106,1,710420, 60431
000001 C106FOR 00530
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR106 00005435
000003 C FORMULA 106 - OUTER QUARTER OF SOLID TORUS - -00005440
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00005445
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100)p XB(100)t ZB(100)p DY00005450
000006 1(100), DX(10o), DZ(100), SWY(100)o SWX(100), SWZ(100), SwYS(loo), 0ooon545
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100)p SDX(100)p SOZ(100) 00005460
000008 COMMON PI 00005465
000009 COMMON Wl YBR , XBR ZRR DY1 DX1i 00005470
000010 COMMON DZ1 DPY . DPX . DPZ , S . T 00005475
000011 COMMON J N , K * M * Y * X 00005480
000012 COMMON Z * RHO . A1 p 81 p C1 . A2 000054R5
000013 COIMON B2 C2 . Rl * R2 * R3 , H 00005490
000014 COMMON B , A , AL p WT , YBT p XBT 00005495
000015 COMMON ZBT * DYT t DXT t DZT p SWYT , SWXT 00005500
000016 COMMON SWZT w SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT n00005505
000017 COMMON SDZT . HOL * W * YB * XB . ZB 00005510
000018 COMMON DY , nX DZ , SWY , SWX , SWZ 00005515
00019 COMMON SWYS . SWXS t SWZS * SOY * SDX , SDZ 00005520
000020 COMMON D1 t 02 , 03 , CL1 t CL2 , CL3 00005525
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 , CN2 p CN3 0ono0005530
000022 COMMON A3 , R3 C3 , CL1S , CL2S , CL3S 00005535
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CNIS , CN2S , CN3S 00005540
000024 COMMON E , V , PY PX , PZ 00005545
000025 E= .500D*PI *RHO *R2**2 00005550
000026 wl= E*(PI*R1 +4.000/3.0ODO0*R2) 00005555
000027 S= .5D0*R2 *(8.ODO*R1 +3.ODO*R2) / (3.0D0O*PI*R1 +4.ODO*R2 ) 00005560
000028 CALL DIRC 00005565
000029 DPY= E*( PI*Rl**3 +4.0DO*Rl*Rl*R2 +-7500*Pi*Rl*R2*R2 +8.ODO*R2**3 00005570
000030 1/15.D000) 00005575
-u00003 DX= --.5D*o+PY-+ *2 *(.2DO*PI*R1 +4.ODO/15.ODO*R2) -Wl*S*S 00005580
000032 DPZ=DPX 00005585







W ELT FOR107p1,710420, 60433
000001 C107FOR 00005605
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR107 00005610
000003 C FORMULA 107 - FRUSTRUM OF A HOLLOW_ CONI- -00005615
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00005620
000005 DIMENSION HOLC12), W(10O), YB(100)p XB(100)t ZB(100)p DY00005625
000006 1(100), ODX(1oO)tDZ(lDO)p SWY(lOO0)t SWX(ltO), SWZ(100), SWYS(100) -o00005630
000007 2SWXS(1OO), SWZS(100)p SDY(100)} SDX(100), SDZ(100) 00005635
000008 COMMON PI 00005640
000009 COMMON W1 P YBR , XBR , ZBR , DY1 , DX1 00005645
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY * DPX , DPZ , S t T 00005650
000011 COMMON J * N K , M , Y , X 00005655
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , B). Cl * A2 00005660
000013 COMMON B2 , C2 r R1 , R2 , R3 p H oon00005665
000014 COMMON B p A , AL , WT , YBT , XBT 00005670
000015 COMMQN -ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT - ,SWYT___LSWXT 00005675
000016 COMMON SWZT p SWYST , SWXST , SWZST p SDYT P SDXT 00005680
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB t XB , ZB 00005685
___000018 COMMON DY , DX , D , SWY - w SX SZ 0005690
000019 COMMON SWYS , sWXS , SWZS P SDY , SDX , SDZ 00005695
U000020 COMMON D1 , D2 , D3 , CL1 , CL2 , CL3 00005700
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 * CM3 CMI CN2 CN3 00005705
000022 COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 , CLIS , CL2S * CL3S 00005710
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S * CNIS , CN2S , CN3S 00005715
000024 COMMON _E , V , PY , PX , PZ 00005720
000025 uI= R1-R2 00005725
000026 T= R2-R3 00005730
000027 O= U1-/ H 00005735
000028 E- PI * RHO * T 00005740
000029 E1= E *(2.ODO*R1 -T) noo00005745
000030 E2= 2.000*E *U1 00005750
000031 E3= .500 *E /Q0 00005795
000032 E4= 2.ODO*E3 /Q**2 00005760
000033 Wi= E * H *(R1+R3) oon00005765
000034 S= H/3.ODO*(3.ODO*E1 -2.ODO*E2) / (2.ODO*E1 -E2) 00005770
000035 B= R1 -a*S 00005775
000036 U2= Rl**2 -R2**2 00005780
000037 U3 R1**3 -R2**3 00005s785
000038 U4= Rl**4 -R2**4 00005790
000039 CALL DIRC 000057q5
000040 DPY= E3 *(U4 -2.000*T*IJ3 +2.0DO*T*T*,J2 - T**3 *U1) AooOO5no
000041 DPX= .5D0*DPY +E4 *(.5D0*UJ4 -(4.ODO*B+T) /3,ODO*U3 +B*(B+T) *U2 -8oo00005805
000042 1*B*T*U1) 00005810
000043 -DPZ= DPX 00005815





( ELT FOR108,1710420P 60435
000001 C108FOR 00005835
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR108 00005840
000003 C FORMULA 108 - ANNULAR FRUSTRUM - CYLINDRICAL HOLE 00005845
000U004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HpO-Z) 00005850
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100)p XB(100), ZB(100) DY00005855
000006 1(100), DX(100), DZ(100), SWY(100), SWX(l00)! SWZ(lOO), SWYS(100) 00005P60o
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100) SDX(100)e SDZ(100) 00005865
000008 COMMON PI 00005870
000009 COMMON Wi , YBR , XBR P ZBR' , DY1 . DX1 00005875
obl000010 COMMON DZi DPY , DPX , DPZ , S , T 00005880
000011 COMMON J t N , K M t Y X 000058s85
000012 COMMON z , RHO , A1 B1 t C1 , A2 0000580o
000013 COMMON B2 C2 , Ri R2 * R3 , H 00005895
000014 COMMON B * A , AL * WT t YBT * XBT 00005900
000015 -COMMON ZBT . DYT p DXT * DZT * SWYT . $WXT 00005905
000016 COMMON SWZT * SWYST . SWXST * SWZST * SDYT , SDXT 00005910
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB * XB . ZB 00005915
000018 COMMON DY , DX , DZ * SWY * SWX * SWZ 00005920
O -0000'19 COMMON -SWYS p SwXS P SWZS P SDY , SDX , SDZ 00005925
000020 COMMON D1 , D2 , 03 , CL1 , CL2 , CL3 00005930
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 t CN1 , CN2 , CN3 00005935
- 000o022 COMMON A3 , 83 , C3 ,'CL1S CL2S P CL3S 000on5940
000023 COMMON CM1S P CM2S , CM3S , CN1S t CN2S , CN3S 00005945
000024 COMMON E , V , PY , PX t PZ 00005950
00oo25 CALL FORl1 00005955
000026 WF= Wl 00005960
000027 YBF= YBR 000059F5
---0o028 XBF--XBR 00005970
000029 ZBF= ZBR 00005975
000030 DYF = DYI 00005980
----000-31 DXF--D-X1 00059h85
000032 DZF : DZ1 0000599o
000033 Ri:= R3 00005995
000304 R21J.ODO 00006000
000035 RHO= -RHO 00006005
000036 Y= Y+.500*H *CL1 00006010
- 000-07, X--X-sDo~*T0-~FCl 00006015
000038 Z=: Z+.5DO*H *CN1 00006020
000039 CALL FOR1 00006025
000040 wC:W1 00006030
000041 YBC = YBR 00006035
000042 XBC = XBR 00006040
000043 ZBC : ZBR 00006045
000044 DYC = DY1 00006050
000045 DXC : DXt - '00006055
000046 DZC = DZI 00006060
000047 WI: WC+WF 00006065
000048 YBR= (WF*YBF +WC*YBC) / Wi 00006070
000049 XBR= (WF*XBF +WC*XBC) / Wl 00006075
000050 ZBR= (WF*ZBF +WC*ZBC) / WI 00006080
000051 DYl= WF*(XBF**2 +ZBF**2) + WC*(XBC**2 +ZBC**2) +DYF + DYC -Wl*(XRR00006085
000052 1**2 +ZBR**2) 00006090
000053 DXI= WF*(YBF**2 +ZBF**2) +WC*(YBC**2 +ZBC**2) +DXF +DXC -Wl*( YBROOO06095g;000054 1**2 +ZBR**2) 00006100
D000055 Zi- WF*(XBF**2 +YBF**2) + WC*TXBC**2 + YRC**2) +DZF +DZC - Wl*(XBOO006105
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0 ELT FOR109.1.710420, 60436
000001 C109FOR 00006125
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR109 00006130
__ 000003 C FORMULA 109_- ANNULAR CYLINDER - CONICAL HOLE - - 00006135
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 000n6140
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100), XR(100), ZB(100), DY00006145
000006 1(100), DX(100)p DZ(100), SWY(100)p SWX(100)p _ SWZ(100)SWYSlO(100)p 00006150
000007 25WXS(100), SWZS(O100) SDY(100) SDX(100o), SDZ100) 00006155
000008 COMMON PI 00006160
000009 COMMON W , _ _ ___YBR XBR , ZRR DY1 , D X1_ 00o006165
000010 COMMON DZ1 DPY , DPX , DPZ S t T 00006170
000011 COMMON J , N , K , M , Y , X 00006175
000012 COMMON Z , RHO -, A1 _ B1 Cl , A2 00006180
000013 COMMON B2 , C2 , R1 , R2 t R3 , H 00006185
000014 COMMON B r. A , AL , WT YBT , XBT 00006190
000015 COMMON ZBT - DYT , DXT , DZT , SWYT p SWXT 000061a5
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SXT SWZST t SDYT , SDXT 00006200
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB * XB , ZB 00006205
000018 COMMON DY , DX - DZ 0 ,SWY - SWX , SWZ 0000621.0
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SDY , SDX , SDZ 00006215
000020 COMMON D1 02 , D3 , CL1 t CL2 , CL3 00006220
000021 COMMON CM1 t CM2 , CM3 , CN1 , CN2 , CN3 00006225
000022 COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 , CL1S , CL2S , CL3S 00006230
000023 COMMON CMIS , CM2S , CM3S , CN1S t CN2S * CN3S 00006235
- 000024 COMMON E , V , PY , PX , PZ 0.0006240
o -o2s ER2 R2 00006245
000026 EY = Y 00006250
000027 EX =-X 00006255
000028 EZ = Z 00006260
000029 R2=0.ODO 00006265
000030 S= .5DO*H 00006270
00003i CALL DIRC 00006275
000032 Y=YB3R 000062s0
000033 X=XBR 00006285
000 34 Z=ZBR .00006290
000035 CALL FOR1 00006295
__000036 -- WC= Wl 00006300
-c000037- YBC = YBR 000063s05
000038 XBC = XBR 00006310
000039 ZBC = ZBR 00006315
U000040 DYC = DY1 00006320
000041 DXC = DX1 00006325
000042 DZC = DZ1 00006330
000043 RHO = -RHO 00006335
000044 R1 = ER2 00006340
000045 R2= R3 00006345
-000046 y 
.--000046 Y EY 00006350
000047 X = EX 00006355
000048 Z = EZ 00006360
0Uo0049 CALL FOR101 00006365
000050 WF WI 00006370
000051 YBF = YBR 0000oo6375
000052 XBF XBR 000063S0
000053 ZBF = ZBR 000063P5
000054 DYF = DY1 000063Q0
000055 DXF = DX1 00006395





000057 Wi = WC+WF 00006405
000058 YBR= (WF*YBF + WC*YBC) / WI 00oon006410] 000059 XBR= (WF*XBF + WC*XBC) / W1I 00006415
000060 ZBR= (WF*ZBF + WC*ZBC) / Wi - 0000ooon6420
000061 DY1- WF*(XBF**2 +ZBF**2) +WC*(XBC**2 +ZBCO*2) + DYF + DYC -WI*(XRR00006425
000062 1**2 +ZBR**2) 00006430
000063 DX1 = WF*( YBF**2 +ZBF**2) + WC*(YBC**2 +ZBC**2) + DXF + DXC - WI 00006435
000064 1*( YBR**2 + ZBR**2) 00006440
000055 OZ1 = WF*( XBF**2 + YBF**2) + WC*(XBC**2 +YBC**2) +DZF +DZC -Wi* 00006445





Q ELT FOR110p1t710420, 60439
U000001 CllOFOR 00006465
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR110 00006470
000003 C FORMULA 110 - TRAPEZOID OF REVOLUTION - 00006475
000004 C PARALLEL SIDES PARALLEL TO AXIS OF REVOLUTION 00006480
000005 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00006485
000006 DIMENSION TW(4),TYB(4),TXR(4),TZB.4),T D_(_LLTX(4hx(_),TDZ(4) 000064o.90
000007 DIMENSION HOL(12)t W(100), YB(100), XB(100), ZR(100)t DY00006495
000008 1(100)5 DX(100)5 DZ(100), SWY(100), SWX(100)t SWZ(100)5 SWYS(100)p 00006500
000009 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100) SDX(100), SDZ(100) o00006505
000010 COMMON PI 00006510
000011 COMMON Wl t YBR f XBR , ZBR p DY1 , DX1 00006515
000012 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX w DPZ , S , T 00006520
000013 COMMO N N K , M , Y e X 00006525
000014 COMMON Z , RHO t A1 Bl , Cl , A2 00006530
000015 COMMON B2 , C2 , R1 , R2 P R3 , H 00006535
000016 COMMON B A , AL , WT , YBT , XBT 00006540
000017 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT , SWYT , SWXT 00006545
000018 -COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00006550
00009 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB , XB t ZB 00006555
000020 COMMON DY , DX w DZ , SWY , SWX p SWZ 00006560
000021 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS - SDY , SDX , SDZ 00006565
-- OU0022 COMiON D1 D2 D3 , CL , CL2 , CL3 00006570
000023 COMMON CM1 CM2 , CM3 P CNl , CN2 , CN3 00006575
000024 COMMON A3 , B3 p C3 , CLIS w CL2S , CL3S 00006580
000025 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CNIS , CN2S , CN3S 00006585
000026 COMMON E , V , PY , PX , PZ 00006590











000038 C DETERMINE TYPE
000059 - - IF(H-A) 10. 40, 60
000040 10 IF(H-B) 20 --20,- 30
000041 20 L=l
000042 GO TO 90
000043 30 L=3
000044 GO TO 90
000045 40 IF(H-B) 50, 50, 30
000046 50 L=2
000047 GO TO 90
000048 60 IF(H-B) 50t 50, 70
000049 70 L=4












































j 000059 98 CALL FOR1
000060 C STORE RESULTS







000068 GO TO (110,130,120#140), I













000082 GO TO 98




000087 GO TO (122,122#124t124), L





000093 GO TO 126
000094 124 H= EH-B
U000095 RHO = -ERO
000096 126 RI'= ER1
-000097 R2 -=-ER2 - - --
000098 1=2
000099 128 CALL FOR101












000112 GO TO (132,134w132t134), L

































































000117 RHO= -ERO 00007045
000113 GO TO 136 00007090
000119 134 HF=EH-A 00007055
000120 RHO = ERO 00non7060
000121 136 R1= ER1 0000706
000122 R2= ER2 00007070
000123 I=4 00.007075
000124 GO TO 128 00007080
000125 C COMBINE SECTIONS 00007085
000126 140 Wl= TW(1) 00007090
000127 YM= TW(1)* TYB(1) 00007095
000128 XM= TW(1)* TXB(1) 00007100
000129 ZM= TW(1)* TZB(1) 00007105
000130 YM2 - YM * TYB(1) 00007110
000131 XM2 = XM * TXB(1) 00007115
000132 ZM2 = ZM * TZB(1) 00007120
000133 YD-TDY(1) 00o007125
000134 XD = TDX(1) 00007130
000135 ZD = TDZ(1) 00007135
000136 DO 150 I=2,4 00007140
000137. Wl=Wl+ TW(I) 00007145
000138 YM= YM + TW(I) * TYB(I) 00007150
000139 XM XM + TW(I) * TXB(I) 00007155
000140 ZM= ZM + TW(I) * TZB(I) 00007160
000141 YM2 : YM2 + TW(I) * TYB(I)**2 00007165
000142 XM2 - -XM2 + TWI) * TXB(IT)**2 00007170
000143 ZM2 = ZM2 + TW(I) * TZB(I)**2 00007175
000144 YD = YD + TDY(I) 00007180
000145 XD = XD + TDX(I) 000071R5
000146 150 ZD = ZD + TDZ(I) 00007190
000147 YBR= YM / WI 000071a5
00014-8 XBR'-K--7W1 n-Wf 00007200
000149 ZBR= ZM / W1 0000ooon7205
000150 DY1 = XM2 +ZM2 + YD -W1*(XBR**2 +ZBR**2) 00007210
000151 IX : YM2 +ZM2  XD -W1*(YBR**?2 +ZBR**2) 00007215







Q ELT FOR11ll,710420, 60441
000001 C11iFOR 00007235
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR11i1 000onon7240
000003 C FORMULA 111 - TRAPEZOID OF REVOLUTION 00007245
000004 C PARALLEL SIDES NORMAL TO AXIS OF REVOLUTION 00007250
000005 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00007255
000006 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100)p YB(100), XR(100), ZB(100), OYOOOn7260
000007 1(100), OX(0lO) DZ(100), SWY(100), SWX(100), SWZ(100)t SWYS(100), 00007265
000008 25WXS(100)t SWZS(100), SDY(100)t SDX(100)t SDZ(100) 0no00o7270
000009 COMMON PI oo000on7275
000010 COMMON W1 , YBR , XBR , ZBR , DY1 , DX1 000072R0
000011 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX , DPZ , S , T 00007285
000012 COMMON J , N , K , M , Y , X 00oon0720
000013 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , B1 ' Cl , A2 00007295
000014 COMMON B2 , C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 , H 000073n0o
000015 COMMON B , A , AL t WT ,  YRTB. XBT O0007305_
000016 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT , SWYT , SWXT 00007310
000017 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST v SDYT , SDXT 00007315
000018 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W YB XR ,ZB 00007320
000U019 COMMON DY , DX i DZ , SWY , SWX , SWZ 00007325
000020 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SDY SOX , SDZ ooon00007330
000021 COMMON D1 p 02 , D3 , CLI p CL2 , CL3 o0007335-
000022 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 , CN2 , CN3 00007340
000023 COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 , CLiS , CL2S , CL3S 00007345
C000024 COMMoN CMlS , CM2S , CM3S , CNIS , CN2S , CN3S 00007350-
000025 COMMON E , V , PY , PX , PZ 00007355











000036 - IF(H) 20, 20, 30 00007410
o0000537 0R2: ER.1 + EH 00007415
000038 GO TO 40 000n7420
000039 30 S=A 00007425




000044 Al= -EA 00007450
000045 Bl=-EB 00007455
000046 Ci=-EC 00007460
000047 p1= ER1 + EH 00007465
000048 R2= ERi 00007470
000049 40 H=A 00007475
000050 CALL FOR101 \ 00007480
000051 TW= Wl - - - - - - 00007485
-boo000052 TYB= YBR 00007490
000053 TXB= XBR 00007495
000054 TZB= ZBR 00007500
000055 TDY -DYI 00007505
000056 TDX = DX1 00007510

000057 TDZ = DZ1 00007515
000058 C COMPUTE INNER CONE RESULTS 00007520
000059 RHO= -RHO 00007525
000060 P= ER1 +EH -8 00007530
000061 Y= EY 00007535
000062 X= EX 00007540
000063 Z: EZ 00007545
000064 A1EA 000075
000065 R1= EB 00007555
000066 C1= EC 000075600
000067 IF(P-ER2) 60.60,50 00007565
000068 50 S=A 00007570
000069 CALL DIRC oo_0on7575
000070 Y= YBR 00007580
000071 X= XBR 00007585
000072 Z= ZBR 00007590
000073 A1 -EA 00007595
000074 81= -EB oon00007600
000075 C1= -EC 000760.5
000076 RI= P 00007610
000077 R2= ER2 00007615
000078 GO TO 70 00007620
000079 60 R1= ER2 00007625
000080 R2= P oon00007630
000081 70 H= A ----- 00007635
: 000082 CALL FOR101 n00007640
000083 C COMBINE FRUSTRUMS 00007645
000084 YM= TW*TYB +W1*YBR - 00007690
0-00085 XM- TW*TXB +Wi*XBR 00007655
000086 ZM= TW*TZP +W1*ZBR 00007660
000087 YM2= TW*TYB**2 + Wi*YBR**2 00007665
0-0- 0-88 Xm2--TW*TXB**2 + Wl*XBR**2 00007670
000089 ZM2 = TW*TZB**2 + Wi*ZBR**2 00007675
000090 YD= TDY +DY1 000076R0
000091 XD-TDX +DX1 000076A5
000092 ZD= TDZ +DZ1 00007690
000093 W1= TW+W1 00007695
000094 YBR= YM / W1 0000ooo77no00
000095 XBR= XM / W1 00007705
000096 ZBR= ZM / WI 00007710
000097 DY1- XM2 +Z +ZM2 +YD - W1*(XBR**2 + ZBR**2) 00007715
000098 DX1= YM2 +ZM2 +XD - Wk*(YBR**2 + ZBR**2) 00007720









@ ELT FOR112,1P710420, 60442
000001 C112FOR 00007740
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR112 00007745
000003 C FORMULA 112 - INNER QUARTER OF SOLID TORUS o00007750
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00007755
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100), XR(100), ZB(100)t DY00007760
000006 - 1(100), DX(100), DZ(100) , SWYWX(1 00), WX( )SWZ(100), SWYS(100)} 00007765
000007 2SWXS(100)t SWZS(100), SDY(00), SDX(100), SDZ(100) 00007770
000008 COMMON PI 00007775
000009 COMMON Wl * YBR , XBR ZRR * DY1 , DX1 00007780
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX DPZ , S , T 00007785
000011 COMMON J , N p K . M , Y , X 0000770o
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , B1 , Cl , A2 00007795
000013 COMMON 82 * C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 , H o00007800
000014 COMMON B , A , AL ' WT , YBT , XBT 00007805
000015 - COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXL , DZT , SWYT .LSWX0.0 0OO781.0
000016 COMMON SWZT * SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00007815
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB , XB , ZB 00007820
000018 COMMON DY * DX pDZ SY , SW- , SWZ Q0007825
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SOY , SDX , SDZ 00007830
000020 COMMON D1 , D2 , D3 ., CL1 , CL2 , CL3 00007835
000021 COMMON CM1 * CM2 , CM3 , CNI , CN2 , CN3 00o07840
00022 COMMON A3 , 83 C3 * CL1S , CL2S , CL3S 00007845
000023 COMMON CM1S * CM2S , CM3S , CN1S , CN2S , CN3S 00007850
000024 COMMON E , V . PY * PX * PZ 00007855
000025 NN=N 00007860
000026 N=112 00007865
000027 C CYLINDER 00007870
000028 S= .5D00*R2 00007875














0000t3 C FILLET on0000790
000044 RHO = -RHO 00007955
000045 S=.5DO*H - 00007960




000050 A1= -A1l 00007985
000051 81= -BI 00007990
0400052 C1 -Cl 00007995
000053 Ri=R2 00008000
000054 R2:H 00008005
000055 CALL FOR102 00008010
000056 WF= Wl 00008015
000057 YF: YBR -00008020
000058 XF: XBR 00008025
000059 ZF= ZBR 00008030
000060 FY DYl 00008035
000061 FX= oxi 00008040
000062 FZ= DZ1 00008045
000063 C RESTORE INPUT 00008050
000064 RHO= -RHO 00008055
000065 R1= R1+H 00008060
000066 S=H 0000A065
000067 CALL DIRC 00008070
000068 Y=YBR 00008075
000069 -- XXBR - 00008080
000070 Z=ZBR 00008085
000071 A1= -A1 0008090
000072 81=-Bl - _ 000080cs
000073 ci-cl 00008100
000074 N=NN 00008105
000075 C _COMBINE CYLINDER AND FILLET 000n08110
000076 W1= WC+WF 00008115
000077 YM= WC*YC + WF*YF 00008120
000078 XM= WC*XC + WF*XF 00008125
000079 ZM= WC*ZC + WF*ZF 00008130
000080 YM2 = WC*YC**2 +WF*YF**2 00008135
000081 XM2= WC*XC**2 +WF*XF**2 00008140
000082 ZM2= WC*ZC**2 +WF*ZF**2 00008145
0000833 YD= CY+FY 00008150
000094 XD= CX+FX 00008155
-oo000o85 ZD- Z+F 00 008160
000086 YBR= YM / WI 00008165
000087 XBR= XM / W1 00008170
00U08 Z3BR= ZM /W1 00008175
000089 DYi= XM2 +ZM2 +YO -W1*(XBR**2 + Z8R**2) 00008180
000090 DXI= YM2+ZM2 +XO -W1* (YBR**2 +ZBR**2) 00008185











ra ELT FOR113l,1710420, 60444
0000ooooo01 C113FOR 00008205
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR113 on0oo008210
000003 C FORMULA 113 - INNER QUARTER. TOROIDAL SHELL _ 00008215
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00008220
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12)v W(100), YB(100), XB(100), ZB(O100) DY00008225
000006 1(100). DX(100), DZ(100), SWY(100)t SWX(100), SWZ(100), SWYS(100), 00008230
000007 2SWXS(100). SWZS(100), SDY(100) SDX(100), SDZ(100) 00008235
000008 COMMON PI . 00008240
000009 COMMON w1 , YBR , XBR , Z- R *, DYl , DX1 00008245
000010 COMMON DZI , DPY , DPX , DPZ , S , T 00008250
000011 COMMON J , N , K * M * Y . X 00008255
000012 COMMON Z * RHO , A1 * B1 , C1 , A2 00008260
000013 COMMON B2 C2 P R1 * 82 * R3 * H 00008265
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT , YBT , XBT 00008270
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT * DZT , SWYT , SWXT 00008275
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST * SWZST * SDYT , SDXT 00008280
000017 COMMON SDZT . HOL p W * YB * X8 , ZB 00008285
000018 COMMON DY , DX , DZ , SWMY -, SWX , SWZ 00008290
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SDY , SDX , SDZ 00008295
000020 COMMON D1 * D2 , D3 , CLI p CL2 , CL3 00008300
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 , CN2 , CN3 00008305
000022 COMMON A3 . B3 * C3 * CL1S * CL2S , CL35 00008310
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CN1S , CN2S , CN3S 0000831.5




000028 IF(NN-115s) 112,106,112 00008340
000029 112 CALL FOR112 on00008345
000030 GO TO 120 00008350
000031 106 CALL FOR106 o00008355








000040 RHO= -RHO 00008400
000041 IF(NN-115) 212,206,212 00008405
000042 212 CALL FOR112 00008410
000043 GO TO 220 00008415
000044 206 CALL FOR106 00008420
000045 220 WF=W1 00008425
000046 YF: YBR 00008430
000047 XF= XBR 00008435
000048 ZF= ZBR 00008440
000049 FY= DY1 00008445
000050 FX= DX1 00008450
000051 FZ: DZ1 00008455
w000052 C RESTORE INPUT 00008460
000053 R2=ER2 00008465
000054 RHO= -RHO 0000847000055 -684_000055 N=NN 00008475







000058 YM=WC*YC + WF*YF 000084q0O
000059 XM=WC*XC + WF*XF 00008495
000060 ZM:WC*ZC + WF*ZF -_ - 00008500
o000061 YM2= WC*YC**2 + WF* YF**2 00008505
000062 XM2= WC* XC**2 + WF* XF**2 00008510
000063 ZM2= WC* ZC**2 + WF* ZF**2 00008515
00064 YD= CY+FY 00008520
000065 XD= CX+FX 00008525
000066 ZD= CZ+FZ 00008530
000067 YBR= YM /W1 00008535
000068 XBR= XM / WI 00008540
000069 ZBR= ZM / WI - - _ _ _- 00008545
000070 DY1= XM2 +ZM2 +YD -W1*( XBR**2 + ZBR**2) 00008590
000071 DX1= YM2 +ZM2 +XD -W1*( YBR**2 + ZBR**2) 00008555









W ELT FOR114,1,710420, 60446
000001 C114FOR 00008575
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR114 00008580
000003 C FORMULA 114 - HOLLOW SPHERICALSEGMENT 00008585
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00008590
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100), X8(100), ZB(100)p DY00008595
- 00006 1(100), DX(100),_ QZ(100), SWY(100), SWX(100), SWZ(100), SWtYS(100) on0008600no
000007 25WXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100) SDX(100), SDZ(100) 00008605
000008 COMMON PI 00008610
000009 COMMON WI , YBR _ XB ZBR -, DYl , DX1 00008615
000010 COMMON OZ1 , DPY , DPX DPZ S , T 00008620
000011 COMMON J N , K M P Y , X 00008625
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , Al , B1 , C1 , A2 00008630
000013 COMMON 82 , C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 , H 00008635
000014 COMMON B , A p AL , WT , YBT , XBT 00008640
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT __-, DZT _.__SWYT, SWXT __ __00008645
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00008650
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB R XB , ZB 00008655
000018 COMMONDY  OX  , DZ _ -, SWY -_t SWX _ __SWZ _.00008660
000019 COMMON SWvjYS , SWXS , SWZS , SDY , SDX , SDZ 00008665
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 , 03 , CLI , CL2 , CL3 00008670
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 ,__ CN1__ C N2. , CN3 00008675
000022 COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 , CL1S , CL2S , CL3S 00008680
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CN1S , CN2S , CN35 00008685





000029 CALL FOR104 00008715
000030 WC=W1 00008720
000031 YC= YBR 00008725
00032 XC=XBR 00008730





000038 RHO = -RHO 00008760








000047 C RESTORE INPUT 00008805
__ 000048 R1= ER1 0000n810
000049 RHO = -RHO ono0000885
000050 N=NNI 00008820
000051 C COMBINE PARTS 000Q08825
000052 Wi=WC+WF 00008830
C 000053 YM= WC*YC +WF*YF 00008835
a000054 XM= WC*XC +WF*XF 00008840
000055 ZM= WC*ZC +WF*ZF 00008845
000056 YM2= WC*YC**2 +WF*YF**2 \ 00008850
000057 XM2= WC*XC**2 +WF*XF**2 00on
000058 ZM2= WC*ZC**2 +WF*ZF**2 C000
000059 YD= CY+FY 000cC
000060 XD: CX+FX - -_ oor
000061 7D= CZ+FZ 000C
000062 YBR= YM / Wi 000C
000063 XBR= XM / Wi _Ooo00C
000064 ZBR= ZM / Wi 00OC
000065 DYI= XM2 + ZM2 +YD -WI*( XBR**2 + ZBP**2) 00C
000066 DXI: YM2 + ZM2 +XD -Wi*( YBR**2 + ZBR**2) 00oC
000067 DZI =YM2 + XM2 +ZD -W1*( YBR**2 + XBR**2) 00o0
000068 RETURN , OoC


















Q ELT FOR115,1,710420, 60447
000001 CS115FOR 00008920
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR115 00008925
000003 C FORMULA 115 - OUTER QUARTER, TOROIDAL SHELL 00008930
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00008935
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100)* YB(100), XB(100)p ZB(l0o), DY00008940
00Q006 .1(10OL,_X100O), DZ31O0) _SWY[190), f SW0_Q)_ SwZ(100), SWYS(100) 00008945
000007 25WXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100)t SDX(100), SDZ(100) onns0000890
000008 COMMON PI 00008955
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR , XBR * 2BR , DY1 , DX1 00008960
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX , DPZ w S # T 00008965
000011 COMMON J , N , K , M , Y , X 00008970
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , B1 , C1 , A2 00008975
000013 COMMON 82 , C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 , H 00008980
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT t YRT , XBT 00008985
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT $WYT. SWXT 00008990 _ss
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT w SDXT 00008995
000017. COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB , XB p ZB 000oongooo9000
000018 COMMON DY , DX , DZ , SWY , SWX , sWZ ,O o nn.00 05
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS SDY , SDX , SDZ 00009010
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 , D3 , CLi , CL2 , CL3 00009015
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , Cr1 , CN2 , CN3 00009020
000022 COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 , CLIS , CL2S , CL3S 00009025
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CNIS , CN2S , CN3S 00009030
000024 COMMON E , V , PY , PX , PZ 00009035
000025 NN=N 00009040
000026 N=115 00009045
000027 CALL FOR113 00009050
0000o28 I-NN 00009055
000029 RETURN 00009060
000030 END - 00009065
___ 







000002 SUBROUTINE FOR116 00009075
000003 C FORMULA 116 - AXIAL SEGMENT OF SOLID TORUS 00009080
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00009085
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100), XB(100), ZB(100), DY00009090
000006 1(100)t DX(100) DZ(100), SWY(100J', SWX(00), SWZ(100)1 SWYS(100) 000noo0q5
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100)1 SDY(100)1 SDX(100)o SDZ(100) 00009100
000008 COMMON PI 00009105
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR , XBR , ZBR , DY1 , DX1 00009110
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX * DPZ * S , T 00009115
000011 COMMON J , N . K * M * Y , X 00009120
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , B1i C1 , A2 00009125
00'0013 COMMON B2 , C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 , H 00009130
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT , YBT , XBT 00009135
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT * DZT , SWYT T 0000.9140
000016 COMMON SWZT . SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00009145
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W ' YB , XB , ZB 00009150
000018 COMMON DY , DX , DZ , SWY , SWX , SWZ - 00009155-
a000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SDY S.DX , SDZ 00009160
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 , 03 , CL1 , CL2 , CL3 00009165
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 , CN2 , CN3 00009170
000022 COMMON A3 , 83 , C3 , CL1S , CL2S , CL3S 00009175
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CN1S , CN25 , CN3S 00009180




AD0028 C-DATAN]2 DSQRT(R2**2-H**2),DABS(H)) 00009205
000029 El=.5DO*PI*RHO*RI*R2**2 00009210
000030 E2= PI-.5D0O(2.ODO*AL-DSIN(2.0D0O*AL)) 00009215
000-0-3 E3=2--02"O-Do*(D-SINAY) )W*---- 00009220
000032 IF(H) 20,30,30 00009225
000033 20 E2= PI-E2 - 00009230
0-0-3+ 30 w'-4.0D-O0*1*E2 00009235
000035 S= R2*E3 /(3.ODO*E2) 00009240
000036 CALL DIRC o00009245
000037 DPY¥ EI*(E2 *(4.0D0*Rl**2 +3.0D0*R2**2) +H*R2*E3) 00009250
000038 DPX= .500*El*(E2*(4.0D0O*Rl**2 +5.ODO*R2**2) -H*R2*E3) -W1*S**2 00009255
000039 DPZ=DPX _- -_00009260 -






___ i .. ------------ -- ______ ___I___C__
Q ELT FOR117,1,710420, 60450
000001o C117FOR 00009290
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR117 00009295
000003 C FORMULA 117 - AXIAL SEGMENT OF HOLLOW TORUS 00009300
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HPO-Z) 00ooo009305
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100)t YB(100), XB(100), ZB(lOO)f DY00009310
000006 1(100), DX(100), DZ(100), SWY(100), SWX(lOn)p SWZ(100), SWYS(100), 00009315
000007 25WXS(100), SWZS(100)p SDY(100)e SDX(l00), SDZ(100) 00009320
000008 COMMON PI ' 00009325
000009 COMMON W1 , YBR , XBR , ZBR , DY1 , DXI 00009330
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX , DPZ , S , T 00009335
000011 COMMON J , N , K , M , Y , X 00009340
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , B1 , C1 , A2 00009345
000013 COMMON B2 , C2 , RI , R2 , R3 , H 00009350o
000014 COMMON B [ A , AL , WT , YBT , XBT 00009355
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT , SWYT r SWX) 00009360
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST P SWXST p SWZST , SDYT · SDXT 00009365
000017 COMMON SDZT p HOL , W , YB , XB , ZB 00009370
000018 COMMON DY , DX , DZ SY - SWX , SWZ 00009375
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SDY , SDX , SDZ oon00009380
000020 COMMON D1 t 02 , 03 , CL1 t CL2 , CL3 00009385
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 , CN2 , CN3 00009390
000022 COMMON A3 * 83 , C3 * CL1S , CL2S , CL3S 00009395
000023 COMMON CM1S t CM2S , CM3S * CN1S * CN2S CN3S 00009400





000029 CALL FOR116 00009430
000030 WC= WI 00009435
000031 YC -YBR 00009440
000032 XC= XBR 00009445
000033 ZC= ZBR 00009450
000034 CY DY1 00009455
000035 CX= DX1 000094O60
000036 CZ= DZ1 00009465
000037 H= H-R2+R3 00009470
000038 R2=R3 00009475
000039 RHO= -RHO 00009480
000040 CALL FOR116 00009485
000041 WFZWl 00009490
000042 YF= YBR --- 00009495
000043 XF- XBR 00009500




04 00 048 W= Wl C +WF 00009525
000U049 YM=-WC*YC +WF*YF .... 00009530
000050 XM= WC*XC +WF*XF 00009535
000051 ZM= WC*ZC +WF*ZF - - -- 00009540
000052 YM2= WC*YC**2 + WF*YF**2 00009545
000053 XM2= WC*XC**2 + WF*XF**2 00009550
000054 ZM2= WC*ZC**2 + WF*ZF**2 _00009555
00055 YD CY+FY 00009560




000058 YBR= YM / WI
000059 XBR= XM / WI
000060 ZBR= ZM / WI
000061 DYi = X12+ZM2 +YD --W1*( XBR**2 +ZBR**2)
000062 DXl= YM2+ZM2 +XD -W1*( YBR**2 +ZBR**2)
























i ELT FOR118,1, 71042(
000001 C118FOR 00009635
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR118 00009640
000003 C FORMULA 118 - RADIAL- SEGMENT OF SOLTD TORUS 00009645
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00009650
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100)p YB(100), XB(100), ZB(100)t DY00009655
000006 1(1, DX(100,- ),X DZ..00), SWY(100) -_SWX(100), SWZ(_OL, SWYS(10o), 00009660
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100)? SDX(100)t SDZ(100) 00009665
0000008 COMMON PI 00009670
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR , XBR , ZRR - DY1 , DX1 00009675
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX p DPZ p S , T 00009680
000011 COMMON J , N , K P M , Y , X 00009685
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , Al , 81 , Cl , A2 00009690
0000013 COMMON 82 , C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 , H 00009695
000014 COMMON B p A , AL , WT , YBT , XBT 00009700
000015 COMMO0N ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT , SWYT , SW'XT 000097n5
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00009710
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB * XB , ZB 00009715
000018 COMiON DY , DX , OZ , SwY , sWx SWZ 0 9
000019 COMMON SWYS , SwxS , SWZS , SDY , SDX t SDZ 00009725
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 , D3 , CLI r CL2 , CL3 00009730
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 # CN2 , CN3009735
000022 COMMON AZ , 83 , C3 . CLlS , CL2S , CL3S 00009740
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S p CM3S , CN1S , CN2S , CN3S 00009745





000029 T= 2.0DO*DSQRT(R2**2 -H**2) 00009775
000030 AL=DATAN2(.5DO*TDABS(H)) 00009780
000031 E.--DO5b*PI*RHO*RI*R2**2 00009785
000032 E2= PI-.5DO*(2.0D0O*AL -DSIN(2.0DO*AL)) 00009790
000033 E3= 2.0DO/R1*R2/15.0DO*(DSIN(AL))**3 00009795
000034 IF(H) 20,30,30 00009800
000035 20 E2= PI-E2 00009805
000036 30 Wi= .8*DOE1*( 5.ODO*E2 +E3) 00009810
-000037 S=0.000 00009815
000038 CALL DIRC 00009820
000039 DPY= E1*( E2*(4.0D0*R1**2 +3.ODO*R2**2) +E3*(60.ODO*Rl**2 -45.0D0*00009825
000040 1Ri*H +12.0D0O* H**2 +8.ODO*R2**2)) 00009830
000041 DPX= .5D0*DPY +E1*( E2*R2**2 +E3*(T**2 +5.0DO*R1*H)) 00009835
000042 DPZ=DPX 000-09840










0 ELT FOR119,1,710420, 60453
000001 C119FOR 00009870
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR119 00009875
000003 C FORMULA 119 - RADIAL SEGMENT OF HOLLOW TORUS 0000980 -- - n
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HPO-Z) 00009885
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100), XB(100)p ZB(100) DY00009890
000006 1(100) DX(o100)p DZ(100)p, SWY(100), sWX(100), SWZ(100), SWYS(100) 00009895_
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZs(100), SDY(100) SDX(lOO) SDZ(100) 00009900
000008 COMMON PI 00009905
000009 COMMON W1 , YBR XBR -- , ZRRR , DY1 , DX1 00009-910
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX , DPZ , S , T 00009915
000011 COMMON J , N , K , M , Y , X 00009920
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , Al , B1 - C1 , A2 00009925
'000013 COMM-6ON B2 , C2 R1 ,  2 p R3 , H 00009930
000014 COMMON B A P AL , WT , YBT , XBT 00009935
oU000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT ' SWYT , S.W.XT 00009940
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00009945
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , w , YB , XR , ZB 00009950
000018 COMMON DY , DX . DZ SWY , SWX , SWZ 00009995
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWiXS , SW7.ZS SDY , SDX , SDZ 00009960
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 , D3 , CL1 t CL2 , CL3 00009965
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 , CN2 , CN3 00009970
000022 COMPMON A3 , B3 , C3 , CLIS P, CL2S , CL3S 0000q975
000023 COMMON CM1S * CM2S , CM3S , CN1S * CN2S , CN3S 00009980





000029 CALL FORll8 00010010
000030 WC= WI 00010015
o0o03- cY: DYi ooOiooO20
000032 CX= DX1 00010025
000033 CZ= DZ1 00010030
000034 H= H-R2+R3 oo000i00O35
000035 R2 = R3 00010040
000036 RHO= -RHO 00010045
000037 CALL FORll8 00010050
000038 Wl=Wl +WC 00010055
000039 DYl= DY1+CY 00010060
000040 DXI= DX1+CX 00010065
000041 DZ1i= DZ1+CZ 00010070
000042 N=NN 
- 00010075
000043 RHO =-RHO 000100R0
000044 H= EH 00010085
000045 R2= ER2 00010000
000046 RETURN 00010095
000047 END 000101o00
8 ELT FOR120,1,710420, 60455
000001 C120OFOR ..... 00010105
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR120 00010110
000003 C FORMULA 120 - RADIAL SECTOR OF SOIDI TORUS 10-23-62 00010115
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) oni00010120
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100)p, XB(100). ZB(100), DY00010125
000006 1(100), DX(100)Q DZ(100) ! SWY( 1 00)p SWX(100)! SWZ(100)l SWYS(100). 00010130
000007 25WXS(100) SWZS(100) SDY 100), SDY(100) SDZ100) 00010135
000008 COMMON PI 00010140
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR , XBR ZBZR * DY1 * DX1 000101.45
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX r DPZ * S , T 00010150
000011 COMMON J p N p K * M , Y , X 00010155
000012 COMMON Z P RHO * Al , 81 - Cl , A2 00010160
000013 COMMON B2 , C2 . R1 i R2 * R3 . H 00010165
000014 COMMON B p A , AL , WT , YBT , XOT 00010170
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT _ DXT , DZT-- * SWYT , SWXT 00010175
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00010180
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB P XB , ZB 00010185
000018 _COMMON DY- DX P DZ - sWY¥_tSWx _,SWZ 00010190
00(019 COMMON SWY5 P SWXS . SWZS P SDY P SDX , SDZ 000101q5
000020. COMMON D1 . D2 P D3 , CL1 t CL2 , CL3 00010200
000021 COMMON CM1 p CM2 * CM3 , CN1 t CN2 , CN3 00010205
000022 COMMON A3 ' B3 C3 ; CL1S , CL25 * CL3S 00010210
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CN1S , CN2S o CN3S 00010215
000024 COMMON E , V , PY , PX - PZ 00010220
000025 NN=N 00010225
000026 N=120 00010230
000027 PHI = PI*R3 /180.ODO 00010235
000028 ALF = PI*H / 360.0D0 00010240
000029 O= 2.0DO*PI*RHO *R2**2 00010245
000030 T1 = PHI-ALF 000102590
000031 T2- PHI +ALF 00010255
000032 SN1 =DSIN(T1) 00010260
000033 SN2 =DSIN(T2) 00010265
0 0 0o34 CS -=DCOS (T1 ) o00010270
000035 CS2 :DCOS(T2) 00010275
000036 El= C52-CSI 00010280
000037 E2-SN2-SN1 00010285
000038 E3= .5D0*(5N2**2 -SN1**2) 00010290
000039 E4= .500*(5N2*C52 - SN1*CS1) 00010295
000040 E5= (C52**3 -CS1**3) /3.000 00010300
000041 Wl= O*(R1*ALF -E1*R2/3.ODO) 00010305
000042 S= Q/W1*R2 *(E2*R1/3.ODO+ E3*R2/4.ODO) 00010310
000043 GI= .7500*(ALF-E4) 00010315
000044 G2= .2D0*(E5-E1) 00010320
000045 G3= ALF*S**2 *R1I 00010325
000046 G4= -S/3.ODO*(2.ODO*E2*Ri +E1*S) 00010330
000047 G5= .25D0 *(Ri*(ALF+E4) -2.ODO*E3*S) 00010335
000048 G6= -.2D0 *E5 00010340
-000049 CALL DIRC 00010345
000050 DPY= Q*(ALF*R1**3 - EI*Rl**2 *R2 +Gl*Rl*R2**2 + G2*R2**3 ) 00010350
000051 DPX: .5DO*DPY +Q*(G3+G4*R2 +G5*R2**2 +G6*R2**3 ) 00010355
000052 DPZ= DPX \ 00010360
000053 CALL DELTA 00010365
000054 N=NN 00010370
b000055 RETURN 00010375
000056 END , 00010380


r ELT FOR121,1,710420, 60456
000001 C121FOR oi0001038!
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR121 000103QC
000003 C FORMULA 121 - RADIAL SECTOR OF A HOLLOW TORUS 0001039!
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 0001040n
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12)t W(100), YB(100), XB(100), ZB(100)p DY0001040!
000006 1(100)t D0),X(100_ D7(100), SwY(10). SWX(100) SWZ(100)Lt SWYS(100)_, 00010411
000007 25WXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100)t SDX(100), SDZ(100) 00010415
000008 COMMON PI
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR , XBR-
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY . DPX
000011 COMMON J , N , K
000012 COMMON Z P RHO - A1
b000013 COMMON B2 , C2 , R1
000014 COMMON B . A . AL
000015 COMMON ZBT r DYT , DXT
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W
000018 COMMON DY , DX -, DZ
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS
000020 COMMON D1 , D2 * D3
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3
000022 COMMON A3 , 83 , C3
000023 COMMON CMIS , CM2S , CM3S
000024 COMMON E , V , PY
000025 C SAVE INPUT
000026 NN= N
000027 hi= 121
000028 ER2 = R2
000029 ER3 = R3










000040 C INNER SECTOR
000041 RHO -RHO









000051 C RESTORE INPUT




000056 C COMBINE PARTS
00010421
--- ZBR , DYi _ _ DX1 0001042!
* DPZ , S . T 00010431
M Y , X 0001043!
* B1 - C1 , A2 - 00010441
, R2 , R3 , H 0001044!
WT * YBT , XBT 00010451
*DZT - SWYT , SWXT -0001045!
SWZST SDYT * SDXT 00010461
, YB , XR , ZB 0001046!
_SWY , SWX , SWZ 0001047
SDY * SDX . SDZ 0001047'
CL1 * CL2 , CL3 0001048
, CN1 - CN2 , CN3 -__ 00l04!
, CL15 , CL2S . CL3S OOO104q
CN1S * CN2S * CN3S 0001049

































































: 000059 XM= wcl



























4 / WI - -
M2 +ZM2 +YD -Wl*(XBR*XBR + ZBR*ZRR)
M2 +ZM2 +XD -Wl*(YBR*YBR + ZBR*ZBR)
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D ELT FOR122,.,710420, 60458
000001 C122FOR On010755
000002 SUBROUTINE F0R122 00010760
000003 C FORMULA 122 - AXIAL SEGMENT OF HOLLOW ELLIPTICAL SPHEROID 00010765
000004 IMP LICIT REAL*8 (A-HPO-Z) 00010770
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12)p W(100)t YB(100)p XB(100)v ZB(100)p DY00010775
000006 1(100)p DX(100) DZ(100), _SWY(I0_0) SWX(100), SWZ(100)t SWYS(100)t 00010780
000007 2SWXS(100)p SWZS(100)p SDY(100)' SDX(100), SDZ(100) 00010785
000O08 COMMON PT 00010790
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR , XBR , ZAR DY1 , DX1 00010795
000010 COMMON DZi , DPY , DPX , DPZ , S , T 00010800
000011 COMMON J p N , K , M , Y , X 00010805
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , Al , 81 , Cl , A2__ 00010810
000013 COMMON B2 , C2 , Ri R2 , R3 , H 00010815
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT , YBT , XBT 00010820
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , D7T , SWYT , SWXT 00010825
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00010830
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB , XB , ZB 00010835
000018 COMMON DY , DX , DZ , SWY , SWX p SWZ 00010840
600'019 COmm6N-O-SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SDY , SDX , SDZ 00010845
000020. COMMON Di , 02 , 03 , CLI , CL2 , CL3 00010850
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 , CN2 , CN3 00010855
000022 COMMRN A3 , 83 , C3 , CLIS , CL2S , CL3S 00010860
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CN1S , CN2S , CN3S 00010865
000024 COMMON E , V p PY , PX , PZ 00010870




000029 TL= H-R3 00010805
000030 TM= G/F 0001090nO
O000317 TN-- RI/R2 00010905
000032 D= (Rl+G)*(Rl-G) 00010910
000033 U: (TN+TM) * (TN-TM) 00010915
000034 E1Z(F*F-IF*C +C*C) /3.0 00010920
000035 E2:(R2*R2 + R2*F +F*F) /3.0 00010925
000036 E3=(3.0DO*El *F*F +C**3 *(F+C))/5.0DO 00010930
000037 E4=(3.00'0 -*E2 *R2*R2--+F**3-*(R2+F) ) /5.0 D0 00010935
000038 TJ= 81*81 +G*G 00010940
000039 TK= TN*TN + TM*TM 00010945
000040 Q R3*(Ri*Rl*E2-TN*TN*E4) 00010950
000041 PI= (D*E1-U*E3) *TL 00010955
000042 P2= 83 *(RI*Rl -TN*TN *E2) 00010960
000043 P3=(D-UE1) *TL 00010965
000044 C WEIGHT, C.G., AND DELTA VALUES 00010970
000045 WI= PI*RHO *(P2+P3) _ __ 00010975
-0000-6 S: 0.25DO7-P2+P3)-*(TL*(F+C) * 200*0 -tJ , (F*F +C*C)) +R3 *(R2+00010980
000047 1F)*(2.ODO#Rl*Rl -TN*TN *(F*F +R2*R2))) -C 00010985
000048 CALL DIRC 00010o90
000049 PY: 0.5D0 *PI*RHO*(TJ*P3 -TK*Pi +Rl*Rl*P2 -Q*TN*TN) 00010995
000050 DPX= 0.5DO*DPY +PI*RHO *(P1+o) -Wl *(S+C)4*2 00011000
000051 DPZ= DPX 00011005
000052 CALL DELTA 00011010
000053 RETURN 00011015
0 000054 END 00011620
· ___t
\a
P ELT FOR123,1,710420, 60460
000001 SUBROUTINE FOR123 00011025
000002 C FORMULA 123- CIRCULAR OGIVE OF REVOLUTION 00011030
000003 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HPO-Z) ----- 00011035
000004 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100)w YB(100), XR(100), ZB(0lo) DY00011040
000005 1(100), DX(100), DZ(100), SWY(100), SWX(100), SWZ(100), SWYS(100)t 00011045
000006 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100)1 SDY(100)t SDX(100), SDZ(100) 00011050
000007 COMMON PI 00011055
000006 COMMON Wl YBR w XBR t ZRR t DY1 f DX1 00011060
000009 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX w DPZ t S , T 00011065
000010 COMMON J , N , K 7 M , Y , X 00011070
000011 COMMON Z RHO , A1 , B1 u C1 A2 00011075
000012 -COMMON B2 , C2 ,_ Ri - 8R2 , R3 , H 00011080
00660013 COMMON B A , AL , WT w YBT * XBT 00011085
000014 COMMON ZBT t DYT , DXT , DZT r SWYT , SWXT 00011090
0000_15 COMM0. -SWZT - $WST SWXSTLSWLS__ SDYT __SDXT_ 00011095
000016 COMMON SDZT F HOL , W , YB , XB t ZB 00011100
000017 COMMON DY * DX P DZ * SWY w SWX P SWZ 00011105
000018 COMMON SWY_ w_ XS- _ SWZS t SDY- SDX----S -SDZ-_ 00011110o-
000019 COMMON D1 , D2 , D3 , CL1 , CL2 . CL3 00011115
000020 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 w CN2 , CN3 00011120
000021 COMMON A3 - 8 3 , C3.- _ CL_ _ C'S L35 00011125
000022 COMMON CM1S , CM2S t CM3S , CN1S , CN2S , CN3S 00011130
000023 COMMON E , V , PY , PX , PZ 00011135
000024 REAL * 8 MKLL - -- 00011140
000025 C PRELIMINARY COMPUTATIONS 00011145
000026 M= (R2-R3)/N 00nlll50
000027 K=0.5DO*(H - (R2*R2-R3*R3)/H) 000111R5
000028 B= (M*K-R2 +DSQRT (( R2-M*K)**2 -(R2*R2 +K*K - R1* 00011160
000029 1R1)*(1.ODO+M*M))) /(1.ODO+M*M) 00011165
000030 A = M*B -K ----- ------ 00011170
0000ob-631 L = A + H 00011175
000032 C = R1*Rl + B*B 00011180
000033 F =DSORT(Rl*R1-L*L) - - 00011185
000034 G =DSQRT(Rl*Rl-A*A) .. 0001.1140
000035 E = L*F -A*G + Rl*Rl*(DATAN2(LF) -DATAN2(AG)) 000111q5
000036 U = B* (A*G**3 -L*F**3 +0.5DG*Rl*Rl-*E) -00011200
000037 P3 - H*-(3.0DO*A*L + H*H)/3.ODO 00011205
000038 P5 = H*(L**4 + A*L**3 +L*L*A*A + L*A**3 +A**4)/5.0DO 00011210
000039 WI =--PI*RHO*(C*H-R*E-P3) 00011215
000040 S = (PI*RHO/Wl)* (0.5D0O*C*H*(L+A) -0.25D0*H*(2.0D0*A*(2.0D0*L*L-000112O20
000041 1A*H) +H**3) - (2.0DO*B/3.ODO)*(G**3 -F**3)) -A 00011225
000042 CALL DIRC ..- .- - - - -- -00011230
000043 C COMPUTE DELTA VALUES 00011235
000044 DPY =0.5D0O* PI*RHO*( H*(C*C + 4.000* Rl*RI*B*B) -2.0DO*P3*(C +2.0 00011240
000045 1*B*B) + PS -2t.ODO*B*C*E +U) -. 00011245
000046 DPX =O.SDO*DPY -W1*(A+S)**2 + PI* PHO*(C*P3 -P5-0.500*U) 00011250
000047 C COMPUTE DELTA VALUES IN COMMON REFERENCE AXIS SYSTEM 00011255
- 000048 CALL DELTA 00011260
000049 RETURN 00011265






X ELT FOR124,1,710420, 60461
000 0 01 SUBROUTINE -FtVR 1-24 -- 00013830
000002 C FORMULA 124 SOLID HALF ELLIPSE 00013835
0 00003 IMPLICIT REAL*8_(A-H#O-Z) __ _________00013840
00000 64 DIMENSION HOL(12)p W(100)p YB(100)t XB(100)p ZB(100)t DY000138145
000005 1(100)t DX(100)p DZ(100)p SWY.(100)t SWX(100)t SWJZ(100)p SWYS(100)p 00013890
000006 2SWXS(100)t SWZS(ln0)p SDY(l100)p SDX(-100)PMSZ(100Q) 00013855
000007 COMMO-N PI 00013860
000008 COMMON WMl YBR pXB3R pZPRR DYl DXI 00013865
-000009 COMMON DZI # DPY t DPX U P7 S pT ______000-13870
000010 COMMON J N v K , M v Y X 00013875
000011 COMMON Z p RHO pAl p 81 p Cl o, A2 0001.3880
0 0 0012 COMMON a2 p C2 * Ri_ v R2 # R3 , H 00013RP.5
000013 - CO1MMON B' , A v AL p WT v YRT , XBT 0~001,3890
000014 COMMON ZBT p DYT , DXT p DZT p SWYT t SWXT 00013895
000015 COMMON SWZT p SWYST p SWXST v SWZST SDYT v SDXT-,. 00013900
000016~ COMMON SDZT rHOL *W YB *o XB pZB 00013905
0 00 017 COMMON DY DX ,DZ v SOY f sWX f SWZ 00013910
__00001-8 COMMON SWYS * SWXS SWZS p SD~Y t SOX r SOZ 00013915
-- 000019 -commoN Dlb ,-02 * 0D3 , -CL1 p CL2 v CL3 ~ 00013920
000020 COMMON CMi F CM2 v CM3 f CN1 CN2 v CN3 00013925
000021 COMMON A3 p 83 p C3 p CLtS p CL2S p CL3S 00013930-
-0 00 022 CO0M mON CM1S 7Cm2S pCM3S CNIS p CN2S t CN3S 00013935
000023 COMMON E p V * PY * PX p PZ 00013940
__000024 WI = 2.00 PI * RHO * RI RI * 2 / 3.D0 00013945
000025o S .350 2 000,13950-
000026 CALL DIRC 000l13955
000027 DPY = .400 *WI * Ri * Ri 00013960
00oovoC6e DPX = Wi / 320.00 * (64.00 RI1 RI 4- 19.00 * R2* R2) 00013965-
000029 DPZ = DPX 00013970
000030 _________CALL DELTA 00013975









X ELT FOR2t1,710420t 60462
000001 C2FOR 00002585
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR2 00002590
000003 C FORMULA 2 - HOLLOW TORUS 00002505
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00002600
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12)p W(100), YB(100), XP(i0). Zn(lOO)t DY00002605
-000006 1(100) DX(O100)* DZ(100)* SWY_(10 0, $ SXc--O)p SZ(100) S YS(100), 00002610
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100)t SDY(100), SDX(100) SDZ(100) 00002615
000008 COMMON PI 00002620
000009 COMMON Wl . YBR . XBR * ZRR * DY1 DX1 nooo00002625
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY . DPX * DPZ F S T 00002630
000011 COMMON J . N . K , M * Y , X 00002635
000012 COMMON Z * RHO , A1 * B1 * Cl , A2 00002640
000013 COMMON 82 , C2 . R1 . R2 * R3 f H 00002645
000014 COMMON B , A , AL * WT * YBT . XBT 00002650
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT * DXT . DZT * SWYT SWXT 00002655
000016 COMMON SWZT . SWYST . SWXST . SWZST * SDYT . SDXT 00002660
000017 COMMON SDZT . HOL . W . YB * XB ZB 00002665
000018 COMMON Dl Y , nx DZ * SWY . S.W X LSWZ 00002670
000019 COMMON SWYS f SWXS f SWZS , SDY * SDX . SDZ 00002675
000020 COMMON D1 , D2 * D3 t CL1 * CL2 . CL3 00002680
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 . CM3 p CN1 * CN2 * CN3 000026e5
000022 COMMON A3 . 53 * C3 * CLiS * CL2S f CL3S 00002690
000023 COMMON CMIS * CM2S * CM3S . CN1S * CN2S . CN3S 00002695
000024 QMMONE. - -.. f PY * PX . . PZ 000.02700
000025 E= 2.ODO*PI**2 *RHO * R1 00002705
000026 WI= E*(R2**2 -R3**2) 00002710
00002 S=O.ODO 00002715
000028 CALL OIRC 00002720
000029 DPY = Wl*Ri**2 +.75DO*E *(R2**4 -R3**4) 00002725
000030 DPX = .5D0*Wl*Rl**2 +.625D0 *E *(R2**4 -R3**4) 00002730
000031 DPZ DPX 00002735






000002 SUBROUTINE FOR201 000112RP0
000003 C FORMULA 201 - SECTOR OF A HOLLOW TORUS 00011285
0bo0004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00011290
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100), XB(100) , Z8(100) DY00011295
000006 l(l100) DX(100), DZ(100), S.WY(100l)-SWX(100)p SWZ(100_ SWYS(1001t 0001
1 300
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100) SDX(100) SDZ(100) 00011305
000008 COMMON PI 00011310
000009 COMMON WI YBR XBR ZR DY1 D1 00011315
000010 COMMON DZ1 DPY , DPX , DPZ S p T 00011320
000011 COMMON J N K M Y X 00011325
000012 COMMON Z , RHO Al B 1 Cl A2 00011330
000013 COMMON B2 , C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 H 00011335
000014 COMMON B t A AL WT YBT * XBT 00011340
000015 COMMON ZBT t DYT . DXT DZT SWYT SWXT 00011345
000016 COMMON SWZT P SWYST p SWXST SWZST SDYT SDXT 00011390
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W " YB * XB ZB 00011355
000018 COMMON DY p DX , DZ , Swr SWX SWZ 00011360
00001-9 COMMON SWYS SWXS SWZS SY * SDX 00011365
_000020T COMMON6D 0 D2 1 3D3000020 COMMON D1 * 02 * D3 p CLI * CL2 * CL3 00011370
000021 COMMON CM1 * CM2 , CM3 * CN1 , CN2 CN3 __00011375
0000-Ž COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 , CLtS * CL2S , CL3S 00011380
000023 COMMON CM1iS CM25 , CM3S * CN1S CN25 p CN3S 00011385
000024 COMMON E V , PY PX PZ 00011390
000025 AL= PI*AL /180.0D0 000i1395
000026 A= R2**2 +R3**2 00011400
000027 E= 2.0D0O/AL *(DSIN(AL))**2 *(2.0ODO*R1**2 +A +A**2 /(8.000*R1**2)) 00011405
000028 W1= 2.0DO*PI*RHO*R1*AL *(R2*R2-R3*R3)00011410
000029 S=DSIN(AL) /AL *(RI+ .25DO*A/R1) 00011415
000030 CALL DIRC 00011420
-000031 DPY-W~*W25OU---/2--*(4-.6DO*Rl*2AL +3.OD 0A*AL -E) 00011425
000032 DPX= .0625DO*W1 /AL *(4.ODO*RI**2 *(2.ODO*AL-DSIN(2.0DO*AL)) +A*(100011430
000033 10.OD0*AL -3.ODO*DSIN(2.0D0*AL))) 00011435
000034 DPZ- .0625D0*W1 /AL *(-..ODO*Ri**2 *(?.ODO*AL +DSIN(2.0DO*AL)) + A*00011440
000035 1(10.ODO*AL+3.0DO*DSIN(2.ODO*AL)) -4.ODO*E) 00011445









f ELT FOR202,1,710420, 60465
6000001 C202FOR 00011465
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR202 00011470
000003 C FORMULA 202 - RECTANGULAR PRISM ---- 00011475
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 000114P0
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100)l YB(C00), XB(100)t ZB(100) 0Y000114R5
00006 1(1U00), DX ) DZ ) SWY ) SWX(100), 100, SW_)-WZ(100)t SWYS(100), 00011490
000007 25WXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100), SDX(100), SDZ(100) 00011495
000008 COMMON PI 00011500
000009 COMMON WI , YBR , XBR , ZBR , DY1 ! DXI 00011505
000010 COMMON OZ1 , DPY , DPX , DPZ S , T 00011510
000011 COMMON J , N , K , M , Y , X 00011515
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , B1 t Cl , A2 00011520
o000013 COMMON 82 , C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 , H 00011525
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT w YBT , XBT 00011530
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT p SWYT , SWXT 00011535
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT n00011540
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB , XB , ZB 00011545
000018 COMMON DY , DX , DZ SWY , SWX , SWZ 00011550
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SDY SDX , SDZ 00011555
000020 COMMON Dl , D2 , D3 , CL1 , CL2 , CL3 00011560
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 t CN2 , CN3 00011565
000022 COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 , CLlS , CL2S , CL3S 00011570
000023 COMMoN CMIS p CM2S , CM3S , CN1S f CN25 , CN3S 00011575
000024 COiMMON E , V , PY , PX PZ 000115R0
000025 W1 RHO *A*B*H 00011585
000026 S=O.0D0 00011590
000027 CALL DI R C 000115q5
000028 DPY- =Wl1/12.0DO*(A*A +8*B) 00011600
000029 DPX=W1/12.0DO*(B*B +H*H) 00011605
000030 DPZ=W1/12.0DO*(A*A +H*H) 00011610
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i; ELT FOR203,1,710420, 60466
000001 C203FOR 00011630
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR203 00011635
000003 C FORMULA 203 - SECTOR OF OUTER _HALF-TORUS 0 - 00011640
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00011645
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100), XB(100), Z8(100)t DY00011650
000006 1(100), _DX(100), DZ(100)_: SWY(100), SWX(100),_ SWZ(100), SWYS(100) 000o11655
do000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100) SDX(100)- SDZ(100) 00011660
000008 COMMON PI 00011665
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR , XBR , ZPRR DY1 p DX1 00011670
000010 COMMON DZI , DPY , DPX , DPZ S , T 00011675
000011 COMMON J , N K , M , Y , X 00011680
000012 COMMON Z , RHO - A_1 p 81 , Cl , A2 00011685
00U0013 COMMON 82 , C2 , Ri , R2 , R3 , H 00011690
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT , YBT , XBT 000116q5
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT , SWYT , SWXT 00011700
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SwXST' , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00011705
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL p W * YB , XB , ZB 00011710
000018. COMMON DY DX , DZ , SWY , SWX , SWZ 00011715
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS * SWZS , SDY p SOX * SDZ 00011720
000020 COMMON D1 , D2 p D3 ' CL1 , CL2 , CL3 00011725
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 * CNI t CN2 , CN3 00011730
000022 COMMON A3 , 83 , C3 , CL1S , CL2S , CL3S 00011735
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S p CM3S , CN1S t CN2S , CN3S 00011740
000024 COMMON E * V , PY , PX , PZ 000117a5
000025 AL= PI*AL /180.0D0 00011750
000026 A= l.ODO/(PI*R1 +4.0DO*R2 /3.ODO) 00011755
000027 El = (AL-DSINJ(AL)*DCOS(AL)) /(4.ODO*AL) 00011760
-000028 E2 = (AL+D-IN(-AL)[*COS(AL-) /7(2. ODO*AL) 00011765
000029 W1= RHO *AL * R2**2 /A 00011770
000030 S= (4.ODO*A*DSIN(AL)) /(3.0DO*AL) *(.75DO*PI*Rl*Rl+.1875D0O*PI*R2*R00011775
-0-0-00'31 12+ 2.0 DO0*RD*R2) 00011780
000032 CALL DIRC 00011785
000033 ODPY= A*Wl*(PI*Rl**3 +-7500*PI*R1l*R2*R2 +L.OD0*Rl*Rl*R2 +R.OD/15.000011790
-- J0-0034 fbO-*FR2-* )-W1--* *S -0 -o 0h17 5
000035 DPX= A*W1*( 2.0DO*PI*El*Rl**3 + PI*(.25DO+1.5DO*El)*Rl*R2*R2 +2.0 00011800
000036 1DO*EI*Rl*Rl*R2 +(4.ODO+E1) /15.0DO*R2**3 ) 000118n5
000037 DPZ= A*Wi*(PI*E2*Rl**3 +PI*(.25DO+.750*E2) *RI*R2*R2 +4.ODO*E2*RlOO011810
000038 1*R!*R2 +(4.ODO+8.0D0*E2) /15.ODO*R2**3) -Wl*S*S 00011815










) ELT F0R204,1710420, 60468
000001 C204FOR 00011835
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR204 00011840
000003 C FORMULA 204 - TRUNCATED UNGULA OF A CYLINDER - - - 00011845
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00011850
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12). W(100), YB(100), XB(100), ZB(100), DYOOO11ss55
000006 1(100), DX(l0), DZ(100): SWY(100), SWX(100), SWZ(100) __SWYS(100)_)_ 00011860_
000007 2SWX(100), S WZS(100), SY(100)(100) swS  SDYC ), SDZ(100) 00011865
000008 COMMON PI 00011870
000009 COMMON W1 , YBR , XBR ,_ Z2R , DY1 , DX1 00011875
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX , DPZ p S , T 00011880
000011 COMMON J . N , K , M t Y , X 00011885
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , 81 , CI , A2 00011890
000013 COMMON 82 , C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 , H 000118o5
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT , YBT , XBT 00011900
000015 COMMON ZBT * DYT --, DXT , DZT , SWYT SWXT 00011905
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST * SDYT , SDXT 00011910
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL . W , YB , XR , ZB 00011915
0000018 COMM0ON DY , DX- - tDZ * SWY -tSWX X ,SWZ -00011920
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SOY t SDX , SDZ 00011925
000020 COMMON 01 , D2 , 03 , CL1 , CL2 , CL3 00011930
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 , CN2 i CN3 00011935
000022 COMMON A3 , 83 , C3 , CL1S CL2S , CL3S 00011940
000023 COMMON CM1S * CM2S , CM3S * CN1S , CN2S , CN3S 00011945
000024 .CO~MMON _ , V ,-PY , PX PZ 00011950
000025 F= R1-A 00011955
000026 P=DSQRT(R1**2 -F**2) 00011960




00o0031 IF(A--FB) 10,20,10 oll0001195
000032 10 E= H/(A-B) 00011990
000033 Q=DSQRT(B*(2.ODO*R1 -B)) 00011995
000034 G- R1-B 00012000
000035 BET =DATAN2(Q,G) 00012005
000036 C= RHO*E*R1**3 00012010









000046 C28: DCOS(2.00O*BET) 00012060
000047 C3F3=DCOS(3.OD0*BET) 00012065
000048 U 2.00D/15.00D*C*R1**2 *(SA**5 -SB**5) 00012070
000049 C COMPUTE WEIGHT 00012075
000050 Wi= C*(SA-SB-ALF*CA +BET*CB-1.ODO/3.0DO* (SA**3 - SB**3)) 000120A0
000051 C Y AXIS COMPONENT OF C.G. 00012085
000052 S= C*E /8.oDo*R1/Wl *(S2A-S2B-2.ODO*ALF*C2A +2.ODO*BET*C2B -ALF +B00012090
000053 lET +.25D0* (54A-54B)) -E*F 00012095
000054 C COMPUTE X AXIS COMPONENT OF C.G. 00012100
000055 V=O.ODO 00012105





------------------------------ ---- ? C-----· -- ---
000057 , - T=2.000/3.0DO*C/Wt*Rl*(.375D0*(ALF-BFET)-.2-5D0*.S2A-S2B)-+1.0D0/32nn012115
0000U58 1.00*(54A-S4B)) 00012120
000059 C DIRECTION COSINES AND C.G. 00012125
000060 CALL SPEDIR 00012130
O000061 C PRODUCTS OF INERTIA . - - 00012135
000062 PY=O.ODO 00012140
000063 PX= E*(U-Wl*T*F) -Wl*S*T - 00012145
0o00064 PZ=0.ODO ...... 00012150
000u065 C COMPUTE DELTA VALUES 00012155
000066 - DPZ= C*(ZIRT-(ALF,ER1,F) - ZIRT( RETER1F)!) -Wl*S*S, 00012160
000067 DPX= DPZ -W1*T*T +U ' 00012165
000068 DPY= .500*(Wl*Ri*R1 +U) -W'*T*T 00012170
000069 C ROTATE DELTA VALUES TO COMMON REFERENCE-QRIENTATION 00012175
000070 CALL SPEDEL 00012180
000071 RETURN 00012185
000072 20 C=2.0DO*ALF - 52A 00012100
000073 S= .SD0*H 0N0121q5
000074 V= O.ODO 00012200
000075 - T= 4.ODO/3t.ODO*R1/C *SA**3 ....- -_ . . 00012205
000076 CALL SPEDIR 00012210
000077 E= RHO *C*o5D0*R1**2 00012215
000078 .. G= .2500*R1**2 *(l.ODO-T/Rl*CA) 000on12220
000079 U= .2500*R1**2 *(1.ODO+3.ODO*T/R1 *CA) -T**2 00012225
000080 W1= E*H 00012230
00O1081 DPY= W1*(G+U) 00012235
000082 D'PX= W1/12.0DO*(12.000*U +H**2) 00012240
000083 DPZ= W1/12.ODO*(12.D000*G +H**2) 00012245
000084 CALL DELTA 00012250







Q ELT F0R205,1,710420p 60470
000001 C205FOR 00012370
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR205 00012375
- 000003 C FORMULA 205 - SOLID TAPERED TORUS 00012380
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 000123A5
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12). W(100), YB(100), XB(100)p ZB(100)1 DYoo00012300ao
000006 1(100), DX(100)_, DZ(10O), SWY(100), SWX(100)p, SWZ(100)1 SWYS(100), 00012395
000007 25WX5(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100oo), SDX(100) SDZ(100 00012400
000008 3C(10)1P(5) 00012405
000009 COMMON PI -- 00012410
000010 COMMON WI YBR , XBR , ZR DY1 , DX1 00012415
000011 COMMON DZI , DPY , DPX P DPZ P S , T 00012420
000012 COMMON J P N P K P M - Y X 00012425
od000013 COMMON Z P RHO Al B1 , C1 , A2 00012430
000014 COMMON B2 , C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 p H 00012435
000015 CO;MMON B , A , AL , WT YBT , XBT __ - 00012440
000016 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT SWYT , SWXT 00012445
000017 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SDYT , SDXT 00012450
___ 000018 COMMON SDZT , HOL W - YB .-- .XB . ...ZB 00012455
000019 COMMON DY , DX , DZ SWY SWX , SWZ 00012460
000020 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS P SDY , SDX SDZ 00012465
000021 COMMON D1 P 2.D2 , D3 - L1 , CL2 - CL3 00012470
000022 COMMON CM1 P CM2 P CM3 , CN1 o CN2 , CN3 00012475
000023 COMMON A3 P B3 P C3 P CL1S , CL2S , CL3S 00012480
000024 -_COMMON CM1S P-,CM2S PCM3S PCNS - CN2S CN3S -00012485
000025 COMMON E , V , PY , PX P PZ 00012490





000031 P(1) = R2+R3 00012520
000032 DO 10 I=2,5 00012525
000033 10 P(I) = P(I-1) *R2 +R3**I - 00012530
0 00034 C - VOLUME AND hWEIGHT 00012535
000035 V= PI**2 *(2.0D0*Q*R3*R3 +R3*(2.000*Q+R3) *G +2.0DO/3.0DO*G*G*(Q+200012540
000036 1.ODO*G) +.5D0*G**3) 00012545
000037 W1= RHO * V 00012550
000038 S= 2.0D0O*G /V *(4.0D0*0Q*Q*R3 +4.000*0*R3*R3 +R3**3 +G*(2.0DO*Q*0 +00012555
0U0039 18.0D0*Q*R3+3.ODO*R3*R3)+G*G*F1*(2.0O0*O+3.0D0*R3)+G**3*F2) 0001256Q
000040 CALL DIRC 00012565
000041 DPY=PI**2 *RHO/12.ODO*(8.ODO*R1**3 *P(2) +18.000*R1*(Rl*P(3) +P(4)00012570
000042 1) +7.ODO*P(5)) -W1*S*S - 00012575
000043 F=G/PI 00012580
000044 C(1)= 1.5D0*O*R3*R3 *(4.0D0*Q*Q +5.D000*R3*R3) 00012585
U000045 C(2): .7500*R3*G *(8.0DO*Q**3 +12.000*9*Q*R3 +20.D00*Q*R3*R3 +5.0000012590
000046 10*R3**3) 00012595
000047 C(3)= G*G*(2.OD*0**3 +12.000*O*0*R3 +21.OC)00*Q*R3*R3 +10.D000*R3**300012600
000048 1) ---- 00012605
000049 C(4)= .7500 *G**3 *(6.0DO*Q*Q +22.ODO*Q*R3 +17.000*R3**2 ) 00012610
000050 C(5)= .3D00 *G**4 *(17.OD0*Q +28.000*R3) 00012615
000051 C(6)= 2.2500 *G**5 - 00012620
000052 C(7)= .75D0*F*F*(4.0D0*Q**3 +24.0D00*G**R3 +30.00D0*0Q*R3*R3 +12.00000012625
000053 1*R3**3 -45.000*Q* *F*F-60.ODO*F*F*R3) 00012630
000054 C(8)= 1.12500 *G*F*F *(12.ODO**o* +36.ODO*O*R3 +22.ODO*R3*R3 -35.000012635
U00055 IDO0*F*F) 00012640




__ ___ · __·
C(10) = 13.125D0 *G *(G*F) **2
UI= C(1)+C(2)+C(3)+C(4)+C(5)+C(6)
U2= C(7)+C(8)+C(9)+C(10)
DPZ= PI**2 *RHO /6.0DO*(U1+U2) -Wl*S*S






















0 ELT FOR206,.1710420, 60472
000001 C206FOR .0001i26q0
000002 C SUBROUTINE FOR206 - HOLLOW TAPERED TORUS 00012695
000003 SUBROUTINE FOR206 On012700
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00012705
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100)P YB(100), XR(100)t ZB(10ln)t DY00012710
000006 1(100), OX(100),DZ.(00.) SWY(100). SWXI1o0)._SWZ(100)P SWYS(100), 00012715
000007 2SWXS(100)t SWZS(100) SDY(100)p SDX(100)v SDZ(100) 00012720
000008 COMMON PI ' 00012725
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR - XBR -_ ZeR DY1_r . 0012730
000010 COMMON DZ1 OPY , DPX * DPZ e S , T 00012735
000011 COMMON J , N . K , M . Y . X 00012740
000012 COMMON Z , RHO * A1 * B1 * C1 . A2 00012745
000013 COMMON B2 t C2 * R1 , R2 t R3 . H 00012750
000014 COMMON B . A , AL * WT * YBT . XBT 00012755
000015 COMMON ZBT DYT P DXT . DZT . SWYT * S.WXT 00012760
000016 COMMON SWZT * SWYST P SWXST * SWZST * SDYT P SDXT 00012765
000017 COMMON SDZT t HOL * W P YB P XB , ZB 00012770
000018 . COMMON DY , DX -A DZ , SWY SWX . W Z wz 00012775
000019 COMMON SWYS , SwxS , SWZS , SDY P SDX , SDZ 00012780
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 P D3 P CL1 * CL2 v CL3 00012785
000021 -COMMON CM1 . CM2 P CM3 - CN1 * CN2 v CN3 00012740
000022 COMMON A3 v B3 P C3 * CLIS * CL2S * CL3S 00012795
000023 COMMON CMIS P CM2S P CM3S * CN1S * CN2S v CN3S 00012800
























000048 FX=DX1 - 00012925
000049 FZ=DZ1 00012930
000050 C RESTORE INPUT 00012935



















000068 YBR= YM / WI
000069 XBR= XM / W1
000070 ZBR= ZM / W1
000071 DY1= XM2 +ZM2 +YD -W1*(XBR**2 +ZBR**2)
000072 DX1= YM2 +ZM2 +XD -W1*(YRBR**2 +ZRR**2)


























---- ---------------- -- I
-- -----




C ELT FOR207.1,710420, 60474
000001 C207FOR 00013065
000002 C FORMULA 207 - SECTOR OF HOLLOW TAPERED DISC 00013070
o 000003 SUF3ROUTINE FOR207 .... 00 13075
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
- 00013070
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12)p W(100)p YB(1o0), XB(100), ZR(100), DY000130A5
000006 1(100) DOX(100)_pZ(100), SWY(100), SWY(100), SWZ( 100 tSW¥YS(_lo0)t 000o13090
00007 25WXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100)v SDX(100)t SDZ(100) 00013095
000008 COMMON PI 00013100
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR - XBR ,Z2 R ,OY1 - DX1 00013105
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY DPX , DPZ S , T 00013110
000011 COMMON J , N . K , M , Y , X 00013115
000012 COMMON Z , RHO A1 . B 81 , C1 , A2 00013120
0u0013 COMON 82 , C2 , R1 R2 R3 , H 00013125
000014 COMMON B , A AL t WT , YBT , XBT 00013130
__ 000015 COiMMON- ZBT , DYT - . DXT ___-- DZT - SWYT , SWXT- 0n031315_
000016 COMMON SWZT * SWYST . SWXST , SWZST r SDYT , SDXT 00013140
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL p W , YB 8 X8 , ZB 00013145
0.00018 - COMMON DY DX , DZ , _SWY SWX , SWZ .--0- 013150
000019 COMMON SWYS * SWXS SWZS * SDY t SDX * SDZ 0013155
000020 COMMON D1 , D2 , D3 , CL1 CL2 , CL3 00013160
U000021 COMMON CM1 . CM2 - CM3 - _CN1 - CN2 v CN3 0001oon3165
000022 COMMON A3 83 , C3 CL1S CL2S CL3S noo00013170
000023 COMMON CMIS , CM2S , CM3S , CNIS r CN2S CN3S 00013175
__000o24 COMMON E , V ,_ PY , PX , PZ 000131RO80
000025 C PRELIMINARY COMPUTATIONS 000131R5
000026 AL=AL*PI/180.ODO 00013100
__ 000027 --- C1A = R-A ----- - - 00013195
000028 C2A= R2+R1= 00013200
000029 C3=R1-R2 000132n5
000030 0 = C1A/C3 
- 00013210
000031 C4=B+O *R2 00013215
000032 C5= RI**2 +R2**2 noo00013220
000033 C6= C5 + R1*R2 00013225
0 00034 C VoLUME AND WEIGHT o.n .00013230
000035 V = C3/3.DO *AL *(3.DO*C2A*C4 -2.0D*Q *C6) 00013235
__ 000)036 - wl= RHO *V -- 0001.3?40
000037 C C.G. AND DIRECTION COSINES 00013245
000038 S = C3/6.D0*DSIN(AL) / V *(4.D0*C4*C6 -3.00*Q*C2A*C5) 00013250




000042 -- Pl= T1-T2 00013270
000043 E=(R1-R2)/P1 00013275
000044 t)=R2+E*T1 0001n3280
000045 P2=T1*T1 -T2*T2 00013285
000046 P3= Tl**3 -T2**3 000'13290
000047 P4= T1**4 -T2**4 00013295
000048 P5= Tl**5 -T2**5 00013300
000049 C=DSIN(AL)*DCOS(AL) 00013305
000050 Fl=2.0DO/3.ODO*(Rl*Rl*T2**3 -R2*R2*T1**3) 00013310
000051 F2= .500*(R1**4*T2 -R2**4*T1) 00013315
000052 F3=(10.ODO*U*lJ*P3 -15.0DO*U*E*P4 +6.onO*E*E*P5) /15.000 00013320
000053 F4=.lDO*(5.0DO*U**4*P1 -10.DO*U**3*E*P2 *10.ODO*U*U*E*E*P3 -5.00000013325
000054 .1*U*E**3*P4 +E**4*P5) - - - .00013330
000055 F5= RHO *(F1+F3) 00013335
000056 F6= RHO *(F2+F4) 00013340
_·
000057 F7= .2DO*Pl*(R1**4 +Rl**3*R2 +Rl*Ri*R2*R2 +R1*R2**3 +R2**4) 0.0013345
000058 C MOMENTS OF INERTIA 00013350
000059 DPZ= AL*(F5+F6) +C*F6 -Wl*S*S 00013355
000060 DPX= AL*(F5+F6) -C*F6 __----- 00013360
000061 OPY= RHO*AL*(2.0DO*F2 +F7) -W1*S*S 00013365
000062 CALL DELTA 00013370








I i ------ ·-------- ' - - - - - ------ -
ELT FOR208,1,710420, 60476
oooo 01 C208FOR 00013385
000002 C FOR208 - SECTOR OF WEDGE OF REVOLUTION 00013390
000003 SUBROUTINE FoR208 --- -- - --- _ __ 00013395
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*s (A-HpO-Z) 00013400
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB( ) XB(100)f  ZB(1On) DY00013405
000006 1(100)p DX(100)p DZ(100),_ SWY(100)p SWX(100)p SWZ(100) SWYS(100), 00013410
000007 2sWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100) SDX(100), SDZ(100) 00013415
000008 COMMON PI 00013420
000009 COMMON W1 , YBR p XBR ZBR , DY1 , DX1 00013425
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX , DPZ S t T 00013430
000011 COMMON J , N , K * M p Y , X 00013435
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 r B1 , C1 , A2 00013440
000013 COMMON B2 , C2 , Ri * R2 , R3 * H oo0001oi3445
000014 COMMON B , A , AL * WT * YBT * XBT 00013450
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT * SWYT , SWXT 00013455
000016 COMMON SWZT * SWYST , SWXST * SWZST * SDYT . SDXT 00013460
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB * XB , ZB 00013465
000018 COMMON DY * DX , DZ * SWY , SWX_ SWZ 0Q1347Q0
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SDY * SDX * SDZ 00013475
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 , D3 , CL1 * CL2 . CL3 00013480
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 *, CM3 ,CN1 , CN_ CN-3 0003 34B5
000022 COMMON A3 * B3 , C3 *,CL1S , CL2S , CL3S 00013490
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CNlS , CN2S , CN3S 0001.3495
000024 COMMON E . V . PY * PX __ PZ 0000135Q0
000025 AL= AL *PI/180.ODO 00013505
000026 CiA = R1-R2 0001351.0
000027 C2A -R1+R2 00013515
000028 C3= AL *B 00013520
000029 C4= R1* R2 00013525
000030 E=DSIN(AIL) / (2.ODO*AL) 00013530
000031 C5=DSIN(2.0D0*AL) /(2.0DO*AL) 00013535
000032 C6= 2.0DO*R1**2 -R2**2 00013540
000033 C7= RHO *AL *B 00013545
000034 C8 R2 *R1 *RI 00013550
000035 C9= 2.0D0*R1 -3.0DO*R2 00013555
000036 C VOLUME AND WEIGHT 00013560
000037 VL = C1A *C3 /3.DO*(C2A+R1) 00013565
000038 W1= RHO *VL 00013570
000039 C C.G. AND DIRECTION COSINES 00013575
000040 V = E * (R1**3 *(C1A+C9) +R2**4) / (R1**2 *C9 +R2**3) 000135s0
000041 5= .25DO*B*(C6-2.0DO*C4 +Rl*R1) /(C6-C4) 000135R5
000042 - T=0.ODO _00013590
000043 CALL SPEDIR 00013595
000044 C PRODUCTS OF INERTIA 0001360no
000045 PX=0.ODO 00013605
000046 PY-=O.ODO 00013610
000047 PZ= RHO /30.ODO*B**2 /ClA*DSIN(AL)* (3.000*Rl**3 *C9 +R2*R2 *(Rl*R0013615
000048 11 +R1 *R2+R2*R2)) -W1*V*S - -00013620
000049 C DELTA VALUES 00013625
000050 F=.1DO *C7/C1A*(Rl**4 *(4.0DO*R1 -5.000*R2) +R2**5 ) 00013630
000051 G =F*(.500*(1.DO-C5)+B*B /(3.DO*C1A*C1A) ) -C7*B*B*C8 / 00013635
000052 1 (3.DO*C1A) 00013640
000053 P= G +C5 *F 00013645
000054 - DPY =F-W1*V*V 00013650
T-000055 OPX = G -W1*S*S 00013655
000056 DPZ = P -W1*(V*V +S*S) 00013660

























X ELT FOR3,1,710420, 60477
0 00o0i C3FOR 00002755
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR3 00002760
000003 C FORMULA 3 - SOLID SPHERE- 00002765
-000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) ooon00002-770
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12). W(100), YB(100)P XB(100), ZB(100)t DY00002775
000006 l(100), DX(100), DZ(lO), SWY(100), SWX(100), SWZ(100)t SWYS(100)p 00002780
000007 2SWXS(l00)p SWZS(100), SDY(100)p SDX(100)p SDZ(100) 00002785
000008 COMMON PI 00f0oon27q0
000009 -COMMON WI , YBR , XBR - ZBR , DY1 , DX1 00002795
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX * DPZ , S , T 00002800
000011 COMMON J , N , K , M , Y , X 00002805
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , Al , 81 , Cl . A2 00002810
000013 COMMON B2 , C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 , H 00002815
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT , YRT , XBT 00002820
000015 COMMON ZBT - DYT __ DXT , DZT , SWYT r SWXT 00002825
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST p SDYT , SDXT 000on2830
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL . W , YB , XB , ZB 00002835
0000018 COMMON DY , DX --_  -DZ -_ SWY -_--SWX SWZ on 00002s840
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS . SDY , SDX . SDZ 00002845
000020 COMMON D1 , D2 , D3 , CL1 , CL2 , CL3 00002850
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 - CN2 , CN3 00002855
000022 COMMON A3 , 83 , C3 , CLIS , CL2S , CL35 00002860
000023 COMMON CM1S * CM2S , CM3S , CNiS F CN2S p CN3S. 000no02865
000024 COMMON E , V p PY , PX , PZ 00002870




000029 DY1= .4D0O *W1 * R1**2 00002895
000030 DXl= DY1 00002900







@ ELT FOR5,1,710420, 60480
OOOOO1 C5FOR 00003095
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR5 00003100
000003 C FORMULA 5 - INNER HALF-TORUS, SOLID -- - 00003105
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00003110
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100)v YB(100), XB(100)9 ZB(100)p DY00003115
000006 1(100)p DX(100)* DZ(100)p SWY(100)? SWX(100)1 SWZ(100)p SWYS(lOO1)t 00003120
000007 25WXS(100), SWZS(100)t SOY(100)t SDX(100). SDZ(100) 00003125
000008 COMMON PI 00003130
000009 COMMON Wi . YBR XBR * 'ZRR * DY1 , DX1 00003135
000010 COMMON DZ1 * DPY . DPX * D)PZ * S , T 00003140
000011 COMMON J . N , K . l'1 Y . X 00003145
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 , [i _ C1 * A2 00003150
000013 COMMON 82 w C2 * R1 P2 * R3 . H 00003155
000014 COMMON B . A . AL , hT , YBT * XBT 00003160
000015 - COMMON ZBT OXT OYI _X,-DZ.T ,SWYxT___l __SWXT -.-- 00003165
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SOYT , SDXT 00003170
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , Y8 * XB . ZB 00003175
0.-00018 COMMON DY , DX _ DZ - , S~Y_ SWX___ SWZ 00003180
000019 COMMON SWYS . SWXS . SWZS , S)Y * SOX * SDZ 00003185
000020 COMMON' 01 p D2 . D3 * CLI * CL2 * CL3 00003190
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 -. , CM3 , CN1 , CN2 CN3 00003195
000022 COMMON A3 , 83 . C3 * CLIS * CL2S . CL35 00003200
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CN1S , CN2S , CN3S 00003205
000024 COMMON__E , V LP__Y J , PZ --- 00003210
000025 ER3:R3 00003215
000026 R3:0ODO 00003220
000027 CALL FOR2 00003225




000032 RHO: -RHO 00003250
000033 CALL FOR4 00003255
000034 WI= wC +W1 00003260
000035 DYI= CY +DY1 00003265
000036 OX1= CX+DX1 00003270
000037 DZi= CZ+DZ1 00003275
000038 C RESTORE INPUT 00003280
000039 RHO= -RHO 000032P5










Q ELT FOR500,1,710420, 60481
oo00oo C500FO -00013680
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR500 00013685
000003 C FORMULA 500 - MISC. _SHAPES - 00013690
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 00013695
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100)t YB(100)t XB(100)t ZB(10n)t DY00013700
-- _000006 1(100)p DX(100), DZ(100)p _SWV(OQ) -SWXi10)i tSWZ00)* SWYS(100)e 00013705
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100), SDX(100)p SDZ(100) 00013710
000008 COMMON PI 00013715
000009 COMMONJ _ , YBR- , XBR , ZBR--L DY.L ,DX_1 00013720
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX t DPZ ,S T 00013725
000011 COMMON J , N p K t M * Y , X 00013730
000012 COMMON Z , RHO A1 -,. B1- Cl , A2 00013735
000013 COMMON 82 , C2 , R1 , R2 p R3 , H 00013740
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT , YBT , XBT 00013745
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT ,_DXT * DZT * SWYT , SWXT 00013750
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST p SWXST , SWZST , SDYT p SDXT 00013755
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W , YB * XB f ZB 00013760
000018 COMMON DY - DX . DZ * SWY f SWX t SWZ 00013765
000019 COMMON SWYS SWXS SWZS ODY SDX p SDZ 00013770
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 , D3 t CL1 p CL2 , CL3 00013775
000021 COMMON CM1 , CM2 , CM3 , CN1 P CN2 , CN3 00013780
000022 COMMON A3 p 83 , C3 , CLIS * CL2 S CL3S 00013785
000023 COMMON CM1S t CM2S , CM3S , CN1S , CN2S , CN3S 00013790













X ELT FOR6,1,710420, 60482
000001 C6FOR 00003305
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR6 00003310
000003 C FORMULA 6 - INNER HALFt TOROIDAL SHFLL 00003315
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HpO-Z) 0003320
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(,100), YB(100), XB(100), ZB(100)t nY00003325
000006 1(100), DX(100)p DZ(100), SWY(100)t SWX(100). SWZ(100)t SWYS(100), 00003330
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100)t SDY(100), SDX(100), SDZ(100) oon00003335
000008 COMMON PI 00003340
000009 COMMON Wl , YBR , XBR * ZPR , DY1 , DX1 00003345
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX P DPZ , S , T 0003350
000011 COMMON J , N t K , M r Y t X 00003355
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , A1 t B1 P C1 P A2 00003360
000013 COMMON B2 , C2 , R1 p R2 * R3 * H 00003365
000014 COMMON B * A , AL p WT , YBT , XBT 00003370
000015 COMMON ZBT * DYT , DXT , DZT- -t SWYJ t $SWXT -00003375
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST , SWZST * SDYT * SDXT 00003380
000017 COMMON SDZT * HOL , W , YR , X8 , ZB oo000on3385
000018 - COMMON DY , DX , DZ , SWY-- SWX .,-SWZ- 00003390  ,
000019 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS , SDY t SDX . SDZ 00003395
000020 COMMON D1 t 02 . 03 * CL1 * CL2 . CL3 00003400
000021 COMMON CM1 . CM2 . CM3 ..-CN I- . CN2_ .C N3 00003405s
000022 COMMON A3 * B3 , C3 . CLIS * CL2S * CL3S 00003410
000023 COMMON CM1S . CM2S , CM3S * CN1S * CN2S * CN3S 00003415









000033 RHO = -RHO -00003465
00003 R2O R3 00003470
000035 CALL FOR5 00003475
000036 wl= wC+Wl 00003480
0-00037 DYi- CY+DYi; 00003485
000038 DX:1= CX+DX1 00003490
000039 DZ1= CZ+DZ1 - 000034Q5
000040 C RESTORE INPUT 00003500
000041 R2=ER2 000ooon3505
000042 RHO : -RHO 00003510




_ I ___ __ II _I_ __ __
D ELT FOR7,1,710420, 60484
00ool C7FOR 00003530
000002 SUBROUTINE FOR7 00003535
000003 C FORMULA 7 - OUTER HALF, TOROIDAL SHELl. 00003540
0O0004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00003545
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100), YB(100)io XB(100), ZB(100), 0Y00003550
000006 1(100), DX(100), DZ(100), SWY(100), SWX(100)t SWZ(100), SWYS(100), 00003555
000007 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100) SDX(100), SDZ(100) 00003560
000008 COMMON PI 00003565
000009 COMMON Wl YBR , XBR , ZR DY1 ! OX1 0003570
000010 COMMON DZ1 , DPY , DPX , DPZ , S T 00003575
000011 COMMON J , N , K , M , Y , X 00003580
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , Al , B1 , C1 , A2 00003505
ob00001i3 COMMON 82 , C2 , R1 , R2 * R3 t H 00003590
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT * YBT . XBT 00003595
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT * DXT * DZT * SWYT * SWXT 00003600
000016 COMMON SWZT , SWYST , SWXST * SWZST * SDYT * SDXT 00003605
000017 COMMON SDZT , HOL , W * YR * XB . ZB 00003610
_000018 - COMMON DY , OX , DZ , SWY , SWX , SWZ 000036}5
000019. COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS * SDY , SDX , SDZ 00003620
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 . D3 CL1 . CL2 . CL3 00003625
000021 COMMON CM1 . CM2 . CM3 ; CN1 * CN2 * CN3 00003630
000022 COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 , CL1S , CL2S . CL3S noo00003635
0000o3 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CNiS * CN2S p CN3S 00003640




000028 CALL FOR4 00003665
000029 WC=W1 00003670
000030 C YY=DlDY1 00003675
000031 C'X'DX- 00003680
000032 CZ=DZ1 000036R5
000033 RHO = -RHO 000036Q0
000034 R2-R3 00003695
000035 CALL FOR4 noo00003700
000036 WI=WC+Wl 000037n5
000037 DYi CY+DY1 00003710
000038 DX1= CX+DX1 00003715
000039 DZ=I CZ+DZI - --- 0000370
000040 C RESTORE INPUT on0003725
000041 R2= ER2 00003730















000005 C E15301 00000000
000006 C 0000 005o
000007 C 00000010
000008 C 00000015
000009 C PLACED ON PRODUCTION 17 OCTOBER 1967 oooG0020
000010 C 00000025
000011 COSMIC NO. 400 00000030
000012 C WEIGHT, CENTER OF GRAVITY AND MOMENT OF INERTIA 00000035
0060013 CMPO62 00000040
000014 C PROPOSAL WEIGHT, CG, MI COMPUTATION PROGRAM 00000045
000015 C DECK 7R-062 2-7-62 R. HUFF596-111 000000noo50
000016 C 00000055
000017 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00000060
000018 DIMENSION HOL.12h_ W(100)tYB(10-lO0-t-XB-_(3-I_)ZBJ-.0)t DYOOOOQO0065
000019 1(100), DX(100), DZ(100)t SWY(100), SWX(100). SWZ(100), SWYS(100)v 00000070
000020 2SWXS(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100), SDX(100)p SDZ(100) 00000075
000021 COMMON PI 00000080
000022 COMMON Wl , YBR , XBR , ZBR , DY1 , DXl 00000085
000023 COMMON DZ1 . DPY . DPX , DPZ * S . T onooooqo
000024 COMMON J N * K _ --Y r X .00000095
000025 COMMON Z . RHO . A1 . B1 * Cl . A2 ooo000001no
000026 COMMON B2 C2 , R1 * R2 * R3 * H 00000105
000027 COMMON B , A , AL p WT , YBT * XBT 00000110
000028 CO'MON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT * SWYT , SWXT 00000115
000029 COMMON SWZT SWYST , SWXST , SWZST * SDYT * SDXT 00000120
000030 COMMON SDZT , HOL . W , YP , XB , ZB 000001?5
00u031 COMMON DY , DX . DZ * SWY , SWX , SWZ 000001.30
000032 COMMON SWYS , SWXS , SWZS * SDY * SDX t SDZ 00000135
000033 COMMON D1 . 02 . 03 - CL1 , CL2 . CL3 ooon0140
000034 COMMON CM1 . CM2 . CM3 * CN1 * CN2 , CN3 OO00015
000035 COMMON A3 * B3 , C3 , CL1S * CL2S . CL3S oooso00000150
000036 COMMON CM1S , CM2S r CM3S , CM1S - CN2S * CN3S 000001q5
-- 0u00-37 COMMON E , V PY * PX , PZ 00000160
000038 200 READ (5,505,END=1000) (HOL(I), I=1,12) 00000165
000039 WRITE (56,505)(HOL(I), I=112) 00000170 -
000040 WRITE (6,55) 00000175
000041 C CLEAR COMMON 0000018O0
000042 PI 0.000 - o00000diS5
oo000043 WI : 0OODO 00000190
000044 YBR = O.ODO 00000195
O0U045 XBR = O.ODO - 00000200
ooo000046 ZBR = 0.-ODO 00000205
000047 DY1 = .00DO 00000210
000048 DXl = 0.ODO 0000021 - - - ].5 
000049 DZ1 = 0.0D0 00000220
,000050 DPY = O.ODO 00000225
_=000051 DPX : O.ODO:0O051 X.0000 230
000052 DPZ -= 0.ODO 00000235
000053 S 0.ODO 00000240
000054 T 0.00D0 00000245
000055 0.000 00000250
000056 N 0.ODO 00000255
_____________I_________ 

000057 K = O.ODO
000058 M : O.ODO
o0000oo59 Y = O.ODO
000060 X = 0.ODO
000061 Z = O.ODO-
000062 RHO = O.ODO
000063 A1 = O.ODO
000064 B1 = O.ODO
000065 Cl = 0.ODO
000066 A2 = O.ODO
000067 B2 = 0.ODO
000068 C2 = 0.OOO
000069 RI 0.000D
000070 R2 = O.OD0
000071 R3 = O.ODO
000072 H = 0.000
000073 B = 0.ODO
000074 A = 0.OOO
000075 AL = 0.ODO
000076 WT = O.ODO
000077 Y3T = 0.ODO
000078 XBT = O.ODO
000079 ZBT = O.D0O
000080 DYT = 0.ODO
000081 DZT = O.ODO
000082 SWYT = 0.ODO0
000083 SWXT = 0.ODO
000084 SWZT = O.ODO
000085 SWYST = 0.ODO
000086 SWXST = O.ODO
000087 SWZST = 0.ODO
odO0o8 SDYT = O.ODO
000089 SDXT = O.ODO
000090 SDZT = O.ODO
000091 DO --2- f-12
000092 2 HOL(I)=O.ODO
000093 DO 4 I=1,100
U000094 0W(0 = O.ODO
000095 Y8(I) = O.ODO
000096 XB(I) = O.ODO
000097 ZB(I) = O.OO
000098 DY(I) = O.ODO
000099 DX(I) = O.ODO
000100 DZ(I) = O.ODO
000101 SWY(I) = 0.ODO
000102 SWX(I) = O.ODO
000103 SWZ(I) = O.ODO
000104 SWYS(I) = O.ODO
000105 SWXS(I) = O.ODO
000ob06 SWZS(I) = O.D0O
000107 SOY(I) = O.ODO
000108 SDX(I) = O.OD0
o00009 SDZ(I) = O.ODO
000110 4 CONTINUE
000111 D1 = O.ODO
000112 D2 = 0.ODO
000113 D3 = O.ODO
000114 CL1 = 0.0oDO
000/r5 C2 = . OD-O

































































000 117 -- C____M1 = O.ODO --. 00000560
000118 CM2 = O.ODO 00000565
000119 CM3 = O.ODO 00000570
- 000120 -CNI = O.ODO 00000575
000121 CN2 = OODO 00005onooo0
000122 CN3 = O.ODO 00000585
000123 A3 = 0.ODO o 00000590
000124 B3 O.ODO 00000595
000125 C3 = O.D000 00000600
000126 CL1S = O.ODO 00000605
000127 CL2S = O.ODO n00000610
000128 CL3S = O.ODO 00000615
-000129 CM1S = O.ODO 00000620
000130 CM25 = o.oDo 00000625
000131 CM3S = 0.000D 00000630
000132 CN1S = O.ODO 00000635
000133 CN2S = o.ODO 00000640
000134 CN3S = 0.ODO 00000645
000135 E = 0.000 00000650
000136 PI= 3.1415927D0O 00000655
000137 1=1 0ono0000660
000138 3_00-EAD_ (5±5)JMNKYPX.RlQ_,M/B3_CIRI R2,PR3H .00000665
000139 IF(N-500) 310, 320, 999 00000670
000140 310 IF(M-2) 340, 330, 999 00000675
000141 320 READ (5,35)Wl, DY1l DXI, DZ1 000n.0o680
000142 GO TO 500 00000605
000143 330 READ (5,25)B,A,AL,A2,82,C2 00000n690
000144 340 IF(N-100) 460,999,410 00000605
000145 410 IF(N-200) 420,999,430 00000700
000146 420 L=N-100 00000705
000147 GO TO 470 00000710
000148 430 IF(N-500) 440,500,999 00000715
000149 440 L=N-200 00000720
000150 GO TO 480 00000725
----00151 460 GO TO (601-,602,603,604,605,60667,607, 60 ,6f9,610,611 612,613,614,61500000730
000152 1,616,617,618,619,620,621,622,623,624,6?5,626,627,628,629,630) N 00000735








000161 601 CALL FOR1 00000780
000162 GO TO 350 . 00000785
000163 602 CALL FOR2 0000070o
000164 GO TO 350 00000795
000165 603 CALL FOR3 00000800
000166 GO TO 350 oooo00000805s
000167 604 CALL FOR4 00000810
000168 GO TO 350 000008.5
000169 605 CALL FOR5 00no000820
000170 GO TO 350 00000825
000171 606 CALL FOR6 -00000830-
000172 GO TO 350 00000835
000173 607 CALL FOR7 00000840
-Q__ 000174 GO TO 350 - 00000845
000175 C ROUTINES FOR8 TO FOR30 DELETED.
000176 608 CONTINUE 00000850

000177 GO To 350
000178 609 CONTINUE
000179 GO TO 350
000180 610 CONTINUE
000181 GO TO 350
000182 611 CONTINUE
000183 GO TO- 350
000184 612 CONTINUE
000185 GO TO 350
000186 613 CONTINUE
000187 GO TO 350
000188 614 CONTINUE
- 000189 GO -TO 350
000190 615 CONTINUE
000191 GO TO 350
000192 616 CONTINUE
o000i93 GO TO 350
000194 617 CONTINUE
000195 GO TO 350
000196 618 CONTINUE
000197 GO TO 350
000198 619 CONTINUE
000199 GO TO 350
000200 620 CONTINUE
000201 GO TO 350
000202 621 CONTINUE
000203 GO TO 350
000204 622 CONTINUE
000205 GO TO 350
000206 623 CONTINUE
000207 GO TO 350
000208 624 CONJTINUE
000209 GO TO 350
000210 625 CONTINUE
000211 GO TO 350
000212 626 CONTINUE
000213 GO TO 350
000214 627 CONTINUE
000215 GO TO 350
000216 628 CONTINUE
000217 GO TO 350
000218 629 CONTINUE
000219 GO TO 350
000220 630 CONTINUE
000221 GO TO 350
000222 701 CALL FOR101
000223 GO TO 350
000224 702 CALL FOR102
000225 GO TO 350
000226 703 CALL FOR103
000227 GO TO 350
000228 704 CALL FOR104
000229 GO TO 350
000230 705 CALL FOR105
000231 GO TO 350U}-000232 706 CALL FOR106
000233 GO TO 350
000234 707 CALL FOR107
00-0235 GO TO 350
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0-00237 GO TO 350 -
000238 709 CALL FOR109
00 o 239 GO TO 350
000240 710 CALL FOR110
000241 GO TO 350
000242 '711 CALL FORll
000243 -- GO TO 350
000244 712 CALL FOR112
000245 GO TO 350
000246 713 CALL FOR113 -
000247 GO TO 350
000248 714 CALL FOR114
000249 GO TO 350
000250 715 CALL FOR115s
000251 GO TO 350
000252 716 CALL FOR116 -
000253 GO TO 350
000254 717 CALL FOR117
--000255 -GO TO 350 -
000256 718 CALL FOR118
: 000257 GO TO 350
000258 719 CALL FOR119
000259 GO TO 350
000260 720 CALL FOR120
000261 GO TO 350
000262 721 CALL FOR21
000263 GO TO 350
000264 722 CALL FOR122
000265 GO T-O 350
000266 723 CALL FOR123
000267 GO TO 350
000268 724 CALL FOR124
000269 GO TO 350
000270 C FOR125 TO FORs150 REMOVED.
000271 725 CONTINUE
000272 GO TO 350
000273 726 CONTINUE
000274 GO TO 350
000275 727 CONTINUE
000276 GO TO -350
000277 728 CONTINUE
000278 GO TO 350
000279 729 CONTINUE
000280 GO TO 350
000281 730 CONTJrINuE
000282 GO TO 350
000283 731 CONTINUE
000284 GO TO 350
000285 732 CONTINUE
000286 GO 10o 350
000287 733 CONTINUE
000288 GO TO 350
000289 734 CONTINUE
* 000290 GO TO 350
000291 735 CONTINUE
000292 GO TO 350
000293 736 CONTINUE
000294 GO TO 350
000295 737 CONTINUE




































































000298 GO TO 350
000299 739 CONTINUE
000300 GO TO 350 Q -
000301 740 CONTINUE
000302 GO TO 350
000303 - 741 CONTINUE
000304 GO TO -350
000305 742 CONTINUE
000306 - -G.O-TO 350 -
000307 743 CONTINUE
000308 GO TO 350
000309 744 CONTINUE
000310 GO TO 350
000311 745 CONTINUE
000312 GO TO 350
000313-- 746 CONTINUE
000314 GO TO 350
000315 747 CONTINUE
000316 GO TO 350
000317 748 CONTINUE
000318 GO TO 350
000319 749CONTINUE
000320 GO TO 350
000321 750 CONTINUE
000322 GO TO 350
000323 801 CALL FOR201
000324 GO TO 350
000325 802 CALL FOR202
000326 GO TO 350
000327 803 CALL FOR203
000328 GO TO 350
000329 804 CALL FOR204
000330 GO TO 350
000331 805 CALL FOR205
000332 GO TO 350
000333 806 CALL FOR206
000334 GO TO 350
000335 807 CALL FOR207
000336 GO TO 350
00337 808 CALL FOIR208
000338 GO TO 350
000339 C FOR206
000U340 C F0R209 TO FOR250 REMOVED.
000341 809 CONTINUE
000342 GO TO 350
000343 810 CONTINUE
000344 GO TO 350
000345 811 CONTINUE
000346 GO TO 350
000347 812 CONTINUE
000348 GO TO 350
000349 813 CONTINUE
- 000350 GO TO 350
.Q00351 814 CONTINUE
000352 GO TO 350
000353 815 CONTINUE
000354 GO TO 350
000355 816 CONTINUE


































































000358 GO TO 350
000359 818 CONTINUE
000360 GO TO 350
000361 819 CONTINUE
000362 GO TO 350
000363 820 CONTINUE
000364 GO TO -350
000365 821 CONTINUE
000366 0GO TO 350
000367 822 CONTINUE
000368 GO TO 350
000369 823 CONTINUE_
000370 GO TO 350
000371 824 CONTINUE
000372 GO TO 350
000373 825 CONTINUE
000374 GO TO 350
__ 000375 826 CONTINUE
000376 GO TO 350
000377 827 CONTINUE
000378 GO TO 350
00379 828 CONTINUE
000380 GO TO 350
000381 829 CONTINUE -----
000382 GO TO 350
000383 830 CON4TINUE
000384 -- GO TO 350
000385 831 CONTINUE
000386 GO TO 350
000387 832 CONTINUE
000388 GO TO 350
000389 833 CONTINUE
000390 GO TO 350
000391 834 CONTINUE
000392 0GO TO 350
000393 835 CONTINUE
000394 - GO-TO 350
000395 836 CONTINUE
000396 GO TO 350
030397 837-COf'TINUOE
000398 GO TO 350
000399 838 CONTINUE
000400 GO TO 350
000401 839 CONTINUE
000402 GO TO 350
000403 840 CONTINUE
000404 GO TO 350
000405 841 CONTINUE
000406 GO TO 350
000407 842 CONTINUE
000408 GO TO 350
000409 843 CONTINUE
000410 GO TO 350
000411 844 CONTINUE
000412 GO TO 350
000413 845 CONTINUE
000414 GO TO 350
000415 846 CONTINUE
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000417 847 CONTINUE 00002040
000418 GO TO 350 00002045
000419 848 CONTINUE oo00n0o2050
000420 GO TO 350 00002055
000421 849 CONTINUE 00002060
000422 GO TO 350 00002065
000423 850 CONTINUE 00002070
0o0424. GO TO 350 00002075
000425 500 CALL FOR500 00n002000
000426 350 WRITE (6P65)KNW1,YBR,XBRPZBRDY1,DX1,D.'1 
- 00002085
000427 C WEIGHT SUMS , 000020q0
000428 WT=WT +WI 000020o5
000429 W(K) = W(K) +WI 
_ 0000n21o00
000430 C FIRST MOMENT SUMS 00002105
000431 SWYT = SwYTr +W1*YBR 00002110
000432 SWY(K) =SWY(K) + W1*YQR 
-On0002115
000433 SWXT -SWXT +W1*-XBRR 00002120
000434 SWX(K) = SWX(K) + W1*XBR 00002125
000435 SWZT =-- SWZT + WI* ZBR 00002130.
000436 SWZ(K) = SWZ(K) + W1* ZBR 00002135
000437 C SECOND MOMENT SUMS 0002140
000438 SWYST = SWYST +W1*YBR **2 _00002145
000439 SWYS(K) WYS(KS --) + Wi*YBR*2 00002150
000440 SWXST = SWXST + W1*XBR **2 00002155
000441 SWXS(K) = SWXS(K) + W1* XBR**2 00002160
000442 SWZST -- wZST+ W -*Z-BR-**2 00002165
000443 SWZS(K) = SWZS(K) + W1* ZBR**2 00002170000U444 C DELTA SUMS 00002175
000445 SDYT -SDYT + DY1 00002100
000446 SDY(K) = SDY(K) +DY1 00002105
000447 SDXT SDXT + DX1 00002190
oob448 SDX(K)" SDX(K) +DX1 00002195
000449 SDZT = SDZT + DZ1 000022no00
000450 SDZ(K) = SDZ(K) + DZ1 00002205
000451 IF-(--370'-3604370 00002210
000452 360 I=I+1 00002215
000453 GO TO 300 00002220
000-454 370 W--RITE- (67'5) 00002225
000455 DO 390 I=1l100 00002230
000456 IF(W(I)) 380,390'380 00002235
000457 380 YB(I) = SWY(I) /W(I) 00002240
000458 X8(I) = SWX(I) /W(I) 00002245
000459 -ZB(I) =_ SWZ(I) /W(I) 00002250
000460 DY(I) = SwXS( I)+ SwZS(I) +SDY(I) -w(I) 4(XB(I)2 + ZB(I)**2) 00002255
000461 DX(I) = SWYS(I) + SWZS(I) +SDX(I) -W(I) ~(YB(i)**2 + ZB(I)**2) 00002260
000462 DZ(I) = SWXS(I) + SWYS(I) + SDZ(I) -W(I) *(YB(I)**2 + XB(I)**2) 00002?65
000463 WRITE (6,85)I.W(I)YB(I),XB(I),ZB(I) .DY(),DX(I),DZ(I) 00002270
000464 390 CONTINUE 00002275
000465 WRITE__ (6,95) -
-- 00o022o 0
--000466 YB3T = SWYT /WT 00002285
000467 XBT = SWXT /WT 000022Q0
000468 ZBT = SWZT /WT 00002295 --
000469 DYT : SWXST + SWZST +SDYT -WT*(XBRT**2 + :RT**2) 00002300
000470 DXT = SWYST + SWZST +SDXT -WT*(YBT**2 + ZBT**2) 00002305
000471 DZT = SWXST + SWYST +SDZT -WT*(YBT**2 + XRT**2) 00002310
000472 L=O 00002315
000473 WRITE (6t85)Lp WT. YBT, XBTP ZBT. DYTP DYTP DZT 00002320Lo 000474 GO TO 200 00002325
0~0475 999 WRrTE"-- ,4--)I 00002330
000476 1000 CALL EXIT 00002335
___I_ ___ 
I_
000477 STOP _ 00002340
000478 505 FORMAT(12A6) 00002345
000479 15 FORMAT(2III3,I2,F5.2,2F6.2,F6-4,7F6.3 ) 00002350
ooo00480 25 FORMAT(6F12.6) - -00002355
000481 35 FORMAT(4F12.4) 00002360
000482 45 FORMAT(33H0 INCORRECT VALUE FOR N OR M IN I3t 9HTH ENTRY. ) 00002365
000483 55 FORMAT(1HO 4OX, 28HRESULTS - INDIVIDUAL FNTRIES // 4X, 1HK 3X, 1HN00002370
000484 1 7X, 6HWEIGHT 8X, 4HYBAR 5X, 4HXBAR 5X, 4HZBAR 8X, 7HDELTA Y 10X, 00002375
000485 27HDELTA X 10X, 7HDELTA Z ) 00002310
000186 65 EoRMAT(2!5.E1l .B,3F9.?,3E17 t) -- 000 23R5
000487 75 FORMAT(lHO 44X, 20HRESULTS - SUB GROUPS // 5X, 5HGROUP 6X, 6HWEIGH00002390
000488 1T 8X, 4HYBAR 5X, 4HXBAR 5X, 4HZBAR 8X, 7HDELTA Y 10X, 7HOELTA X 000023q5
000489 210X, 7HDELTA Z) 00002400
000490 85 FORMAT(I8, E19.8, 3F9.2, 3E17.8 ) 00002405
000491 95 FORMAT(1HO 52X, 5HTOTAL //) 00002410
000492 END 00002415
- - - - .I




---- --------------- --------------- ----------------------
-._-----_---_--I -------. -- _----___-_--__-________-------___^--_
ri ELT SPEDEL,1,710420, 60490
000001 CSPDLTV 00004215
000002 SUBROUTINE SPEDEL 00004220
000003 C COMPUTES ROTATED DELTA VALUES WHEN PROD., OF I NOT ZERO. 00004225
----0000014 IMPLICIT REAL*8 A-H,O-Z) 0o00oo4230
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(100). YB(100) XB(100), ZB(10), D0Y00004235
000006 - 1(100), DX(100), DZ(100), SWY(100), SWX(1)0), SWZ(100) SWYS(100) 0000on4240
000007 2S.XS(l') -SWZS(100), SDY(100)- SDX(100), SDZ(100) 00oon0o4245
000008 COMMON PI 00004250
000009 - COMMON _Wl , YBR , XBR ,*_ZPR , DY1 , DX1 000042954
000010 COMMON DZ1 * DPY , DPX , DPZ , S , T 00004260
000011 COMIMON , N , K , M , Y * X 00004265
000012 COMMON Z , RHO , Al , B81 C1 , A2 00004270
000013 COMMONB2 , C2 , Ri R2 * R3 H 00004275
000014 COMMON B * A , AL * WT , YBT , XBT 00004280
000015 COMMON ZBT , DYT , DXT , DZT * SWYT , SWXT -__ 0000!285_
000016 COMMON SWZT * SWYST , SWXST , SWZST , SOYT , SDXT 0n004290
000017 COMMON SDZT * HOL , W v Y8 * XB , ZB 00oono042Q5
000018 COMMON DY * DX , DZ * SWY * SWX SWZ 000ooon4300
000019 COM.MON SWYS * SWXS , SWZS - SDY , SOX SDZ n0000oo4305
000020 COMMON D1 , 02 , 03 , CLI , CL2 , CL3 00004310
000021 COMMON CM1 * CM2 . CM3 * CN1 * CN2 , CN3 ooo000043t5
0--o000 ] ' b]22 COMtOiN A3 ' * 83- , BC3 * CL¶S. , CL2S - CL3S 00004320
000023 COMMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CNIS , CN2S , CN3S 00004325
000024 -CO%'iMON E - V , PY - PX - PZ 00004330
0000625 DY1 CLiS*DPY +fCL2S*DPX + CL3S*DPZ -2.0D.3*(PY*CL2*CL3 +PX*CL*CL3 oo00004335
000026 I+PZ*CL1*CL2) 00004340
000027 DXI-= CMS*DPY +CM2S*DPX +CM3S*DPZ -2.n0Do(PY*CM2*CM3 +PX*CM1*CM3 +00004345
O-028 -- 1PZ*CMl*C.M2) 00004350




__ _____ _____ I___ ___
i. ELT SPEDIR,1r710420. 60491
oo000001 a - .CSPORCO . . . . . ...
000002 SUBROUTINE SPEDIR
0000003 _ C COMPUTES DIRECTION COSINES AND C.G. - -...
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
000005 DIMENSION HOL(12), W(loo0) YB(Rno', Xg(100) Zf(100),
00006 __-1(100)o DX(100)p DZ(100) SWY(100), SWX(.O?), SWZ(100)0 SWYS(100)
000007 2SwXs(100), SWZS(100), SDY(100), SDX(100;, SDZ(100)
000008 COMMON PI
000009 COlCMMON Wl , YBR - XRR ... ZR DY1 , DXI
00U(010 COlMMON DZI , DPY , DPX , DPZ f S , T
000011 COMiiMON J , N , K , M w Y . X
- 000012 - COMMON Z - , RHO , Al -, BI - Cl A2
U00U013 COMMON 32 C2 , R1 , R2 , R3 , H
000014 COMMON B , A , AL , WT , YBT , XBT
000015 C ___COMMON Z-T ___ YT - DXT , D7T- , SWYT , SWXT __
00016 COMMON SWZT p SWYST # SWXST * SW7.ST * SOYT p SDXT
000017 COMMOhN SDZT H OL * W * YR * XB3 ZB
.0;0018 --6 COMMON ...DY -- , DOX .. t DZ .. SWY ..- t SWX ---.. SWZ --
U00019 COMMON SWYS ,# SWXS * SWZS * SOY , SDX , SDZ
000U020 COMMON D1 , 02 f 0D3 CLt w CL2 , CL3
000021 COMMON-CM1 -. CMN12 , CM3 - - CMl t CN2 ____,-CN3
0U0022 COMMON A3 , B3 , C3 , CLIS , CL25 , CL3S
000023 COMIMON CM1S , CM2S , CM3S , CN1S , CN2S , CN3S
000024 - - COMMON E - , V - PY - PX PZ
000025 CALL DIRC
000026 YfiR= Y + S*CL1 +V*CL2 + T*CL3
000027 - Xf3R=- X + S*CM1. +V*CM2 + T*CM3






























tW FL[ ZIRr,1,710 £'420O 60493-
000001 CZRT204 000122A5
000002 FUNCTION 7IRT(TEPRPF) 00012270
000003 .... C . COMPUTES PART OF DELTA Z IN FOR204 .. 00012275
000004 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 0N01?220
000005 REAL * 8 TPERPF 0NN122P5
000006 O=o25D0*R*R*(1.0D0+E*E) +E*E*F*F 000122?O
000007 w=.200*R*R*'(o.000/6.ODO-E*E) 000122q5
000008 X=.25D0 *E *E *R *F 0N012300
000009 Y 2.0DO*W/3.000-(5.0o0/12.ODOR*R 4E*EiE.*F)__.0 DO__ ono123n5
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INFORM:ATION OF ISD AND IS NOT TO BE COPIED OR REPRODUCED _WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION BY ISD.
*** USER NOTICES - MAY 16, 1972 ***
ISD'S 1108 WILL BE UNAVAILABLE FOR TERMINAL SERVICE FROM 7:00 - 7:30 TOMORROW MORNING ( 5/17/72 ) IN ADDITION TO THE
NORMALLY SCHEDULED DOWN TIME# TO MAKE EQUIPTMENT REPAIRS.
(1) ISD 1108 TERMINAL SERVICE WILL BE AVAILABLE AS SCHEDULED EELOW UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED IN A USER NOTICE.
MON : 07:00 - 24:00
TUE - FRI : 00:00 - 03:00 ; 07:00 - 24:00
SAT : 00:00 - 22:00
SUN: 04:00 - 22:00
(2) RON/I TELEPHONE NUMBERS
__ 10 CHAR/SEC 415-635-1051 ( 4 PORTS )
**** 415-635-9559 IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR USE AS A 30 CHAR/SEC LO' SPEED PORT.
**** ON 5/17/72, 415-562-4294 WILL BE TAKEN OUT OF SERVICE AS A LOW SPEED PORT.
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(4) THE 1004 DIAL-UP PHONE NUMBERS ARE LISTED BELOW.
Ai'D 14:00 - 17:00 FOR USERS
415-562-0809 AND 415-562-0810
(5) ATTENTION RON/I USERS:
BEGINNING MAY 15, A MAJOR REVISION TO THE RON/I SYSTEM WILL TAKE PLACE. ALL COMMANDS WILL REQUIRE AT LEAST ? CHARACTFRS.
THE SIGN-ON REQUIRES YOUR 6 CHARACTER ACCOUNT NUMBERIN AEDITION TO YOUR SITE CODE ( QQSITEAO,_?3456 ). -- -
THE RON/I MANUAL IS AVAILABLE FROM THE ISD DOCUMENT LIBRAFnY.
- --
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Proposal Weight, C. G., And




Page 1 of 1
Cosmic Number OO (Program For Estimating Proposal Weight - Center of
Gravity and Moment of Inertia of Rocket Engines and Their Components),
an IBM 7094 program from North American has been adapted to the IBM
360 FOPTPHAN Level H without changes in logic.
DOCUmIEIEtfATION
Documentation for the program has been prepared by R. J. Huff of
North Armerican and is attached as Enclosure 1, Note enclosed is a
new data format sheet.
For added information please see Ken Talbott, Department 7730, Building
2019, Extension 5-7627, Department Manager Go S. Kavenley.
FUTURE EXPANSION
Subroutines are available for new configurations. In order to incorporate
a new subroutine you must submit a problem statement to Computing Sciences
Division,
88
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3 Symbol exolaination for first card
J Last item indicatcr (7 if last, blank if not)
! M ' uber of cards for this entry (1 or 2)
| : FOrmula nur.Lmber
| r: Sub>rouo nur-er (must not be blank or 7ero)
! 'lA Indicates assu.'d location of Iecimal point
I Title Card - One for each case.
I. Typical first card forrat for individual item.
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PROPOSAL ,To CoGo; 11loo PCO ,2.0I 7R . 2
SECTION4
30O0 Table of Contantu.
30Ol GcTeral. Proi'am D?3crption.
List . shapes inclulddcd , th; prograor
Data J'7ritteup
Chart-. "kvmf.ble ContiE;'avionse
30,2 Definitrion of GeometmcJa1 Coanfigur.!ions
~.t. .
Formu2la 01 1Hollow CylTrk.er
Foruua 02 Hollou, Torus
Forxula 03 Soled Sphere
Formaula o0 - Outcer half.tor.Usp so:U.d
Formula 05 LmeSr halOo Is so2l!d
Formula 06 Inner ha3lf-toroid&l sheJl.




















TABLE 0o' CO, Ta-,,' ( CON'.'Do )
REGION 30











































of Geometrical Configuration -
- Frustrun of Cone Solid
- Outside Fillet of Revolution
- Inside Fillet of Revolution
- Solid Spherical Seg-.ent".
-Henisphere -So:id
- Outer qutarter of torus, solid
- Faustrun of hollow cone
- Annular Frustrxuz cylindrical
- Aruular cylinder -conical hole
-Trapezoid of Revolution
- Trapezoid of Revolution
-Inner quarter of solid torus
Inner quarter .- toroical shell
- Hollow, spherical scEm;ent
- Outer quarter - toroidal shall
- Axial secg,.ent, solid to.,s
Axial se.gent, hollo:r tcor.s
-?radiul s eent. solid to.rs
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REGION 30
PROPOSAL WT., C.G., M.I. PROGRAM 7R-062
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Formula 120 - Radial Sector of Solid Torus
Formula 121 - Radial Sector of Hollow Torus
Formula 122 - Axial segment of hollow
elliptical spheroid
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Details of the nachan. cs a.1 uso of an IEiJ 7090 program designed to allow
rapid voeiht., C.Go and oo exvaluation of engine or .mponnt layouts from
a mini.mum of data input are presented. Each case consists of a composite
. o assm-.ed cor..on geo;n.,etrical shapeso
INTRO UU CT i0
---- I
The increasing flow of proposal layouts into the Wci'ght Control Unit for
weOgaht, C G , and I.oIo analysis has placed a serious burden on the reduced
mannpower availableo In general, the approach to each of these tasks is
identical; ie.o, the layout is broken up into parts, each of which takes a
sta..ard geometric shape° Values of weight C.G. and noment of iner'ia fo
each part are ccmputed by hand from existing fo nnu]as, and the results are
then ce-'inecd It is the aim of the present pro,-ram. to .e this pro-







General Pro.ram Plan /
The gener. l plan of the progra,. requires that each component be resolved
into a collection of standard shapes5 and that th e ninmir: ntu'bEr of dchen-
sional parameters defining each be submitted as input data. Separate sub- (
routines t1e.n process t.he da-Lta for each entry.- resulting in a weight, cenver
of gravity, and th¢ee properly oriented delta values for each, vith respect
to a ref erence coordinateO system. The naster progra. then performs a11'
calculations necessary to combine these results into a total weight, C.G.
an mom..ents of inc:rLi for the co,.mon n .J
UZy tilizin:- sep.ra',e subroutines for diffe-rent sha.a?., the p:rora= r. ay be 96




300 e 10 03
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data for each entry consists in general of the dim'nsions dcfirnin the
shap, the censity of natcrial' the location of some .dentif,-in. point in
the co-.-mon refercnce axis system, and direction number indicating the orl-
entation (and sense) of one or more of the principal axes of the shape with
respect to the cormmon aais svstemO A rnmvber identifying_ the particular
snae assumed ..s.t also be furnished w-ith each int ent"ry
Facility for remo-v-ing raterial from the total.is proviided by the density
variable. To remove weight, a negative sign is attached to the density) the
other ?ra-:vetcrs being written in the st'an'ard fal on,
Printed results for each case *.ll consis oL' a 3.ist conta'inin the weih
C.0 ari inertia delta values of each entry in additi.on to values for tha
entire combirnationo.
Cc-:nu.tations Pcrforr.ec_ b- Subrooutines
Each subrcutine computes and furnishes to the nain program the follo-win
inforation for an individual entry:
1. Weeight (may be positive or rnegative)
2. C.G. The individiwil center of gravitJy is determained directly from:
the input, when the shape has symetry such that the centroid may
be fixed visuall.y without' calcunlation, or by computation. In the
'latter case, the location of some unique point onl the shap is
given ats input) arnd the computed C.G o n.asured from this paint,,
3. Delta values about axes thau the centroid, and parallel to the
comLmon ytc- ree-e..c.e axe/. These vzlues are compluted in t;o
S'CpS , Fist; tn, o.entS iria of e sap abou J!;-epc0. r~irs, ro;::,nso .... pa t its
,X.t.~ 50c:,
30. lO,! Page i1
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principal axes arc computed using s.tandard forulas based on the'
geometry of the shape, Secondly, the orientation of the system
reference axes with respect to these princiral axes is detertmined
from the input data defining the direction nmtibers of the axis of
revolution (or solids of revolution) and one of the r-v ai.nInz
axes of the principal axis system for other s'~pes The principal-
axes are t'hen rotated into coincidence with the reference a;ds
systcm, and delta values of the shape computed in the new configtur-
ation. These computations are simplified by the fact that proa.ucts
of inertia in the princiopal c-ois .,t.'are zero Delta values
will be neg-ative when weight is netive,
Cc:-rmta.tions Pcrfor-, ed by the 'ain Pro r.n,
After proeossing c.-ch se..arate cntry by m.eans ol the proper subroutinsz the
rain profra will contain, in storage, a conmplete set of weights, CXG.:s and
delta.s for all constituents° The main program: then co:- s and stors th e
following sv..s: -.
7~~~~ Aio . t/ ' f
- . 2x,, · e/ £'/--
E ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~. f. .tC , y',;.C! -S'
$
data are then ccmbined
_.. ~ oIe.
= .::
- -' , 1/4
-~ -, -, / -,/I,.
:--. v- ti- /
el?
to comrpute:















~~" "2 >,Qax =ZJ'~~  Z- "
[a -X
.- , +
c..trical Shanes Included in Propraq
All geo-.e'Ltrical shapes considered in this program fall into thee
rnajor types, as follo.s: .
Dq I Solids of revolutions symmetrical about both' pri-ci.al a:xes,
This "ty<v-e recires only the direction of the a2Ls of sy.-et..y
to be comrpletely orienteds
T ,ve IX. Solids of revolution wiith only one ais of symet:. This type -o
is completely oriented when the aositive direction of the a.is
of sy.m;'etry is spec'ified, since the relation of this axis senso
to thc body is fLxed by a'btra- y convtion
Tvme IV Shapes which are not solids of revolution. This type requires
the direction and sense of to princpal axes, in oreler to be
comnpletely oriented.
Use of the P. o-ra,
It is fel'.t that this p'.ograrm could bccae one of '.he v:eiht engineer's
nost useful tools° Prope. w.it-l-up of the data wqill seem tedious and slow
at first, but ,.th fa;d.liarity and prnctic, _ill eventually result in sub-
star.tal tire-I r in. Sue  eCstiors -or -..... ro nt or expancion will be









h04 Outer' half-torns, solid
O Inner half-toruIS, solid
06 Inor half-toroidal shell
0 . . ..
07 C.,ator lft ... ,o' dal sEholl
O00
, -, F, -7. Nov 6-2 '
.. I . .
I . .
. .. . I I . . .. . ..I . . :















... . .. I I .. . ; .
'p ·. '.
, i. ,, fr
Frust. r of cone, solid
Cutside fillet of revolutiuon
Inside fillect of revolut-io.
Solid ispiherical seaent-' 2 bases
Hemisphere, .solid
Cuter quarter of torus, solidL
Frustrumn of holloio cone
Annular ustrum - cylir.rical
Anmrmlur cylindCe'r, comical hole
Trapezoid of rev-olution
Trapczoid of revoluuilion
Inner cuarter of solid torus




















Axial segment, solid tous".'
Axial segment, hollow torus
Radial srgment, solid torus
.Radial sea:vent, hollrow t'orus
Rac..al r , set' . holl ' torusl.
Radial sector; hollow torus
Axial segme.nt of hollow cll2itic;,l ,- %neo-d
*· . ... *.· . ·
:.. . . ' . . . . . ..
* .: . '".: .
, : , .. ·..
, ! . '· .. - '..1'1 . ,.- .. '; ... '
.. :.. ;.,.; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . · .., ,,....,,..:, :: -:' ...
".. .....
· . . ' . , . ·. - . ... : · .·- .·: .
... 0i I
. .· .' ·. · · !. ]i
.o.
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CU.RRE'T LIST S-HSA ?:S I:CL'U:D Di' · IC.C -,.
Ty? ·P











·... * . 2.5;·
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30o11C;ca
·'. . o.: ·
!:
01 Sector of hollow torus
02 rctanr pris
03 Sector of outer ha.f-toruz;, 1.do2
04 Truncated u-Zula of cylin'dcr':
Solid tapered to:us .: .
Hollow tapered tolms '
)7 e S co r. of hollow tapered d" s'
8 Sector of wedge of, revoluti. on
. · . ~~~ : .. . . f- ".·
· ·













P;'tBlTIxI3 DATA RBCO.J)Th r
As an aide in recording data neasu,-ed from a layout, or print, worksheets
of th.e fcr. shc',::, o pa-e 3,0O12o02 have been pnp-e-oed. Data r-ay be rc-
corded initially on these sheeta, and later .trancrib-d in t'he prope
for.-at onto I'BM data sheets
Data required for each configuration is ind.icatod by' rX" on the encloselI
saole o.:orssheets ch separate section of a drawing b'.eakdc .n ,ay be
assigned a n;;bcr (i) to avoid duolication or omission of parts° This
nimber is not entered as data° Thc sigrfficance of each pra-eter sym,,ol
used is defined in the sketch of each geometrical shape in sections 30o2,
30c10, and 30.20G Uni.ts used nust be consistent i.e.., lie dio,nsioni
in inches, density in lb/cu,ino Ha.l ean.les are entered in degrees.
conversion to radiaans being perfor..ed by the progr.m 0  Direction .n.bers
a, b, c refer 1uifor:;ly to *tho y Pr'ncCipal ai -aken as . he. axs o.
revolution, ',hn one exists 0
'103
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30,120C2
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Large Radius R X










No. of Cards M 1
Sub Group K
X Indicates Required Input
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>i'.al fl- J. tr -'r'T
'Clen eve:-y part of the enginc or co;nponent ha s hinen etcr-ed on' the workshaoets,
dat-a must be transcribed onto FORTRtiA '.IXrD 10 DI-GT DECI!SAL DATA forins as
sheo~- on the enclosed Esa,.ple page° The first card for each case ,nust contain
a description of the case beirg arnlyzedo This identification is printed
out alon. ;with the computed rcsults° This card rust have a "1" in col~,zm ono.-'
the descriptive rate'rial in colu=.ns 2 thzu 72 bcing otherwise ar'bitrar.
Indiidcual sections 111 reouire at rost two data cards° The input integer
X dente+cs the nm-,ber of cards required in each instanceO The First card of
t.c fin..l er:trv for each c.seo is denoted by a '7:3 in Colu:lrn one (J)g, ;hic' is
ocrise left. blanr., One sub.-le...l of breakdo.rn has i'cen provided; hence
cach Ct...y ;ust ba ass:ied an Jt-cLe (:K) to classi- it as n merber of a .
pa:cir LCT- sC:oU-grouli.n All3 i.tc-,.. assined il;he sams vralue of K .iil b-a
cc.-bin;cd, and their composite weight, C.G, ai d inertia -mlues print.d Th..
alh!- of K r"us rvi.r '-a zero or blarn<k In the evenCll no sub-groupin7 i' s
desirad, a valiue of Xl-1 should be assigned cach entzyo... ..
- . ,,: . ,. . !
-The assiged fo-,ula niz,.ber of te partirular shape assmed for :each ent'y
is cnt-ered as an Integ-er in col'~rns 3-5 of the fir.st 'd.ta c-:rd All CothSi
dat8- is placed inr the forimat showC-n on the s.;nrlc: pagoe Dotted lines sh-J
t'e position assumeci for tho decL.al point'o Data not confozrming to this
form.at may r e cntered wtith a ,ltten dccz;t.al point (ozeupyTr one collz.n).
The fo.-:t of the second card is as sho-wn on the sai . .. leo Whnen using for;ula
.r,O (;: '-cel '. ;eo.s s.,hap. not icludc:d in the protran), th'e secord card has
.':.e ; cal oo...... . :;ho;. lultiplo c-ases ray be rn. at the sa:.:e tirme provided
.r:. all th-e above rl'es ; ar follc:wed. Da..a cards.rust all t. - nr;bered
.. * .. A'l jobi: should be rCeer d to the U1"-i ...... b;Cfor
.:,:'.'. ....: . to D :.-r' r . 5,> ....
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Delta vl..cs in co:.ron'rcference axis sys-tcm:
n6y X2by + (1- X2) X
y-J2by + (1 -2) X





















FO-OtUbLk 02 HOLLOa' TORUS
4
y
Direction rLnsbers of Y axis: a, b, c
I 21 2to D , E b2 ¢+ : C
ei't o o o o o o o o o o K (r 2 a2)
Direction cosilnes of Y axis with reference a,:eso
.a/D, j,. b/n, -t C/D
Center of gravity:
Delta values in principal axis systcm:
Y O * O75: r - r.







FC02.2L% 02 (Cont'd 4 )
Delta values in cc:,'Lon referoncc axis systEoe:
X 2 y + (1 t2 ) :





Di-rect-ion nOS o, Y axis
Radius of torus (to ' )
ODtr radius of sectCo n













L'. '·i ISOLID S?:l'taRC3Cj--t 03
Y
Weight 4 /- Gei '  $ 0 Q 0 0 a G e o o0 o o 0
Center o.f Gravity: > y , ·
Delta zalues in principal axis system:
Deli:' -a.i.ues in co.r.-:on re-ference axis sy3:,n:
















OUTEP. !ALFt - TO:oJS SO;ID
R-
~- Y
Dircctiionr n,-.bers of Y axis: a, b, c
Let Y 72 2 Dn rc2 *; b2 C c2
v 6 0 o o e o t O 0 O C0 0 a o 0 4
Direction cosines of Y axis with reference axes:
,X ,= ./D b/,D , /, ' / - cA)
Cente.r of Gravity:
y , X C2 x s % wZ
Delta valucs in principal axis system:






. x - 3 z - 0.5 c~Y - K2 0 . 2, ' R. , 4~r'
30.24,02
FO:~'.L-'I.. 0] (Ccrnt'do)
Delta values in the cora:on reference axis syst.. n:
nY .. As2 y + (O. ,X2 )ax
LZ -D/{2i)Y + (f -2) x
z . + -.. 2
Irn.ut data roquilred:
Oh
fO Density . ....
x ' Centroid
b Direction Noso - Y axis
c
R Radius to .
r Section radius
nm 1 Noo of cards .
30.25.01
FoCAU o5
lTh.R D TOSRLoOUS, SOLmD
I
(-¢x, X, -)
.cuslonts for this configvuration are computed by d6cuctingr the














Location of geometrical center on Y axis
Density
Direction xnL.ubers, Y axis








OUTER HALF - TOROID.AL SI-ELL
Resrlts for this. ccnfiuration are detO mined by deducting the solid chal-ftorus
of radius r (Forr-,uta 0[,) frcl the soli.d 'h.lf.-cras of radius r (Foruiua C[4).1F , ul. O')fo te1@
Input dnta. reCuircd:'
N " 07 For.mula nim.ber
M I ! Num.ber of cards
y, x. z Location of geometrical centrr on Y axis
.O Density
a, b, c Direction nu'boers of Y ax.s
R Radius 56 o'( of torus
r Outer radius of section










R- 'FUSTRii OF SOLID CONE'
Direction nmbers of Y axis: a, b, c
Deine: D = 2 + b2  c2] 2
K p, + Rr +r22
A = (R -r) /R
M 3A 3
p 3 ( .1 A3 +1OL,
20 M
Q 1 a o [ . (aa2 -.. 1A + :1o)
o e o o eo o w /
- o.25 (o3 - :(- + 6)2 1
H_ (R2 , kqr + 3r 2 )
At
;I
l!ci ht.: · -




31 Olo , -
30.101 02
FO',JLA l!Ci(Cont'do)
Direction cosines of Y axis uith refercnce ..xcs:
)X, a/D /x -b/D
Center of gravity:
y + s X m x + S/J
Delta- values ½n principal axd.s system:
Y =
ax values in the n reference axis syst2
Dela values in t-he cmmuon reference a:is systec: .
A Y = A 2
A Y
+ (1 - 2 ) 3x
+ (1-/ 2 ) %x
+ (1 ...j2) ~ X
Input datta recuired:
Density
Center of large base
Direction nubers of
Radius - large bass
Radius - salJl base
Heigrt
Noe of cral3s
Y axis in sense sho,,n













FO.?.ULA '102 OUTSIDE FILLT' OF', REVOLUTIONI
(yX,))
Direction mnmlbers of Y axis: a, b, c
Do fine;: D . a2 b 2  c
K /D r
!ei4, t: o o o. w D K L1.3L33832R * 00 30118575r
(/w) L1.1i976s 0o.26179239rJ
8 to r -s
Dizection cosines of Y axis ,lath refcreuice a}xs:
X a/D '-S c//)
125








y " y As a x +/s I' .1 z +
Delta values in principal axis system:
Y K 3S3! 38 32R 3 + Oo90355662R2 r + 0o3[0O471hRr 2  +
X Oo5Y Kr 2 L059461 +  0 2323760 8
eolta values in co..,mon reference acis syJstve:-
2(J r 2  )X
A 2Y (-a 2)  x
TI-,ut dat-a recuired° :
fl ~ I102
.X Center of base
a)











INSIDE FIL=T OF R0 TVOLUIO'i
(~ )X) ~)
i.
DireclCion nu'bers of Y axis:
Define: D = a + b2
K -, f*r2
Wei-ht: , o a a . o e. w "
a, b. c
K 1 0
K [e3483832Ii 4t 1004371970'r)
Direction osin 30117o + 0t2617fen93es
Direction cosines of Y azcis with reference axes:
X. t -/i) , a4 - b/D 3
Center of grai%,ty:
X " X +LS
S n . c/D





F?£.cJ,; t 103 O (Cont'd, )
Declt values in principal a:is systemns
Y L13183632 3 + 3o'1i15927T 2r + 2.5820338Rr + 0°7330382j
Kx naz. nZ 05 3Yr 2  011 + o0 10o4719?6 - WS
Delta values in common reference axis syste.m:
y .2§ + (1A 2 ) X
/, + (1)2) X
Az 32by + (tO. 2 )ax




x j Center of base
a
b Direction nmbers of Y axis in the sense shomn
c
R large radius
r Fillet radius .















of Y axis: a,
Vs La2 -+ b2 + c1J
Weight: o
0 K K (3p H
W _ e X 2 ,/3 (3 + 32 +
t K . 1 B H - BH oo0. 2i,
s o t a B
Direction cosines of l axis with r'rcrcnc assess'






A - a/D p
30.104.,02
. ?u.UJTA l-A (Cont'de)
Center of gravity: ....... .
y P y +,s x w.n x ·+/43s -
Del+t values in principal axis 'systelr:
BY = 05K EL + B + 2B + 22H2 + 3 + 02 2.2/3 (332 + 3 4 H2j
X R2/( 3 + 3 + ) -O7B (v 3 + 232H + 2- 2 + h' 3)
2' l0 B 3
Dcl't valles in co:r.on referlence axis syste :n
,2, + (1 , X2) bx
.L-r .,2,,2y + (/ 2 ) x
2(l _/.2) 6x





YX Center of larger base
a
b Direction nnr,bers of Y. axis in the sense sho'mn
C
R Radius of sphere
B Distance - cen'ter of sphere to large b-se
Hecight of segment
n 2 NToe of cards
·130
30.105,0'
For.ula 105j SOLID E C2' i.
(Special case of for.mula lo0)












Y axis with reforence axes:
f, bj/, J C/D








Delta values in principal axis syste;n:
Y = 0. wR
dX =2Z 3 0o 25935 FR2
Delta malues in co-.on reference axis system:
. XY +'  * (1 .)2) bX
X 2 , ( ,2) X . . . . . . '
zz . 4i 2 y + (1 -42) 2 x
Input data req uired:
Density
x Cen.ter of sphore
a
b Direction numbers of Y ,ais in sense showln
C
R I Radius














Outer Quarter of Solid Torus
I ..... -..
of Y axis: a, b. c
a2f' b2+' c2]
05 r/o r2
K (XP. + 4r/3)
r(R *? 3r)
2r3 ,. + -r)
Dircction cosines of Y a:ds pidth refernce ass:,
a- a/D , /- b/D , C/~
Center of gravity:
y y +ks x U x"-I/s , Z " z + J:
Delta values in principal a>?is sysite.:
-b ; + R22r + 0.75't R r2 + 8 r3/1 j.
Lx-,zr ..5 'fY+ K r2 (0.2,i-R + Lr/J.1) -ws 2
Delta values in co.a.on reference axis syst=am
rly y + CI- £) .
x =,LaY Y ' ( t -. ) "Ž














direction nrnbhers of Y ',ais


















Directi.on r r.:'r-s of Y .xis:; a% b, c
Define: D e [a 2 + b2 .+ c2]
'U1 ,= R -r
-t ' r - r i
q U3il,
E - /V
"-. E(2R - t)
K2 " 2EI.
3 .:.- r~






.G cm H/3 3 j1 2 't 2
I 2rKi K2
B R - qs
U2
U3
L R2 _ r 2
w R3 - r3
u% w R4 - r4
ecticn~ cosis ofT as h reference axesDirecticn. cooin-eS ofL Y awds uIdh rof eronce ax-es:
/, - bl/D
Centcr of gcravty:
y y + 's I X : X +'P, 0
Delta -malvcs in principal axis systcn:
b.¥ - U. 2tu 3 + 2t 2U2 - t3 l j
o5 )
3B ot t
3 .U + B (S J t)u3 .2
t z + s





Delta values in cc.r,;on rcfcrenco axis system:
Z ,2 2 Dy +











(12 ,_ 2) x_
(1 .,2) b x
(1 _ 2) ~ x
Density
Certer of large base
Direction .~.bers of Y aris in senso shown
Outer radius - large base
Outer radius - srall baso
Inner radius - vsal1 baso
Hcol ht








ANWULJLR FRUSTR,4 - CflirDRIC-L }iOLE
(Special Case of Formul.m 111)
. . .
Y_ '_ ,
Direction numbers of Y axis:
Reference point (y, x, z) must
at the reference point. The +
in the skctch.
c
be chosen such that the'larger base is
Y direction rmust go toward the body, as
Values for weight, C. G., and moments of inertia are obtained by treating
this configuration as a solid frustr,'n minus an inner solid cylinder.
Use is :rnde of Forn.ul.as 101 and 01. Results are co:;ibined in the standard
fasshion.
















cocrdin.tes of referncc point
density
directiorn nhbers of Y axis in sense shown,0
-axon outer radius
I.~n, outer radius





AX-t JI.AR CYLI';R -W CON.';IC-L HOLE
(Spocial Case of Forua 11 Il)
.1 -- H -
Direction nbers o Y axis a, b c
PReference point (Ys x, z) rust be chosen so th~uit the larger inner radius
is at thc refercn-e point0  The positi-ve Y direction rust go to..ard the
bodyi as in the S>:etch0
Values for aiei.ht, C. G., and Yr.ol,-cnts of incrtia are obtained by treating
the onfig>ation as a solid cylinder rinus a solid frastmiLm using



















coordinates locating center of small base
density








(Parallcl sides parallel to a:xis of revolution)
Ls - A 4'
- _ - -- L . _.__._--
; i
(yJ, x /) LI""' ,
* 1- ,Y
.---- +-Y
Ict r poin.t (y, X) z) is loca.ted on 'he y axis, viah y in a
rno.al planc thru the tupper left corncr of the secion, as shom in
'te sk tch
Di.ection ni-;bers of Y axis: a b, c
The 'istance H is mreasured in the +- Y direction, from the upne left
corner to the .o:er rich` corner of tio tra+r.zo.d; i.e,. H can bo
nogative, as sho;.n in Sketch (b)o
' I 'aZ
30.1i0. 02,




Values for .i, C. . and r.oents of inertia 'for t.his configuratVion.,.~}, C .O.a
are o't -irned b- , trhcate- the body as an algecbraic combination of two
solnd cylinders and tw;6o solid frTstruris6  The fr'~trri.s are added or
dediucted as required by the particular typs of trapiezoidal section
involved. Rcesalts for each section are computcd arnd comrbinled in the





FODJiA 110 - TAF7.0ID) O1F REVOL7T10L, (Cont'd,)
Input data recuired:
mn 2 no, of cards
n 0 .UO Fo-uula nber
X } coordinates of ref'rence point'
z
/O. density
b {di rection numbers, Y azis
P.R outer radius
r inner radius
H axial distancc upper left corncer to lower right corner
B axial. length inner base




.. TRAtPEZOID OF ,'R,:OIjTIO',




7 -- -:_ ____- -- _,*__? - 'N . . . '
Iern'tifyir.c poi.nt y., x, 2 is located on the axis .of revolution in th2
plane of one base of the t:apezoido
Direction :-.c.ib's oi' Y axis: a, b, c
Other input data (see sketch):
P P R. r. A, B, H (Positive oG negativer measured as length L. - OK)
I2 2 c2)
'Define D (2 +b 2 + c)
Direction cosincs of Y axis i;ith reference ax:es:
X- a/D -. b/D) S o c/D
145
30111.02
I..:ULA 111 Trapozoid of Revolution (Cont1ldo)
Valuers of -ecight, C. G., and delta values for this configtration aro
obt.ir:ed th-ough the use of the solid frustrum ecuations as follows:
(a) Cc: uta and store results for outer frustunm O.KLN usir,' For-uLua 101:
le/t 1  / , H1 A .
(1) F'.c.n H is zero or negative, let
1  = R a1  aY
r1  R b1 b
C = C z Z
R - R + H a ; Y1 y Y A1 1
r " iR b a -b X > AC
Using Forulra 101, compute W1 ), y, x E1, B AXL AZ 0
(b) Reverse sZ n of density, conmute and store rc3,lts for inner
frustmriz ORfl.N usinO For,.ula 101:
J°2 > ffi p a R H H - H2 E7
(1) ,'hen 2 is lcss th:n cr equtl to , 13sV
R r . 2- a Y ~-Y
2 2 2
r 12 = b2 = b x- + ~
1 2
Using r-otl. 101, co.us 1 2u, . y 2 2 2 2 46
/ , . .g . , cs in n
a2. Y24"
30.o1,o03
F0oi.ULA 111 - Trapezoid of Revolutlion (Cont'do)
(2) Ihen P is greator- than r,· lot
R2 ,- p a2
r2  r2 , b2
=, y +AA' -a
= -b x2 x +/UA
c2  =
Using FonnuLa 101, compute
-c Z2 a z i+ -SA
2. . - / 2 'Y 2 ) A X2 ' A 2Z2
(c) Cc,:-bine fr:strus:
wIV1 + W2Y 2
£'{ = hw1 . + 'VT252
+ IV22





D)cltas AY X> i
i -1
+ zi2) .i] - ! (x2 + 2 )
2







(Y . .13. .
+Ax
i 2;Z.
- (y 2 + ;72)























2 no. of cards
111 Fomnula number
coordinates locating center of one
density ..
direction nu,.bers of axis of revolutio
Outer radius reference base
Inner radius reference ba se
Outer radius of opposite base nminus R
Height of opposite base
Axial length (bet'een parallel sides),
. . ...
base (reference)



















I,!E:RZ, QU/'RTaR 0 SOLID TORUS
P
r
'OLsuits for this cni.ti n are obtob.nced by deductingl an outside fillet of









1 NL',beor of cards
z Location of geometrical center of torus on Y aiJ. s
Density
c Direction m-rnmbcrs of ' axis






InK': .Xr.ZR .Q - TOO';J, S'LEL,
Rcsults or t.hi.s confira-tion are .obairnec, by deructzin th.e soli-d q-ua4rer-
















Direction nznbers of Y azfLs
Radius to torus .
Outer section radijus
Inrnor section radius






CLLO;'7 SP 7RCIUL SSG:~-':
.l for thiS c..fiGari,ion arc obtained by dcuc.tlin the inner she-rical









1 .izrbcer of cards
z Location of center, large ba;cE
Density
c Direction n::basrs of +Y aewis, in sense sho;m
Outer spherical radius
TInemr spherical radius






CIt-7 R QU-.-?ER - Tv?.OIDAL
I
R
csulvts of t>i.s confm-uation are obtained by deducting -.he solid qc;arte torus.
of radius r (Folrula 105) frcm the solid -cu.r-er torus of rac .s r (Forr-ul;a 1S)'
qu.ired
.f5 For~ui.a rnmeW ....
l'un'aber of cards.
location of torus ( oln Y axis
Dens ity
Direction numbers of Y aJxis














OSnt o Solid Torus116
Axal ~cc.cnr of a Solid Torus
H
-ircction rz'-~ers of Y a:is: a, b, c







., ,j- rr25 i n3
2 S -"I I 3
if h .0: E2 I -.5* (2< . Sin 2c )
If h <0:: E2 a .5 (2C- - Sin 2cd )
.cig.n Wr ,: 1BlU2
S ' E 3 r/ ( 32)
Direction cosior.s on ' Y axis with xeforcnce anxosi




,% a D ,
30.116.O2
.. -,u l1o (Co,- 'do)
C t Y /\ S j
Dcl'a ',aucs in ri n.cia.l a-xis svster.:
1 i + 3 )+ E hi|
L i + 2)3
' - . . ,
?.~-._': ,-ues in c C::on rcfcrence accis system:
Ay X 2, + (1- \2) ;x
-= !2 , + (1 -r'- ) b X




Gcct-.ir:cal center of torus
Dens *ty
Direction nxzbers, Y axis







,- - z + Z2- - x VAS. o
30.117.01
-FO;.,bIA 117
Axi..l Searent of Hollo: To;rus








_> f c jl':iZ,-czticn a4re cb';.ca.-d ; cticu . . .. t..e inner solid






Gcoa-.etrical center of torus
Density
Direction r-.wbers, Y acs
Radius to toris section ~
Outer radius of section
Irner radius of scction
Height of scelent.
155
( '4 -Az < : ( .A + nq. )
.o,10g1'01
FlOXUL, , 118
?~ila SegmAenj t of Solid Torvs
.i-. -. mct n f,, .r....s O Y axis:
Defir.e:
(2 +b 2 . 2 -D = (,2 b2+ c )2
h -u Or
2 2T 2(. h- )








if h 0: -2 = ·7 --62 Sin 2 c )
if h <: E2
2 - .5 (2C - s 'i 2c )





("-d ),X)  ) --
1
30.118.C2
-- cwicn .ccslncs of Y axis {:ith reference axes:
I a/ b/ , b/D, c
Cr.wr ci G rIavity:
L 2
S - 3r t 7, (T + 5?h) ] -
D* vals n cc..on r l i. nce 2a:is sy.te..,.:
r2 . c ·. 1 2
2 ( 3r?) + E (62 + 12h2 + r2)










Gccr.trical ccnter of torus
Densiity
.Direction runbers, Y axis
RPdiaus-to torus section ¢
PRadius of secticn
Ec"jnO'h of ~... ;
(~ - (.4l- 8 (- v
30.119o00
'o7·jULA. J)9
R;dial4 S-,...e.t o Hollo:,r Torus
H
!:c -, - :- ;.
,L ..
R
fc2 ti·s cD'ri :`;ation are o .tained by eCdcuctilr the :nner solid
(T:r:;ula 11.8) frac-. the tot'1 solid s= r....t. (Form.ula li8)










Forula r, ..b cr
I'lhber of cards
cGo.ctrical .crntcr of torus
Density
Dire ction nr.-bcrs, -Y axis
Padius to torus r
Outer radius of scction
Inner radius of scction
Height of scz..ent
158
~A < -t-I < (A * ,/Z.; )
30o.-2o0.o
"FO>"',J ],20










r3 of Y axi S
I -
[a2 .. b2 s C2-
r 7ri /183o
2 ? r2eO
Cos e2  - Cos 0
SL 802 '' Sin C
..
"* .., -
a; b~, e . -
}




2 ... 1,12 , , P- I ,' -
LI
30.120.02
E3 - (Sin2 02 Sin2 el)
s 4 --(Sin 92 Cos (
a 1/3 (Cos3 02
e2  - Sil C1 Cos 0l)
- Cos3 cl)
," ei- ' - e : : (c- -' E1 v'/.3)




De;in.: G = 0,,75 (c4 - E4 )
G2 = .2 (5 .)
. a3' oc St.
Gia s/33 [2 2B.i'
G6 0.2.2 F,
irection co ae
Direction cosin.es o Y ads i~th rcl'ference axes
/ r- b/D D
Center of z ra-vlity
9 a' X
Delta values in principal acxs systcazs
$ y . K 19
Z)x '
SR3 t> G10 'Z : G2r.)c:I
a oYr :o ) G. " 025 062
V)
%5 LdD/fl
X a n X + 1 ,
,, '.' ' 0
I.
-Ior7-,,'L- 120 'Con- Id.)
r
.i
E - z1, 6
-IP2~2
30o1200 03
Delta -values il comnmon
4AX - ,/2 3y +















(1-X 2 ) %z'
(l-,?) ~bx
('1 -2) b y
Fcrrmul n-ab cr
lnmber of cards
C-emectrical center of torus
Density '
Direction nLmbcrs3 Y a.3J.s
Radius · to torus section
Section raduiL· ,.
Sector r.edian .linc angu3sr position (degrees)















Rebuls o f i tChis confiur-ation are obtailned bv dedctc tin h te inrer solid'
sector (o..lula 120) wit'h section radilu ri f' ' th'vhe to'tal so.lid sc ..t






Geamcetrical center of toros
Density
Directio n m.rbors Y 2axs
Radiu to3 torus scc ,"o
Outer racius of sec't:. :
Inner radius of sec'vi.o:.
nuLh ;:icithl r CtO;" do -;c3.









' ' 30o.122. 01
FOR;UIA 122
AXI.AL S O:;',iTz of EOLLO':.' E:LTLIICAL SP:H:EOTD- - .'











n'..bers ,of Y aytis: a¢ b, c
F--r-
L = H - t
D = (. + G) (R - G)
' . ~- oG/'
* N : rUIr
J R2 + G2
K" 12 + N2X. . . 2
U (!. + xI)(i( - 1.:)
(,2 2
. (2 ~+ FC + C )13
,o'c: .s corriguration does not havc a constant shell t"c'kncs\:Ot~~~C 2· ~t-i~c
· ;. ;. - · 'i. . . I










G R- - .:
C - -
;:'?..j L; 122 (con!t'd)
"2
-, X (2 rr + F )/322
0.2(:& + F3C + F2C2E,  2 ,-J4 F
4, 0. 2 (IFf + 3r + F2r
2 2r r+Fr +
-+ C3 + ch )
3 .>Fr + r)
Q -= t ( 2 , 2)"-
t . ( 1 32I
3 t (R2 D 22 )
'2L2
d a 2  2 2)d "(a 2 +b2 + c )2
r ! L(F -+ C) L2D U (+ C
+ t.(-r) + P .2 (,2 + r
Direction cosines of Y axis w'ith reference a;es:
J/-. - b/d
Center of gravity:
x x ~+/ s 'z : z + 6 s
Delta values in principal axris system:
.J --



















\ ) = / y
in cor..on refercnce a.is systcen:; -.. ·. .
· · .. .' . . .. .'. '..
+ (1 A2)x
.: ... '.."
- 2 + ( _ - 2) -
C,/
r. Formula NtL:ber = 122
, Ntmber of cards = ·1
x GGeom. center - open
(O) Density
·o.. .. - . '. ..' .· ...
Direction No's. Y axis
.. ' .''
R Outer .se:i-.aJor. -s
r ·Outer semi-minor axisend '
-+: Thickyess* -~ ~ ~~. . - ' -.
-. ;. . .' .'. ..
.I .- ia1 lic height of ser.....
... . . .















*'. ... . . .
,, .' '" . ', .', '" . ' .
* ; , .' . ;' '"*":'
. . . . .
* . 1b5
:: - . -: .. ; 30.122.03,k.. ..;" ....1 22 . , . . : ':'2:: '. ' :'. ' .'.
:: ' :-.o ·S (cn. 'd) . : -. ·. .I ·. · :: '.? ;· :· :
*' . .................... .. .: .'.- : - .,, . .'. ' . , ,, ' '. , . ;
, . : * ·*. .':.. .. ~.~~ · ~~.·'..~
· · · ·
r
'












t , , .. . - .
.



















FORMULA 124 SOLID HALF ELLIPSE
X,YZ
DIRECTION NUMBERS OF Y AXIS: a, b, c
2 2 2 1/2
D = (a + b + c2)DEFINE:
WEIGHT: W = 2/3 ff
ELEMENT CENTER OF GRAVITY:
pR 2r
S = 0.375r
DIRECTION COSINES OF Y AXIS WITH REFERENCE AXIS:
X = a/D , v = b/D , S = c/D
CENTER OF GRAVITY:









DELTA VALUES IN PRINCIPAL AXIS SYSTEM:
6y = 0.4WR2 6x = 6z = W/320(64R2+19r2 )
DELTA VALUES IN COMMON REFERENCE AXIS SYSTEM:
Ay = X2 y + (1-X2 )6x
Ax = p2 y + (1-p2)6x
Az = S 2 6y + (1-S2)6x
INPUT DATA REQUIRED:
m = 1 number of cards
















201 . "- SECTOR OF HOLWLC.
' '
( 'v)^) 1 -1
tx
ire-i', on r,;;.;'ers.of Y axis
7'Z;. Cl Z SO X cxXisDiraCtion U..bc;rs of Y a i
d, C, £
3ec.in -c.*'...ers of Z axis
-g E=. cC -bf , -h
n (a2 2 ++ C2
D2 (d + c + f2)-2
D3 (2 + h2 + i)
Conve.rt c to radian measure:
(rparallel t'o axis of revolution): a, b, c
(thru center of revolution anr. C.GG of sector):
-af cd --i - bd - ae






De. i n: A 2= r + r 2
2s - fSi
.-- 3- ' .D 0 O O %
S
-. :-C C v 1n:: 0±.
'1 = o/1
-""c -.io c- .-ries of
" 2 = 2








Y axis wit-Ur rcference axes:
/ 1 1 S J 1
X axis w.ith rfecrcance axos:




a-is w.-ith -re;ernce a-xcs:
3 ,.),\ /'3 ' t"' h/D 3
o : V·t 2 V x x 12
"" x"~
z z + ,5-s
2.-
e'.s" . ..-s'- in rincial ax.s syst'errm:
j ' I -?;, 3z .C - K
-- ;+ [ 2 (2''C - sin 2"le '-(
16 Cc
I) + A(10 : - 3 sin 2 c" )
+ A(10': + 3 sin 2 C, )4H?,2 (2 ( + sin 2C )
elta ;al1es in cc:;,on reference axis system:




+ /22 b X
+ 122 '
+ %2 z .
3














Y7 Center of torus
.z j
b Dircction numbers of Y axis
cJ
d )?
c Dircction nunbers of X axis in the sense show.n
.adr.u.s to torus r'
OtLtk'.r rdius of torus





















-'-- - '-' . ... . x' (rallel
a, b, c
F.,.rc'ticn r.;:..'crs cf^ X a-:is (paralicl.
d, e, £
c.c.'.-. r:;..bzxs of Z axis:
c-g = o - c ,-n = a - cd
2 2 C
2 2  2
2 2
T'- = ( + h + i
.,;-c;~:'. co _ncs of Y axis widt refer
^A_ ~,z /4,= /b/Dj ,
ire-r cn c ci)acs of X axis L-.ith refer
),= d/D 2  , 2 e/D2
-irection. cocircs Or Z cxis with refer'
' '/ 3  h / Dth 3
Crc.itc of ravi .Tr:
- > g X D , Z G
to lon.,est dinc-nsion JH ):












---- -- 0--7- i
----------------- ·---- I T- '----------s------,s--
·- 
·










.A- - - - `
.2
+ Be
V': ' O 2 (32+ia'2 )i r7/12 (B + D /
, = 1.T/12 (2 +
Dcl ta vacl-as in cc7.on rcf-roncc s s;teM:
. - 3 .4%
2u 202
c' dnslty
· 1 b:location of centroid
directicon .nvcm,:s'rs of Y
d 7 . direction nt:.cbers of X
cff
.'. .dinensions of pris-










'- ; . br of v axis (parallel to axis of rcvolutiocn) °
- a, b c
r .. c c cn nr -,bcrs of X axis
d,. c f
( thru center of revolution and Co Ge of sector):
-_'c_ icC ..'frs of Z axis:
-Z = ce - bf --h = af - cd -
Dcinr.e r- =I (a + b2 + C2)½
:2 '= (:"' 2a +2'2) -
D3 - (g 2 h 2 i2 )
-
Co..c't : -o radian r:casure: t - s c'C/lSO
G1 / ('R + Ir/3)
'- c hC, Cos C) /2 / c'
ZA t ' 1 ;t-21 757L' i f ol 5 i42 - 2
( 'I, XA)






- .c. ."re cosSl:cs o ' Y axis .-:itth rcfe:cncc aces:
,, ,/- , ,%j- b/Dj S,:' c/D.
-':c'Scn. cos3i.cs of X acis vith refercco asxes:
^ = B , , 2 / d, n fAD2
s -- '3 .3 3
+
:7 -=- K (r 2r + 2., ; + = 5%
-5 :.. * ' (2 + 75 K2) 2r2  + + (L + 22) r3/15
E~t.: \'al. -e a)--! 5 Sy'sC, !a:-s
.- i \ -- , , 3, w vwv . s - /l













































?-'C.2'-A 2.C - T '"nC cated Unula of Cyjllnd:r (Cont'd.)
Dir-c-ti-n r,-.be-s of Y axis (Parallel to axis of cylinder):
a, 5, C
-. s o ais (;oz,?.al to Y axis, parallel to pl?,ne
o -:-,1 c; i-t seise cnosen so that the nositive Z axis in
i - - }' cJ sys'te, X Y. Z will ir-tersect thr.e cylind-rical
o. o 4
*'Cc: Cn 4 -. c- oI
. i - ce,
g = i'- D;ce a
axis:









, (a 2 4.(2
= (C2 +
- C .0 o C S-.. S Of Y
A, a/i 1 _
* ·- n cos ine s of X
/~2 =  d/D2
2 2
Di-cC n CO CG'-3
A 3 - £/3
b2  .. C2)-
2 21 2














I v i/b33 3
R -A
(R2 _ F2)








?O.J'.T ' 204 -T ' 'uncatcd Ungu].a of Cylindcr (Cont'do)
A /B
- -:/('. -')
Q (3 (2: - )):O
G = R -B
= hn-:l  (Q/G)
C '- /o E- 3
.-- 2/.1 (wC2 ) (Sinrc5c- S.in5 )
I... I - ...
.. W- I , .I ...... v .. C, ,'= C .SinGcc- Sink C: cos 'c + / CosS  1/3 (Sin 3 c.
- ,.XiS CC...::...:: of Cf:
S = - -Sr o
~.: l
+ .2v (Si
X a.:Is c,... .c.-c.nt of' C .G.:





r-,. S CC* : . 1..t
T -{ o37 )- . 25 (SiC Sin:.2/3) + 1./32
(Sin.& - Sin /)}
C,- of Graxvity:
y y +X1S + X2 V + %3T
x = x +F'IS + /2 + V 3T







:.S + J2V  + - 3T
,25R 2 (1 4. E2 ) + E2F2
S .. 22 (/16 - E 2 )
r .2e5 E .F
' 1/3 (2C2  ./12 - 2i2)
, E".- 2 /5
sicn3S )]
177
1 . c -' "-7` ".L C ' S
I
3O0.20 '.
C, '-._.'. I7 - Trunae`Cd Un-uia of Cy !.indcr (Cont.do)
?-c.ucts of Ir.rtia about original y, X; z axes:
', = 0%-
-
.t o (U - T-..) .: S
= 0
'Z
-.:: s in co:.s--rigi n al .,m..rc a!) a.xis sjystCa:
- = C C (Sin c - Sill- oCcs c + Cos )I -.
+ C- (Sin 3s Cosc'-os ~ - Sin33 Cos, )
,
+ C3 ( o2 (Sil J - S ina/ )
+ 2 -Z Cos 2 o - 2 , Cc 2y )
- Sin2 C + Sin226I
* Ch  (S-.-,3 -Sc.I,5
+ C5 Sin ,3 ,, 3. jcs3 * 3, Cos3·3 )
- l. 2 + U'
= o0 (l . 2 + U) -,,;2
.:lta I '> < s 3t,?zc^d. to c:'/;on r-'iernce a-,s systc.:
h'.y- = \ 12,3y 1 22v2"=2, + X 2 x +\ 2~zO,,. 2 13




- 2 (Py 2 3
c X 63aZ .- 2 (Py5 2j 3
+P 23\ 4? N NxA1\3 + Pz>1 >,2 )
.x 1 3 + 2 P 1/122 + ?p/ Is  .pl / 2 )
+x 1 3 z 2.2
-> C.,-.-.... a:s are not : ' irc!sl axes; hencei proiuc±.s of :nerta-
a.c r Zacr routti.on to nie :axis conrfi.ationo
- ,%rS 2
. aI , - " 'N.
30.204 oh5
'0.?JT' 20L' - r-uncatrid Unuil a of Cylnrlnder (Contd,.)
lI: - C15T- -A n B
C = 2c' - Sin 2 C




X = 005'/D .R2
, -2G n ?25P (1 -T COSczZ/iD)G - .C .  os c" ;l
2t- 252 (1 + 3T Cos c /?.)
I- . I
I * t , p4,.E




'W (G + U)
, /. :/12 (12u' + 'L2)
) = ,, ,/]2 (123 -,
D>l-- v1-al:3 rot^ted to cc.--z.on rerc-rcnce axis sys:r,;
12
l 5 a1
























B Verti cl h-
d :
e c re t ion r
f'
s of re re:ncc point
a.- :ers of Y aids in ssese sho;.i,
cyli nd er
th
i,,nt of base at reference 'o int y
,ig} of opposite bass
















o f Y axis
s
!:I) X,3)
(parallel to axi.s of revolution): a, b, c
s of X a-xis (thru center, and point of maxir.ra outer
d, e, If
s of 'Z axis:
h = ce - af, .i = ae -
(2 + b + C2 )'
(d + 0 + f )2
= (g2 + h2
* *
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*-,-. :* 20:, c.ona . . ':
. . ', · :' : ; '· ' '
.94;z- ·/ /jJ = O/.L. -5J . ..
*. . ' J' ·
'\:-CO-v ) o n.... O' *' S - r .. : -:: . .
-. .CiS .. [.".~" ·. '-.
"u`~
r ^ -- I - , -, 2
3 -ec ' onl cos-n.es o^f ac.is .ith reCe-ence a:.e: .
g/D , 3 - h/. 3 3 ,I3/~o,  3 -~R -i/D3
- _I -. : C.
Q 3 ' I +r !







.3 - r3 + .il.3= .
P-· r? + r.
25 1




(2 + r -
. 3.. : .
r
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. . . .. - '
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...· " .· · -.
. ;.:.:..:.. :..;. ..... ... - 0.2 ,03 . . ..
"':'..', :., '..........:.....:..'.... ... ,
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i~,u~..ula 2~p~ Con~ ' -·". .' '.'.~ ... . .'. '.'·..
. .. ··
.
· · ~.~ . ·
'·'' ' . . . ... '. .
.:' · '.-.· ,;'..' .'8 .]
C -nt-- of tCrait y;
2C- f Q r + :4 Q r 2 + ri 3 + G.(2 Q2.+ 8 Q r+ 3 ri2)iI ' . 2.
+G2 F (2Q1 . 1
S, X X +
+3 r.) 3 ,
2.
-




,, . , .. .-
comutations for momrents of inertia
F = c -
u 'o , i ~ r i 2' -' . .'
c 2 3 .7 -. G (8 Q3 + 12 ri + 20 Q r '.2 S .i3 )
.2 3 -
= C2 (2 Q3 + 12 2 + 21 Qr 2 + 10 r 3 )'
3 2 2c, = ?,5 G (5 Q2 + 22 Qr. + 17 r )
.2.. . I .-
. .. . . . .
aX =_- 0t4 (17 a' ~a .8 r~ ," -
.- - A- ,,1; - -- | i4i
.. ..-
c, = 2.25 c5
C =  .75 F2 (4 Q3 + 2L Q2 ri + 30 Q ri2 + 1:
7 .2
2 2
C : 1.125 G 2 (12 Q + 36 Qr. + 22 r.
C9 = 7.5 2G' (3Q + r 4 ')
'3- - .
. . . . ..




2 r - 15 Q I.- 60 F )2.
3~ ~
.., . ·
.: . :. : .. ' :.'.
:· . ,'... .: . ..
, . .. ...
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·. . ... . . °..... . .. ,.... .... .... . . ..... :.......'...,. ......... ... .~. . ·.. ..'. -.. '
.'. .. ......... ' , ' : · ."....... '' '". .... :'......" . '.,-or' '"-..' '..
....
-.. A. .. :; *...'.... .- · '. . -, ' .''.. V ~'./~ ~' : .. ,. ' ,:
-.-'o., 20, C -.n'd
C. 3
c- o 3 13.125 G r
= u 2 3 h - 5
U2  = C7 + C2+8  +C0 .2 9 + 10O
·C,
. . . .-+ 6'.
. .-
! :.: ....
.. + ... 7.. 2
1 . ... .
(U - U2)






el' ta valu-es in co -.Jn reference a as sIystem:
2. * b .
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. '· .. -' . .'.. .. . .'. 2 :- 0
-;. .,
- .. ·, .. . '. '. . .. ;'* . * .
.o:...,ula 205" Coit,,'d I . ' ' .. ' * ' '""..
. .... ·:
... . . .:... .' . .
., " .. '..' .' ' . . ..
x Coordinates of geometrical.
center
- g3 Density
b Direction nur bers, Y axis
R R-adius - geonmetrical
to inner sl-rface
r Largest section radius .'
r i  Smallest section radils
· Direction nunbers X adis
.. f
; fi * '' ^
.·I













-'i.' ' S -' '."''. C.o.. -7. +au ion
.orus o -. -..s o..s ?. + B5 r -
o ;ae torus of a >.,onsion R., 1,
a-e obtained by deductin,
B 3, - B, (?Fozm.ula 2C5)
ri :'o;. .:l a 2 : 5 )
thc iJ'er solid
from the; solid
inout data rezsul ed: n = 206
ocation of geometrical center
.nner suzr'ace
p Density
Direction numbers, Y acis
R Radius, center to inner surface
r Larcest section outer radius
ri Smallest section out.er radius
B Wall thi cmncss










* ~ ~~~ .. 3.26
Yf,
, . . O
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:3'o .i': 207, Con ;Cd
Convce: cC to :'adian mneasure: cD' ". c- /180







C B + Q r
2 2
5 2.C = R -2r
(3c 2 C1 - 2Q C6 )
,,.= /Oz'V
C SI ;' C C
s:•- - 3c c2 C5 )
Center of gravity in reference. adis- systexm:
y + vS n X = x +/o S' Z =
-?rel -r--ry co.putations for d-21;a values:







P- = r -"1
* .1. .
-
3 T -, 3
P3= - ' 2
. 1 .2
C = Si G COS c-.
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-: ·· :* -: :.
30,20701.




.. . , . - o.
A .
_mZ.-os C2' ' axis: a) b, c -.
3r--voan numrbers of X: axis(thim centroid): d. e, .C
Direction nrX..bers of Z axis: g bf -. ce, h. cd - afJ, i - bd
2 . + , b- -. .' +
D .~ 2 *d 2 + i 2b . .




Direction cosines of Y. aes withm recerentcei d .f . es:
a/D, b/D - /







T 2 ,3 2 3




U3 + U2 E2 2 3 3 - 5 u P P+ 5





+ R3r + R2 r2 + R r3 + r4 )
-z va1lus in Principal Afxis System:
f = - p,(22 ? F/) - Is22'1 7
i0 0 (- + 6) + C -6
D ltla values in co--..on reference axis system:
+ it D + C 2 ; :2. D
% 3
X =/ >, + .' b2 "'








, = C' IL p )- L- ; (










dirbction onfOers f Y ax s














Radi.s 'to outer edge
Radius to irnner edge
disc thic"ness - i'ller







- .. 'a 207, Con' Id
30.20o301 .
: [....U..';.' .:..;:
f ''dge of Revolution
Vtz --I
.ae2e cne-::ted by right triang.le ri -cl o-e leg in the X1 Z1 plarc, ro.-'-cd
hr.u 2 egrees about the Y axoiso Outer edge is parallel to y
v.. 
.
Dir--ction numbers oi Y1 axis: a, b, c2- I .
nm,.bers of Xl axis (.which bisects the sect-or): d, e, f
n.nbers of Z, axis:
I g bf - ce, h 
= cd - af, i = ae - bd
D = (a2 + b2 +21~ )2
D2 (d2 + e2 +
3 2 2D 2 + h +3.
2 '-
2 ) -







-, 0 _: I a 03 - Scc`~-10- o -L
, , - 1U I ", %








,-..ct... cos nes of Y axis with refcrence a:zes:
I
, b/D1, -S5 . c/Dl
.-.c t4o: cssines of ' axis ~wit reherence axes:
e/D 2 , 5 a f/ID2
D .- cv.-.. cosin.es of Z axs ita reference aaxes:
/,= s7/D.,j) /p = h/D)'
.3
Coav zt i_- n e to radian easu-re: q-- /so
2C 2·7i~
C6  2 R - r
E 3¥f C<: ." c.:C2 =
C3 C7 '/ c '
C. P R :P, .






2 R- 3 r
,W -.N- .:
. = ( C c (C + }P)
3 -'4
I -1/-,
1iL - L 1
~ -, · j
i
; : : :.
i/D3
c- =". - Z.
- Z,





a xis:S co:7.]; 3O CGoo:
B '2
C6- 2 Ch 1
oo C.G-C1
/. a-S cco: o:-.Zc of COo -:
= E?3 (C, + C) +rI
Z zxis co,.:?oIrwt of CoGo.: T 0 O
V
11:
= Y * . S + X v
= X '"' S +/,-:V
-s. 2 z +-J, S ++-5 JV ~
rocducts of i-ertia about ccntroidal axes:
= . = O
. . 2Y
2 S o
', .z 30 C1









o.-.'. ;a 2 3 OD' t
-. , . , .-





(L4 - 5r) + r5
.
2 1
+ B 2'  I
3 c1  jI- -
G - Cg F
. .
-a. va-czs about centroidal axes:
2
'."" = - '  S
?-,(v s2 2 )
D&Lt, ava'.:es in: co,-.on refcrence ais syst :..
-7 .. .A r
2.
". - ,': b
I·: ;
;. " " ,
r X ;a -Dyx
-. i.'- J cx -t. .; ; 4I 0fŽ A.
- .23
50 - LU .

















































Misco Sc-:acz not coverced by ProgreIm
i.sht'(~ +or .:)
ccntroid locaticn
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APPENDIX D - /
PROGRAM 12001B
SAMPLE OUTPUT SHEET
ILAUNCH CONDITION WITH SHIELD
MASS PROPERTIES SUMMARY 0005 0001970 PAGE 1 -
MA PART NAME PART NO. WEIGHT CFNTER OF GRAVITY GIMR4LED INERTIA PERCENT
LB. INCHES SLUG-FT. SQUARED
X Y Z X-x Y-Y Z-Z EST. CAL. ACT.
2 PRnPELLANT FEED SY 11-38623 A 5488.0 45.4 -.7 .3 1270.84 1707.56 1782.82 100
3 NUCLEAR SUBSVSTEF 939J740 15524.0 143.8 .0 .0 1212.00 51514.03 51514.C3 100
4 NOZZLE ASSY SLBSYS 1138200 2233.0 246.F .1 -.1 453.28 2623..53 26235.82 63 37
5 INST + CCNTROL SUB 518.0 59.2 .0 .0 119.02 4C1.73 401.73 ICO '
6 THPUST STR SUPSYS 895.0 52., 2.9 -2.q 99.05 347.26 347.12 84 16
7 PV + CLOSURE SlucSY 1138808NC 1803.0 137.3 .0 .0 270.29 5619.50 5618.50 10C
8 DESTRUCT SUBSYSTEM 1219421 B 597.0 378.2 .0 .0 44.59 16321.49 16321.4q lCO
9 EYT SHIELO SUBSYS 1138'52NC 9675.0 76.0 .0 .0 2475.95 7104.93 7104.99 100
10 GIMBAL ASSY SUBSYS 1137578 A 565.0 18.6 8.5 -8.5 1.21 1.23 .27 1 99
11 GQOWTH CONTINCENCY 271.0 111. -.4 .6 46.90 534.C5 534.C3 100
1137400 D/MOD ENGINE MODiULE ORY 37574.0 !116.C5 .10 -.15 5992.15 109787.36 109860.81 50 50
1137400 D/MOO FNGINE MODULE PROP. 85.0 85.00 .00 .00 12.41 131.31 131.81 100
1137400 o/MOt ENGINE MODULE WET 37659.0 115.98 .10 -. 15 6004.56 1C9919.18 1C09992.62 50 50
21 NC CE 600.0-1290.C 130.0 130.0 .00 .00 .00 100
22 PSOV INSTALtTICN 327.0 -17.6 .0 .0 .00 .00 .QO 100
23 COOLDOW;N MODuLE 248.0 -19.q -54.6 -11.1 .00 .00 .00 100
STAGE MrUNTFn CCMPONFNTS DRY 1175.0 -667.f8 54.9 64.0 .0 0 .00 100
STAGE MOUNTED CCMPONENTS PROP.. 15.0 -14.0 .0 .0 .00 .00 .00 100
STAGE MOUNTFOD CMPONENTS WET 1190.0 -659.5 54.2 63.2 .00 .C00 .00 1CO
GIM8ALEO COMPCNENTS DRY 36687.1 118.59 -.06 .00 5992.15 C1097Y7.36 109860,.81
GIMRALEC COMPCNENTS PROP. 85.0 85.00 .00 .00 12.41 131.81 131.81
GIMBALEC COMPCNENTS WET 36767.1 118.51 -.06 .00 6004.56 1Cg991.18 10C992.62
- . . .-
WFIGHT CENrTER OF GRAVITY INERTIA PERCENT
LB. INCHES ABOUT ENGINE C. G.
SLUG-FT. SOUARED
X Y _Z -X Y-Y Z-7 EST. CAL. ACT.
TOTAL ENGINE CRY 38749.0 92.28 1.76 1.79 10705.87 795303.13 295532.37 51 49
TOTAL ENGINE PROP. 103.0 70.15 .00 .00. 14.07 89.34 89.34 1CO0













Vh1sNA L ,2U2i btNy) DArE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 2
. _CUR v-- . - f Zoj 16 MAY 72 14:n0O:47.866
1. PEF A 14:o00:4
2. KcY.'R : 14:00:49
3. Ii A 14:00:49




ASP''- I C d SYBC-- 24 PFFE
CALC SYr4POLIC .20 FERB
CR:SiN SYMrOLIC 24 FEB
DAT,\ %Y 40LIC 24 FEB
HEE SY: V''OLIC 20 FEB
A. SY, OL I C 06 MAR
VAS'N SY ;,!:OLIC 24 FEB
>11 l SY(.W N OLC 20 FEB
£::1'AWOLIC 20 FEC
P, ' S... iOLIC 06 MAR
AS:-'CIL COY:E a¢,L'~CA a".LE 24 -ER
'CALC .............................................................2.0 'FEB- ~lsjd ~ ECODE HRELOCATABLE 20 FEB
C f,., IN CODE RELOCAT,,9LE 24 FFB
;!EAciER COD E I;LCC A RLE 20 FEB
MA l I C: D ..... kELOCC'AtAL, E .. ........06 M,'/R
A S i CO!E RLLOCATABLE_ 24 FEB
A. COcCE ELOc rL. 20 FEB
-":.' '5 E .. RE-oCA fALE - .20 FEB
P .i iT COl . R:'ELqCATARLE
A\S,'ClA) (A.I.D/CFODES
iCE;cM, (ih~AD FR/CCODE)




































06 _4AR 72 09:16:20
i 0000!1 CAt.LC
1 000023 MASIN
'i , 0067- . R i-
ENTRY . ToI!T TABLE .
(CALC/CODF) 1 001773
(MASTN/CO'D) 1 000632




0 00137174 14 205
0 00144662 14 494
0 00163266 14 29
0 00163114 14 13
0 001634n2 14 72
0- 00165362 14 153
0 001.71520 14 75
0 00173552 1.4 174
0 00700356 1 5095
0 00216214 14 a
I 00216374 24 1
0 0-0216424 14--- -1 36-
1 00?22204 24 1
0 00222234 14 161
1 00226552 24 1
0 00226602 14 9
i 00227000 24 1
0 00227030 .. I
1 00227300 24 I
0 00227330 14 47
1 00230552 24 1
0 00230&02 14 19
1 00231214 24 1I.
0 00231244 14 44
1 00232414 2u4 1
0 00232444 14 2P8
1 00242362 24 1
~N (CRDIN/CODE) 1 00271a
'(MATL/CODE) 1 000255
.C::_OCK TA.LE EiMP:TY
COBOL LIBRARY TAELE EMPTY
P WOCD. E-E N TALE EMPTY
6. LIST i 14:00:5._2_
Vt;.' 5'',-qL ;1b J DATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 3
:j ELT ASPCID,IP720224, 45309
00001 SUJROUTINl ASPCIO
t00302 WRITE(6Il0)
CU0U003 10 FORIMAT( !'1
' -oi0sE I 5.OX 'A.ROJET SOLIO PROPULSION COMPANY,
OnLI 0 5 2 / 54X 'SACRAtlHENTO CALIFORNIAM
Of;L; 5 __-- 3// 20X "*:y* PROGRAM C0'9\T' Ta ___!T S_ *_*__*_ _ _ _ _ _
...OUJ7 4 / 20X 'PROGRP, AM I'IU4ER-iF- SiO'3A OLD i- 20fl' 1
.5 / 20X 9PROGRAM TITLE- WEIGH'f BALANCE,' AD INERTIA
d..Of 6 / 20X 'PROGRAM WRIITTEN JUNE 1970 BY R.V. ALEXANDER
.;Ooo .. / 20X COVE'RSIOkN F-ROM I.,j 7,4 -TO- UNIVAC'
001.11 7 / 20X ',MODIFIED MAR 72 BY Wo REUSS' *NEW
U00O12 8 )
0 000 3 ETURN
00 .0,4.; END
p . -6-- ._
V.., f 'c DAtTE 16 WAY 72 PAGE '
ELT CAi-C .1,720220, 6278
SUUROUITINIE CALC(DELIXDELIY,0EL-IZuMICX, Y ,ZPR.SW)
C *-* SU3ROUTIINE FOR CALCULATION OF PART MOM. OF7 I ABOUT OWN C.G.
G ( R P S? H) -'A/4,( o *(R'R* S*S) +lW*H*H/i-/1P,.* (1. +2, *R*S/(R+S)**2)
IF (MIC .GE. 20) GO TO 10
































--,, . .. DELl Y-/'Il.- --- -X-X +7-
'-L I ?Z=i12. * ' ( X*X+Y:Y )
GO ro 99
1 IF (MIC .GE. 30) GO TO 20
C 4'-a- FRUSTRIJ.3X OF A CO'!E
DO-R: +*4+tR 3 *R*SS+R; R*S* S,t3+S**4
-... ...E=.=-,R iR*S+S*S
F'-,. .-.:-: *'*; o :t.',3':S 4-! 0 o -R RC S+-io R S4 3+S~,' 4
0O TO (2T3,9,4-sp9q6p7) SN
2 -rEL'X:o :* M I:5;S,)i ( 5 MRR -S*S)S)




[E L.I Z=DELc Y
GO TO 99
4 DELIX=o i5- * (D/E+YF/( 4 *FE) )
PELIY-3z5J*(F? *5-S-45-F) /(R4*3-5'*3)
DEl I Z=DEL I X
(O0 TO 99
5 DELIX=G (."R S Y)
[:.I Y= . 54'* ( R4R+S*S )
DEL IZ-DELIX
GO TO 99
6 C[EL iX--1- FXW t D/E+-Z*F/ (4. E#E))
P DELIY-DCLIX X --
.DELIZo 34- : (R :: 5-5**5) / (R*'3-S-5* 3)
(; TO 99
7 r-. L ; X:.G (W , R, S Z ) -
D EL. i rY::DEL X
DEL. IZ=o5/* , (R'R+-S*S .
GO TO 99
20 IF 5IC GE 40) GO TO 30-
C *~ SPH-IfRE CODES
Nd=M IC-30
iF (rTO (El. 0l) 2X9),/2
CO TO 5(f1 12, 9) ;
r ?. , , -





.VRLfNOi' AY ,4Z? l:,i b F300 DATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 5




.C...0$0 --- GO TO 99
06t061 30 IF (iIC oGE. 50) GO TO 40
a0Cu,2 C -** TORUS CODES
t33065 , ,iMIC-40
'-;, .i.......O 'TO (1'3, 9? S['!~or1,'9tl7Y18t9), T
200o- 13 I,- (S .EO. 0O) S-X/2.
C ,;, ?,i-6 ......................... [: (ELT X =2 5 4 R .:S S) -- -
!, ,5,:? Di LIYW/.o ( 4, o*R*R+5.' S*S)
C0OEE DiELIZ=?ELIY
0 i)' f *GO TO 99 - - - - -
O0C0 70 1.4 IF (S ,E(' 0o) S=X/2,
02U171 DELIX=W* (R;R+1 .5S*S*
0Ui(,07 DEY- .-.';- (fsR/?2+1 .25*i5 i
( U v 073 DELIZ=DEELIY
00007N 6O TO 99
00 13075 3.5 I F (_ ..E 0 o._ 0. ) SY._-/2. -
07ELIX=W/E- 4.(4, .o*R+-5o*S*S)_S_)
0 ;.~ 717 [ ;EI- I Y:- o 2; 'i'* ( 4; .R R+3 .*S*- S )
...Ob'7? .EZLZXDELiX
000379 GO TO 99
3030 '16 IF (S EQ. 0,) S=Y/2,
:6rT 0 - [,ELIX wUz-(R*R/2o+1 .25rS*S)
'000...2. ,LY-: (R~IYR+/1+1,.5*S) S)
dOI.:; '3 DELIZ-DELIX




i .J f. DE.L I Z- o 2:5iW: ( q. o 1 R 4 R+3 ·,S x5)
-9 TO 99
0 i )O 18 IF (5 EO. C. ) S=Z/2.
(;d ; ' a 3 1DEI. IX=-7,: ( R *R / 2 . + l o,25S* S)
J';0{I?;2 DEL:'. -Y=TELTX
.(:3u GtO 'FO 99
u;J :i95 4u0 lF (."iIC ,GE. 60) GO TO 50
f!nOO-,6 C **4 ii'. iPlRE CODES i
Ci;-,J97 IF 'R '.E,. 0,)
0i u3u935 liiiRITE (5p 19) .MIC
OOJu .. 9 19 FOMq ' H.1 2 - QT{XH1,20 X ~ _ T IfP)iTFOP HRMISPFR~E COD' _ ,I2)- ___
'[.UG :.;:-tIIC -- 50
03C i tP:'
,:O l 3  5= 666667*P
C=.416667*P
..OOi 0 -1 - - .. .p 2e: --P
U 0,10 CO TO (4lTp42p9,43p44q9p45,46,9)N ,
005(L)7 41 D'-I- X=A
( ?('j :09 ' 'LIZ= --
OuOllC CO TO 99
42 DEL! X=a
;OC 1 i2 [ELIY=C
Oi 1S7 DELI Z=C














CD 0 ; E526
L,)il!55






















,EL I Z-3__ ____ - __ -.--- -- -
C-O TO 99





GO 10 (21p22,23¢26425,26f27,28t29') t
jELIX=.5,!JR.:. R -. .-
LEL I Y=W/1 .2 * (3*RR +XX)
GO TO 99
-L'ELIX=X,*P'[R -- -' - -- -- ,--, - - --- - - --
DELIY=zi2/12 (604r*R*+X'AX)







r)LL 1 Y=. 5!:JcRW,;R . ..............
CO TO 99
CELI Y --' .. -
DEL IX W/ 12. .
DL, rL I ''. -s ,< (R 'R+S*S) ) - - ---
LELI-niL IT X
O0 TO 99
27 [EL IX=W/12*((31 3¢R*R+Z*Z) - -
ELIY Y=DLI X





............. E-L - Z= 05,X\ '- (R-4R+S'>S)
GO TO
60 I= (;iIC ..GY, ,0) GO TO 9
C *~* CYLINDER ABOUT AXIS OTHF-R TiHAN O'!,.
NMt4I C-TO
ViO'hr.'¢42, 21 -5 sa0rJ
.-- - nDELIZ=D___ __
GO TO 99
44 DELIX=C
-.-. --- P1OE LI 3 - -
DELIZ=C
Vc,.)ibrYpj,2,2,o DATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 7
... 000177 ......X+Y Y 7Z _ Y__+Z_
_
UC~i7 8 h-1 o+(X/ A)-.
JLOii79'  = + (Y/A);:2
0 U ; 1 F=AA/12.
0J-i32 PZ- ( X/A) , 2
{; L 163Q-.-(Y/) :.2
UI,%TZ.. G3 TO (31,32p33;q),N
DEL!Xz=': (E +F;P)
CuO' .~;3DEI- ! / =W*-( C 4:E''F:~O )
PIE:L .T. Z=W ~ ( D ~ E. cFi· T)............
$'.J..0 60 T O 99
.' 21 O=5. .:;R
.,,'. IE2 F)_L I ;2W- (K O [ :-0 ~ 'F _ _)
. b "3 [)ELI Yy'* I C *O+F': )
'EL I Z-W* (O*0+F*T)
C-0 TO 99
( , ., .7 [r~k --"*; ( i P :-H-F P )
.b: I'.IYY , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. __,____ - - ___:.'.________-______,___.....
)9 DELI =,-~ D*H+F*'4)
U,230 GO TO 99
9 0TE r,)p34) .MIC
O'4 FO.AT (. ERROR IErTA CODE MP g CODEA .2)
C ~~99 c o1jrI I~JUE




V;'I0 !AY p21;_18 5t 300 OATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 8
. ELT C R INi'; 72O22 t313
0OU01 >L3ROUT1NE CRUI--
000002 C **a CALCUL.ATIONS FOR ALL CARD INPUT DATA FOR ALL EXCEPT FIRST CARD
000003 C WICH WIL.L BE A _MAJOP ASSEMPLY. PRINTITNG OF _DFTAILED WEIGHT
o00U00o C **8 STATEFAENT' iS ALSO CONTROLLED HERE.
!f o;Jlo 05 C OF.IfO4 DX, OY DZ , GI'-P'X GIi';Y GI, MZ I A P IAFL, IAMA IA Sl, IP, T PFL1!
UO 06 I IPFL2 iPSF3 PtIC CI -NL.F.T- GC TIOX, TIOY TT T _  PSC ,TPRT1,TPRT2,-- - ---- ----- - -*-- -- --
C0o J07 2..T3 ... TPFRT4 / TPRT5, TPRTN1 p TPRTN2, TPRTM3pTRLp TRSpTWPTWC TX TX1 ,
0000'8 3TY, TY1PTZ,TZ1 WTHF,,,
0COiU),9 - I.!. ( I0) IMAI('0) 4 PSC (40) pWC ( L!O) tGCt(0) 0CMtqO) ,PRTI ( 0°) PPRT2(40) ,
out.bPRT { 0.1 U b - 't, TI0 RT ('4O } PRT5(40,) ) TWGX-X 4 ,) (G(iLO) LIX-X(4f;  tWGX'4 X i4 .) r { 4-VY ),
U000011 6'YY 0 ) ,WIY(40r) ,WGYY (40 ) ,WZ(4O) p, ('WZ (tiO) ,W7Z(4~) qWGZZ ('0) pW 40) p
U000ZI 7- - - 7 (UiO) XIOq40) XGIO()r, YiO(O) ,YGiO()IO((4) I(40) ,ZGTO(40) X ) p
o) o3 0ij2 XG(LO) ,Y(;40), YG(40),Z ( i}0)v ZG (40)ri-,XZ(40) ;.'GXZ(40),TIX(4)O )TGIX(40)
OiJli(}.' 9,TIYT40),TGIY({O)e 7TIZ(40)PTGIZ(40)pPW(3p,4CO),TPW(3p9),
0 U003 5 _- - AWXM ( ) p 9WX t M! 5() ,W XXM, (9 ) WGCXV... {XX., 9) PWYM(¥N! ,W) ._GY( 9 YM) p WYYV9I) PG  YM 9) r __
0J3 J. i. WZ( 9) } :.IGZ{(9) },WZZM(9) W'GZZIC(9) W ,GM( ViGM(9) vXI OMh9) XGiO 1 (9) r
0i0a17 CYIOi(9) Y YGION' (9) ZIIOM() GIOM(9) XM(Q) ,XCM(9) ,YM(9)* YGM(9) ,ZM(9)
G. ] -- G7(3 F... [WXZr1 (9) P 'WGXZMi) (9) .T IXM (9)2 TGIX"'1 () 9p T.I Y'M . (9) TG IY M I(9) ,TIZM (9) ,
0C00019 ETGIZGYM(9) WXY(4O), WYZ(40O), GXY(40) WGYZ(40) ,\XYM(9) ,WYZM(9) ,
00 10 20 FAAAB pAC AODAEpAF rAHiAI AJAK PALPAMPANP AO,APqAQAR, ASpATAUpAV,
000(JI GAWpAXAYAZ tWGXYM(9) PWG(YZM(9) pWTMTL(26)
00) =0
Of 0 -1 -: --l
000026 K=1
0002 7 C f** ZERO OUT DATA FOR TEMPF2 (SUB-ASSEMBLY). -
;00029 [3SWX=0o
..... oo .....'SWY Oe
00 032 S0YY= O.
0C(0u 3 C FSWZ=O.
u0G¢35 BWXZ=o),
06(; 03b6 V,'.XY -0
- J;.0,7 E..i[WYZ=O
00003C8 TIOX=O.
cO @Y9 - ----- -- 0 '. _- ____-_________ -_____-___ ---___ ___________ ____r__ ____
03;'02 RTIOY=fO.· t j(.¢;d B  OZX -O.
. L:. i I [ GSW O. =
00t('-.2 RvGSWYX=O.
-)O0:05 i- bGSW.X-=OOOuO' S BGS','YY=O.
00u'-:0h BGSWYYZ=O.
0 '. U0 :; 9.L ''Swz.-z 0.
1 ^.CO PBRVGWYZ-O.
0C3051 GT!IO ,-0
00 i:53 BGT OZ=O.
0000564 ZSW:O G.
000056 ZSWXX=O.
V <jy, Li i, ,5 ,00 DATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 9






GC0(: O 63 "YZ-=3










uiC,07' ^ Z GWXZ=0
0 LOo0'l 5 - - -- wXYZn, - ---. .-_---_-- --.- - . - . - . -...
OuuV!, 6 Z(ivJYZ=. o
u1i;0077 ZC TIOX=TO.
to h-, 7J b Z f i\Y=,.
0u0079: . . G! OZO.
003 35S 1 P REAO(5s5) IA MAIASUR,IP, TWCTGC,T'I-CTPRTI pTPRT2,TPRT3t
000081 1TPRTqo PTPRTN1 TPRTN 2pTPRTN3P T1,TX, TY; TZMICPTX1 TY1, TZ1,TRLP MAR72
;)J , ,2 2TRSliS, IC Ti OY Ti O7Z
Q: C:33 J5 FO;IPRMA1oT(T(4I2,3A1 I4A 4 ,2A 4,A1,FI.1 ,F5.1,2F4.1 p 2,3X,2F4.1,F3.1, MAR72
iF' !-:4 1iF3o 1 T60t3F7 0)
LT i0U85 lPRT5=Gii MAR72
30'§J36 IF( I; .LT. 8R) M=IAM
O rCC3 7 CALL i A LTL
- 'OiuOOO I3r (IP .GE. rK) GO TO 6
0.):00'19 IF (,'K .EO. 1) GO TO 2
U(Ut;9G 20 IF (IASUc °GE. J) GO To 37
..Ou(91 IF (iJ .EO 1) -- GO TO 4
020u92 30 IF (IA .GE. I) GO TO 7
Ci; -93 F (IAM .EQ. 08) GO TO 68
COo'JL; C ** ',lHIS CARD SHOCIJLD f;E A FART CARDP RUT IS HOT,
',',,lRITE (G6 t ) IAMP!'ICpTIOX
nalu!!S6 a -OR:AT (lit-; BAD IDPUT CARD-M.Ao=,vI2'I CODE=',I2p, IOX=9F7.fl)
S. S :r7 7 TOP.
6coc98 7 I- (hlC ,iNE, 0 .OR. TIOX .oiE. 0,) GO TO :'.
300009 C C** PRINT HEADING FOR ASSEMfBLY
l 't'O.*O IF (,;LINE oGT. 4i) CALL HEAD'TR(fLINJE)
C f- ,R .ITTE(,i;2); . l A I TPRT t TP:;T2 TPRT3,TPRTt PTPRTN1 iTPRTN2,TPRTN3 mAR72*NEW
iCj 12 FOW iAT(213p12Xl\-6Xp?2A4pA1) MAR72*NEW
tU3;10z~ C ** r1'OVE INPUT DATA TO TEMPI FOR LATER PRINT-'PiG AS ASSEMBLY WITH TOTALS **-3
C9Ot!050 I :AM! IAil1
OClO]i0 T1- T('RT1
t~-) oe 0 ' " T12=TPPT?- -
u0C 1'0 T15=TPRT5'
_u 1OCllO T14=TPRT4_ .........
uO112 11J=l-
Q"'1li3 GO TO 1
ClJO i4 - - i IF ':,.IC .NE. 0 .OR. R TIOY .NEo O.) GO TO 13




QU 3jr . 9
000129
00(121
oUPkYAY /2Y_?1:3 8B, t iOt DATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 10
--. IF (NLIIE .GT. 44) CALL HEADER(NLTN~E _ _
vWR!TE(6, 1) IAM1, IA o IASUB TPRTIPTPpT2,TPpr3,TPRT4,TPRTN1 , MAR72*:NEW
TPRTPTPRTN3 *-1
14 FORMAT (3!3p lX 4Aq 44Xt2A4,A1) MAR72*NFW
C **. OVE INPUT DATA TO TEP'2 FOR LATER PRINTING AS SUBASSEMBLY WITH TOTALS. **-1
0 0 i122 I AM2= I AM
000123 IA21IA







OVOJ.1 GO TO I
,002 - 6 IF (!IC ,E. 0 .0R. TIOX NE. 0.) GO TO 19
-'C. c1, .. C -:-4 PAD DATA CA6RD A-T PART LEV'EL- NEITHER .i NOR T-IOX INPUjT.
00i 310 WRITE (6,16)IAM1rICTIOX
00(;35 16 FOR?.AT ( 1H1,P _FAD DATA CARD AT PARTLFFL#eM.A.- ,I2_- CODE?: I2_
;i IOX= oF7.0)
000137 15 SwX=TW*TX
!C3 .. C :-: _ CALCULLATE ALL DATA FOR _PARTLEVEL-MOMEF'TS.
0C1 5i SWXX=SX*TX
0Oc lI'! S WY=TVl*TY
4 I+ qW YYzSWY*TY
00 0 2 IO~c'lq t., WZZ= SWZ! T
'I;bO L;~' I ' S~xZ=';WX::~T Z ...........
001 5 SWXY=S."X*TY
LU0146 SWYZ=SWY;TZ
UUI147 IF(TWC oEO. AA) PW(lpM)=PW(lpM)+TW_
f-(T!JC ~EOQ AC) ?W(2,R) PW(2,M)+T-
3[01q9T IF'(Tl:C .EC. AE) PW3~;)PW(3$)+TW
,.o.150 IF (i'AC oE. "'
C -, P;'.rT [,OVEN';S OF INERTIA ARE NOT INPUT A;4r) MUIST RE CALCULATED.-....
U00132 1CALL CALC(CTIOXTIOY',TIr'l),s-ICTXTYTZLTRL.TRSTW)
00 t55 C * PART rr UrEN'TS OF INEiRTIA ARE INPUTo
00'!04 C -$ PRi:NT OF ITEMS AT THE PART LEVELo -- .
0 355 ,'L IJE=NL i NiE + i
(00:L.: IF (:_INE .GT. "-) CALL HEADER(NLTNE)
. o 0015 7 . . .....,iI TE (6, .:7) I AA o'I'A .i;SUIP,- TC-CiPTPRT-IT v ,PRTF- . ......TPR T4, .. . MAR72..EW
OO0lL'. l]P;~r,, 'pTPRTN2¢TPRTN:5 T.., TYI';, ivX ·:,YY SWZZTIOX TIOY°TTIOZ **-1
_. . 17 .O,:'AT 0(415 iX.lA1. Xp4A4,._ 2A4,A],F .,_L. I ._7_ 0 6E8'.2) MAR72*NFW
0 OO L )C Ar 4C, TOTALS F-ROM PARTS TO T-MP2 (SUD-ASSOUMtBLY)o **-I
c015.! , ,Sz,3+ TW
I r3~i:Wxl;! p SS.\ X-: lq:J
0 0 163 B SW XX=P, S X X+Si.XX
0001J 5 R.;Y, .. PBSWY+SWY
000!B5 [ISWYY=BSWYY+SNYY
3 d '3:. 6'3 .tZ·7=;' S,r% i_~
O00167 S;!ZZ=FS. IZZ+SW!ZZ
,2: 6, ibXZDBWXL +SW XZ
u O!(69 13 t. XY'(=WXY+SWXY
o00170 DW Z=-FRWYZ+S2jYZ
A 0 I 771 9T 10)(- TIOXTi+ETiOX
"O COJ?.~q ;jT ' .. Y'',Y-.. oG; Y
f; .75 ?T T I OOZT,:rZ+B TIC
30174 Ir (TGC .Nc. G) GO TO !8( 00175 C CLUD ITEMS FOR GIM.9ALED SUMMARY---
CO317, HGSW=RGS- kTW
.. .0C01177












000195J U ;. .. 96
000!97
000200
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C ** CALCIULATE MOIENT AND INERTIA DATA FROM ITNUTS-NO PART LEVELS FOR THtS
SWXXzSWX.TX






IF(TIWC .EO( AAi PW(!,MP): 'lpM)'T',,-
IF'(TiC .Eco AC) P?'W(2ti)=P'W(2pM)+TW
IF T'.,C .EO. AE) PW(3,)_-P(3,t).+TW.. -. . .....
IF (MIC .NE. 0)
C *** SUB-ASSENbILY M,10ENTS OF INERTIA ARE NOT IIPIJT AND MUIST RE CALCULATED.
ICALL, CA-C (TIO X TIY T OZ, ! CTXI.TYIvTZl t"FLtTRSt'W) -- - - --- --- -
C *-* SUi- A-SS-Y. MOF'EITS OFi I'.E. TA A.RE jNAPt
C. ** PRIliT OF ITE.5S AT THE SU3-ASSEMLBI..Y LEVEL,
NIL i NENLNC I NL+ 1
IF (NLIJE -CT. 44) CA L HEADER(NL.IIE)
V RITE (6,21) IAM, IA, iASUOl, TGCPTPRT1 p TPRT2*TI'RT3,TPRT4tTPRTHI MAR72*NEW
-1 TPRTN2 TPRTJS 3tl'W ,TXTY TZ7,S'XX SWIYY SWZ7: TIOXTIOY TIOZ * -
2.1 FOi';,;T(3I-3,5i-XpA1i6X(v4A,'4Xp,42A4vA!,.vFFlo.l3F'7.16EF3.2) MAR72*NFW





7 Sb Y Y 25 wir Y y 1Y Y
75 ';: Z = Z S':'Z + S';iZ






. ........ Z 'WYZ-Z !Y Zy7+-SWY7 ------
IF (TGC .rE, G) GO TO 22





ZG S "Z-ZI (;=Z.~1 Z
DATE ih MAY 72 PAGE 12
__. C0j257 Z. GSW ZZ~ ZS4'.ZZ+S Z Z._ ___ __ __ __ __ __
CCOL2 YZGTiOXZCiO+TIOX
0;0529 ZOTiOY=ZGTIOY+TIOY
.uo _0002 _ 7GTIOLZ=ZGTIOZ. TIOZ -O' _. _Z_ _ __________
000GL4t ZG7XZ=VZGWXZ+SWXZ
000242 ZGvXY=ZG'.JXY+SWX--TY
U00?. _ _ 7GrYZYZGjYZ+SWYT,,TZ
2422 J-J+1
0 0025 GO To 1
0u02411 S WXzTX*TW
000247 C *#e, CALCULATE MOivENT OF INERTIA DATA FROM INPITS-NO PART OR qUB-ASSEMBLy
Ju,24,8 C * LEVELS FOR THIS ASSEMBLYo
__ 000 _:9 . . XXS....&TX..S~' .X=s. ty'< TY X .........
,-' u,: . -,J < 'Y W i : 'Y
'3Y Y-SW(. T¥
,~ i, ;7 2[. 5, 7Z-"FW:7. r
C, bO25q~ S ;';X Z-S'.IX :: :T 7
'u2 55 . X Y SW X T Y
,C~ , TF .2; .EO. AE) Pv3M)-:W(5 T
,. C'IC 0NE .. 0)
,C .~-8 ASSEv BLY :MOMNTS OF INERTIA ARE HOT IIPUIT AND MUST BE CALCULATED.
IC0?(,2, ...........LL Ci-'CAL C(TICXoIYTi¥7TCZ,' iC.TX!,TYlpTZ1ip"RLpTRSpTW)
U:2,C :' ;,S..Ef. Y "',HTS OF IriERPTI\ fRE' INPUT
C v::'-INiT O- IT7E!.4 AT TH:' ASCFt.'7;3LY LEVEL.
,J t,2 L E~. I t 4J-r:2O -:LXNL: i
IF,,;  ('4LI:;E 0GT0 44) CALL HFADUR(NLINE)
. L_ f. .; , . TV, i.6 23) I A M I A, TGCI TPRTl TP'RT? TPP T3 , TR T4, TTPRTN1ITPRTN2 MAR724*NFW
.i T.,1:5T F 'l T:?, FY FTZ, ' 5iXX o SW'~7YY-~:SWZ7 TIOXRT; OY ;¥ iOZ **-I
3U:'t,: 23 FORMAT ( 21i 3 7; Al 1v 4X F I-A4 ,X X 2A4 P Ah I F 10i. I 3F7. 1 ' 6E8.2) 4AR72*NEW
'u-70 C -'' T' OTALS FPOM , _SSEML IE-S TO MAJOR 7.SSFEMF:L.IES *I-,
-T
7 2 V )I C ' + )dO,, .. ?X (M :,~'X, (' ,;) +qWX 1
.1, ~ ,. ., '; ( =':,XX () M H , ,,,
.. Y (:4 ) : 'Y (, + Y)+S','YY
F:U:.~ /.'e Z { M ) -:', Z ( ;,' ) -:-c-'.',?
/7 ZL (:) ZZZ M +SWZzL
50C?;79 UXZ(M~=zwX2(M;;~-S~X7
$ 00 ?) YZCC YY U)Si X Z v)-: X ( 4,; SXY
CuJ~' ,0 ? ¥Zt;q ) :W YZ(F, '-St, YZ
,3) :"N. r,! Ii (.)T X (M} -'I 0'
]:,2 TIY (M):ZTIY (i) 4-TIOY
U,,L3 TI Z(M)TIZ(M)4TIoZ
: IF (TGC .NE. G) GO TO 24L
' '' C J,,x INCLUDE ITE;-S FOP GIMRALED SIMMlARY
............ .. - ' n' ` ) + T'!......3 O"S (;.) -,..., )+S:.
.. -
- o G G2.;9 ......... WYM) -V]G Y ( i¢, ) + SW Y0 0 290 )GYY (M) :IGYY (M) +SWYY
' ... ........... , _ _ _ _ ,,,. ( ) :WG Z ( M~ ) +S V Z .. .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
,r',J 0 2~ O: 1 C;Z!~=:Zh, t , , ~
,00 ,22 I'Z( " ...GZZ; (m)+SWZZ
C. C k29 l' XZ ( i ) : :GXZ: + 2SWXZ
2d20 G4 :. XY( X) . '.XY )+SX-TY
.j.. 035 ........... GYZ (t4): .G'.Z ( M) +SJY*TZ
00 0' 2 TGIX(M):TGIX(U)+TIOX









0 ,'! I. 2













0 {;, . /39
J't ."O ?
jijI L'J.vC U' ".,5
0 ¢ :5'L-;,.
i OboCv35jb
TG.Y')T........Y.. I y_ M_ _IY(' )+TIOY ._ - -
TGIZ (M)=7TIZ(P) +TIOZ
24 7 :: I+
GO TO I
2 --- X SIX/i-! --
C **2 CALCULATE ITEMS FOR TEMP2 (SIU)-ASSEMNLY) FlOM SUMMED DATA OF PARTS.
B Y -- [ ,y: ,';IY/",. W - -. ---- -- -.
Z=--13sl;Z/£5S'
, IOX=,,SZ:WZZ+BSWtY.Y+BTIOX-P,SWi (0Y*BY+ BZ*Z7)
Fi oI OY:-,SwXX +tSWZ.Z7FR t I OY-RSW. (X*_ : BY+!Z RZ)
PIOZ=.SW....Y+tS,..XX+FBTIOZ-PSW* (BY*BY+BX*RX)
iF (,GSW rEOo 0.) GO TO 25
.. X....S..X S.'....-.- - - - -- - - - - ---=-G-W-----
FGY=BGSWY/BGSW
B Z= GSY Z/iBGSW
---. I O.X- }tG.,fZZ+[,GSWYY+Pr TI OX-0FGSWfl. (PSY*-qGY+r 37*F3GZ)
1--GSW 4( (GY-GIMY) *2+(nGZ-I'iZ) -*? )
BGIOY=B G;WXX4 BGSWZZ.+BGT i OY-RGSWi (RGX* FRGX+R 3;Z*BGZ)
1+lGI ( ('iX..X...................  -t:', X7)G ).- _I2+ (RG7?-GIMZ) ) .....
dSIO=,GsW5YY+ PBGSWXX+SrGTIOZ-t3G5i (FG Y*B3GY+R 3X*BGX)
1+tGSw*( ((GX-GIXMX) *2+ (RGY-Gi MY) **2)
5 -IL I2!FLf::tNL' I>E-41 -___ - ---- - ------ ------------ __ -__--
7F (N:LIN .GTr. 44) CALL HFADER(NLITNE)
C *"8* PRINT OF iTEMS (TOTALS) AT THE SUR-ASSEMALf LEVEL-COMPRISED OF SUMMFD PART
!w'R I.T- (69 26.) 1 AM12 I A2, i ASlRJ2 T2 Ti, T2_T23 T24 F.SWBX r BY, BZ.27 MAR72*NEi__EW
i .SWXX3 RS'.:YY .. FSZIZZ , BIOXBl' 11 iOZ **-1
26 F'i.T fiA V3I, . 11X 4A4, 9** 4 TOTAL *' PF12. 1 ,3V7. 6E8.2) MAR72*NEW
C -;' A'O)D IT.::<, FROM iTE-t'P2 ( Rs-/iSSY.) TO TEMPi /ASSEMSLIES). **-2
2sW-Zzts. fCC 'ZSiW.ZSW+: 1}3S
:S;- ZSi .Yw Z 3; W Y -








iTF .GSW tEC. OC) GO TO 27
C ***- ICLUD.E TTC--S FOR GIMBALED SUMMARY.
ZCS7=ZGSI,+SGSW
7GS60WX=;:GS" 0 F3OS7 X
GSX, ; ZCS' XX+,5iX -.,,,7
Z  5' ,X "",G  .' Y4 d' G S'.' 
ZG.;:,=-, 7 sV. ,* S W:7
GSCrYY7Z S31 YY+ 3GS .WYY
iGC Z Z ;7G55'Z ;-3GSW2Z
Z 'L =ZC;S;!-ZZ-GSWZ2
ZG S XZ=ZG'.iXZ Z3GWIX Z
,7' iX Y- Z G XY- + O WX Y
Z7G.wY Z -ZG i1.Y.Z G. 3  Z
ZCTIOX=ZGTIOX+PGTIOX
7ZGT I OY-ZCGT OY- !GTY I OY - -- -- -- . -
?Z: IOZ'=ZGT1ZOZBGTIOZ
27 PB%,':-,
C 4'~ 7?-RO OU:T DATA FORi TEVP? (SUIB-ASS:-tBFLY).
RSf;X=O .
BSWXX---O,
Vriijv r i;, " 0 4, I ? i 2 ')t l0 L'
......... , 5......... rATE 16 MFAY 72 PAGE 34
'K -- (i- -!_S-/_. _\' = * 0
· '..0 J Fj S,¥YY:O.
030S'5 9 ESWZ=0 ,e




L 3 .;IU o 2Y 10oZ- =no
U(0C367 IF (9GSW .EQ. 0.) GO TO 2e
)3036;3 BGSW=0O.
£003769 fGSWXX-O




000 77 , GY IZ= o
0r0373 ,,,, ,,-,,' ,,___rT_ _ -----)J/ ' GT TOY=O
LiO'S 3J BGTIOZ=O.
J=d+l
0 0W!3s¥4 GO TO 20
0 ;335 . .L 4 ZX=ZStX/Z7S.I
0(0U. ] C *** CALCU.L.ATE ITEMS FOR TEMPI (ASSEMRLY) FROG SUMMED DATA OF SUB-ASSEMRLIES.
-/007 7-'z_ -_. -_Y' ...
,U'J3 - - Z:, -.,,,, /- ,--
000Z8 9 ZIox-Z;SVZZ+ZS:YY+ZTI-Ox-Z7qW* (ZY*ZY+ZZ*ZZ)
C J\'c0 - ZIUY=ZS*J^XX -ZSWZZ4-ZTIOY-ZSt* (ZX*ZX+ZZ*Z7)
jj ....9 ZIO/Z=zs,,'YY-.ZSWXXFZ rIOZ-zsl,% (ZYZY+ZX*X - y ) r
,'0392 IF (ZOS'I EC.o 0.) GO To 31
C(-,0u93 C *i¥* INCi;.,)E ITE;5S FOR "'I"',AL.-D SUtMMAPY.
J J. Zs- /3;X/ZGS ,h
C' v ZGY -'c,S .Y/ZC S'
* ,'GZ.59 ZGZ=ZGS.!//ZGSW -
' .;3T7 ZlOX=Z3SSLZ:+ZGS:YZGT ! X-Z ZGS w. (Y*ZG v+ZGZ- ZGZ)
' ) .', ZGS ;' -S( (ZGY-IG MY) *2- ( ZGZ-GJ I) M sZ )
.0()05399 7.G I OY=Z.j. 'AX';- 7XZGSv/7Z+Z7GTIOY-ZGS'J* i ZGX.7GrZ+7G7*ZGZ) - -- ---
);:,i -: -ZC' '; S (i ( ZG X Z-(f I'i: -) *'G2 F ( ZGG -G I MZ' #2 )
'., ,.-1 0,, ,=G iO :.S"Y YY-ZSZGWX X+Z GTIOZ-ZGSS"* I(ZGY4 ZrY4Z GX*'ZGX)
O, ~'. C E,-. I-,Z (; S: * ( ( r:. -G T M X ) *4 2: . ( Z: '-G :i Y ) M :: ? )
.31 L d'I; rI, ELNEILIJNEE+ I
a0;1'I040 1:IF (1NLINE C-T. 4i4) CALL HEADER.,'!LTNE)
A(. C' C * 'FRiiJT OF ITE',S (TOTALS) AT THE ASSEMPLY L-VEL-COMPRISED OF SUB-ASSY. TOTAL
O'  e "RI1 E(n),32) IAMF'SIAI1.T1SPT132 pIlT14ZS'.,7-YZX;Z,ZYZZ;ZSWXX Y-ZSWYY- MAR72*NFW
:a: 0 .' l ZS .Z .ZI7 OX 'OY ZI OZ **-1
13 c 0tS 32 FCRqIAT('pI3!12XPA2X ** TOTAL *' ,F?2.lr3F7.lo6E8.2) MAR72*NFW
· : .. .0 C -* ,: ITE'IS FROMi 7EMP1 (ASSEMBLY) TO MAJCR ASSEMBLY.- *-2
(] 0 ,t;-'10 !': ( ";: !( :4) + ZS
N w~tX~t - -- lX(MJ-.X(M1 SWX --- - -XX r(!:) =','X (M) +ZSWXX
41Oi--X _ ('YY :) - YY(M) +ZSWY,' - -
1) - , ' I - -;Z ( M'Z ) + ZS'W Z
O L 16 W.Z(M) =WZ (M) +ZSWZZ
V .3;~uY ,"; 'l ,L,2 3t)U DATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 15
_ _..: 7 V:XZ ( , ) - WX_ 7(.;) X ± _ 
_ _W<Z
Ob4Z8 4v!XY (M) WXY (M) +7wXY
uU3419 WgYZ (MA)=:WYZ(r4)+Zv4YZ
U'.2O ____TIX(M)- TIX(M)+ZTIOX
0U Uu 42_I TiY(M)-I() :TY(M)+ZT IOY
000422 TIZ(M)= TIZ(M)+ZTIOZ
_ 000423 IF (ZGSW .EOQ. 0.) GO TO 33
* ,'G ( D1) *'- ! ( *.1 ) +zGS W
OO 42b ~JGX (M )=G X (, ) + Z('S.'X




0..429 .. Z(M)--(,,'G ( . M.)+7-SG +Z SZ
0 u f.'j0 t- ZZ( (':!Z(M).ZSW 7-Z
1; 0 ,L ,,1. cX ( C; -!GXZ( 7 ; ) +ZG:'.XZ
.... , 2 lc', q ;. . CXY (V'.,) ':Lq (.M) + Z rwx
J u W·..; (M WGYZG ):t')=G YZC Z M ,'/GWYZ
,U'. TGIX(,) "GIX(M )a+ZGTIOX
. J,,:-:,:........T.GI_¥(_H)z-TG IY(,M) -ZGT I Y __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _TGI.ZC)=TGIY(MZ)+ 1O
'J43~ TC Z M(: ! -T G I Z () + ZGT IOZ
,.' f4)7 ~ 33 ZSv-O. 0
3U~,;9 LZSAXX=O,
0C JO4 I', 7S;'YzO
,CC(4t , . S,; (Y'=O o_ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _




0rOI!S L~7 ZT 'rXv-O
CL, ij .T: Oy-o
l;dU-.t9 Z'.iOZ=Oo
( .0 34 b IF (ZGSW .EO. 0.) GO To 34




JOG'1; 55 G5:YYZO.f: : t  XZ 0 .
00.:.9 ZG7Y Y=S 
_ 
____·
Liu~6 Z sl,' -O,
-,7G[ZZ=O
2~, l 4rji~, Z GvJX Z =
ZG?'.X=O.
J'j 3 z c, T I o 7- = o
~:1464 4~i=
4 J=!'
Z,~ C,,, 7 . _ = E
I;O:,;7 F (Cl .E8) GO TO 30
o 000 '-~_ _ C ~- CALCijLATE ITFMAS PFOR AJOR ASSEMBLYTOTIUA FLOROM ASSY. SUMMATIONS. _
3LG ~ -.,
u o. ' : x C:tr ..... /wO(M)
, '. L' 'l 55' r (M) (to'o
5047',. 
__ Co__ (.) i)z (M) /w (M)
C0 04 72 '('1 0 Y ZZ (+,) +w'YY (M) + TI X (M)-W (M) *(Y( M)*\(M)+Z (C.) *Z (M) )
CO00473 YIO(li) iW XX ( M) +ZZ (M)l + T I Y (M)-(Mw (X (M) (M) + Z(M) *Z ( N9)
?0('.;7i iO:)ZWY () WX(M:)+ 
___+I~cI )V(0 ,75 4 ', (WG(M) T14'4I (',) -w (M) (Y CM) (M) +X (M) *,X . M))
;J ' 7 5F (IAG11 .E.O. 0,) GO TO 35
",3 .. C *-: INCLUAE ITET4MO FOR G,':PALED SUMMARY.
VulWC t?18i2.1p flU DATE 16 M'AY 72 PAGE 16
0.0477. XG( Q-; =GX(M) /WGO(M)
oooC'7B YG( )-WGCY (M)/WG(M)
479ZG ir4) =WGZ ( ',t/ ( M
...U 00 _ XGi 0 (M)=GZZ . M) W'GY (M) + TG X(M)-WG (M) (Y (m) *_YG(M)+ZG(M)*ZZG( M) )
000418 1 S +.G(M)((XG(M)-GGIXY)**-2+(ZC(M)(1M ' __-GIZ)_- 2)3 -.',:2 YGIO UD:) zWG~c X H) +'¢'GZZ ;'+ TOGI Y(M) -wG{H,* (X (M) *XG (M) +ZG (M) *ZG{M) )
00CL:Sq - ZGIO(!Gr,,YY( Rt )+WGXX(M)+ TGIDZ(f)-WG(M4)*(Y-(M)*YG(M)+XG(M)*XG(M))
u 85 1 +WG(M)*( (XG(( M)-GIMX)**2+(YG{(M)-GIMY)**-?)
.. "6 ... 35 _,LTN~ , I- L I1 fIE + 1
OOS7 IF ( NL INE -, GT. 44) CALL -HEADER(NLINE)
,0043T C *:, PRINT OF iTE!S (TOTALS) AT THE MAJOR-ASSE'~BLY LEVEL-COMPRISED OF ASsY. TOT
O0(01:39 .. p IT" (6 p36 ) IMA (Mi) PRT1 (M) p PRT2 (M) , PRT3 (N) ,PRT4 (M) _ MAR72*NEW
Of! (; , X'M) ,Y(M) ,Z() ,IWXX(M) WY  (M) , WZ Z() ,'(IO(M) , YIO(MM) PZIO(M) $*-1
OC0-;91 36 FrO RMAT(1I3,1. 3X,4A4t4X,,f- TOTAL #9F12:2,13F7.1,6E8~2) MAR72*NEW
-] V u2.9k NI-O 2_* '-2_
0i0 ' RETURN
00 C34 94 END
o.. .... ....
V. ;A Y?, % ''2& £.2 1P-,00 DATE 16 'AY 7? 0AC,7 17
0 ELT DATA,l,720224t Lq0223
o00001 012021 - 6020002000
000002 1 0 0 0 CASE 1193246-9
0.0.0.0 1 .1 0 0 FWD CASE __ .193245-1 55000 5'02002f00052 900
O.,0004 1 2 0 0 Ft'[] CYLINDER 3n0000 237020002n0062 2740 900
.j, Ou 1 3 0 0 F:D JONT 100000 33-002000200063 120 P8
... -..% 00_ .. CENTF SECTIOIN 500000 5'00200C200062 26R0 900
UC0007 1 0 0 0 AFT JOINT 1000001 6j002000200063 120 920890
000008 1 6 0 0 AFT CYLINDER 350000 80302000200062 2740 900
U,009 1 7 3 0 _AFT DOE 1193276-7 63000 g'?502000200052 900
3 300 ! ; 0 -3 ;FT SteIRT 119~27-9 75003114'-0200200062 126 9
C,'0:.2 2 0 0 0 IG-rITER
'U3 2 10 0 IGN ADAPTOR 1195729-3 4300 5152000200061 90 150
O001LI 2 2 0 0 GRAIN HSG 350 i'L02000200061 200 60
003015 Bil88 ...... . . . .
'.]016 " 0 0 0 NOZZLE 1196372-2
30627 3 I u G ENi.T CAP 9300 9)`n02000200063 120 280240
_ i ...... 3 2 . 0 N..OZZ[LE SI;UPPORT ___ i .000o1;000 0 2000200022 .._ 400 __.0_ .....0 _.o2o_
00L019 3 3 0 0 G EXIT CONE 150000118602000200022 2300 700260
C;000?[ ,80
)000321 . 20 0 0 P.OPEF'LLANT
-- 02.2 20 I 0 CYL G8RIN 112?2437 52-002000200063 9990 80n120
0,[(;: 005 u2 2 U 0 FR GRAP,;4 750 L502000200061 240 60
0 Li U 02 L: 8 P
000020 23 0 0 0 GUIDANCE SYSTEM .FE 930016001.970212063 250 750700
300326 88
40 C F DESTRUCT FL 750105501950207363 100o 760750
L00;023 99
000029 99
.. ' r"ATE i6 MAY 72 PAGE In
,2 EI HEAUDERP1720220v 62P)%
Uuounl ~~~~SUL K UUTIrJE HEADER(N\ LItI-E) - _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
OJ0002 C *:* THIS SUBRO3UTINE PRINTS THE HEADER FOR THE DETAILED WEIGHT STATEMENT.
.300603 .... IR I,!TE_(6i 1)_ ...
,1, , 4] . FOi.*:Ai (1HI il///// )
'3-';5 RIPTE (6,2)
-_.. _._.__ 2 FOWrltT _. . .(4I1X_,DETAILED_ WEIGHlT_:ATEM j.!T !_,//,_' MA A SUB P',
0 u007 113SXPPART NAMEQ,pOX,VPART NO, WEIGHT CEATER OF GRAVITY',4X,
0000U(8 2'9MOMENT' ,12X,'OE'15X''INERPTIA'/,54X,'LR.' 11XX,'INCHES',20X,
UC o 3 ;9 3 L3-INCtHE $SOUAED ',/,6_5X X Y ',9x,'XX Wx._ YY.,7X,
00010 GI0 IO IOQ,/,ll14XvX Y Z./
.u (jgI2 ETLINE=i
.... 0 0 13 1; ~- E ........... E T0000S15 END
T,,~
¢ -
t....Y 4a ," 'iT .0 .. nATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 19
.. EL.IT 1A-i; --i, 70'3b06i, 3 i199
nOcol C I. -C-'- THIS PROGRmAM'i: (SOO-A) REPLACES IRM- 709-4 ROGRA MS 942, 942A # AND 120n1,
000032 C *** THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES TOTAL WETGHT, CE'JTER OF GRAVITY, AND !MOMFNTS
O. 00003 C ........ F INERTIA OF A LIQUln ROCKET ENG-INE. INPUTS INCLUDE PART WETGHTS_
tLC(jO0L C -"* CEINTFR OF G7RAVI-TY Allr) PART DIiMENlSTO'l (OR MIOMENT OF INERTIA).
050,05 COM;iON OIX I)Y p DZp G7GIl.X I GT Y G IMZp IA IrF._v p TAM IASUB I IPp YPFLJ ,
.J TPFL2, ! PC', p M ICN I,IJL ".E ' T(;C, TI OX TI OY;T I 7TMC TPSC TPRT1 YTPRT2 p
00u001U7 2TPRTr-3 TPqTLTPRTP 5,TPTNTHRTNi2p TPTRTN2TPRi13 ,TTRSTW,TWC,TXTX1,
00008 SCCTY TY , TZ TZl , D.THE t M
OU2i09 - 4iPF (10) IA( _0),PSC(40) tlC (40) GC(40),CM (t4O) PRT1 (40) PRT2 (40)
00.C.LO 1sPRT3(40-O) ,PRT4(40) PRTS5(l40) #WX(40),WGX(40),;;XX(, o) ,WGXX(q0n),wY (,0),
uiCO0il 6' YY (L,0),GY t(40O) ,WGYY(4O) p,WZ(I40),WIGZ(;(ln) ,, .ZZ (O40), WGZZ(40),W(q40)
uODL)2 - 7WG(:40) XIO(40) eXGIO(UaO).YTO(lO)n,Y-OYIO(l40)¢ 710(40() GIO(4o) X(4O)
;,[ :.. tXG,: .O) , Y(4 tJi iG 0 )- Z i.r ) ZG((4)P WXZ(tin) ',: GXZ(4) TIX(40) o TGI; '0)
T (40) ,TGIY(0i 0) TZ(40) TGIZ(40) fPW(3, q0) TP;W(3-9)
'UiO1 v. -: ) - .,! '.. GXM(i) ';WXXlMl,(9) _,W:,XXM(9) pIYM(g9) , WGt.'Y(9) 0 bXYYM(9) WXGiYYM(9) ,
.:J0,017 CYlOiYO;i') Y'YGTMt( ) (9) Z7I1(9) p ;C9) ,XM(9) ,XGM(9) YM(9) ,YGM.(9) vZM1(9) P
0.C.Ui)t; :4 li CZ(C)_ :XZM () r wGXZC (9) * T I XM? (9) _!.TXIl (x9) ,TIYY.T(9), TGIYM( 9) , TI7 (9),- -
got)Ol ETGIIZ M(9) ,WXY(40)WYZXYGYZ(L)) G WXYM(9) 40 GY WYZM((9) ,WYZM(9),
(;3620; FAAAePAC c ADAEAF AHAAI AJAKALAMPAH! A)PAPFAQARPASAT AUPAVp
CA.:2., (A AX P AYA,_AZ.:,,GXYM(?9) qV.'G'.'Z-. (9) _,'WTMTL(2) ___
. ,, 2;'C. ti D. 3 ', i~i0 O
.11:(023 3 !:Ff3,)--O
,READ 5,.1p E.!D=8)
-('0025 A IJF;F;IPSF,DXY'IeZPGIMXGIMYI- GIMZWTHEIPFL1IPPFL2,IAFLG
0Gu02j3 1 FKRMAT(7X,10OI2,rI2F5.-3 Ff4.1, F5o1,3F4.1,3I1) MAR72*NEW
00(0027 DGO 2 f=14 - **-1
u iL i 0- I!! () r 0) .




.... , 1,.Y (M) :U--.
CO0558 HWGYY( i) =0.
idjG3 1WZZ(M)i=0.
,'J L Lu ' 'Z ( ) =-.I) :·
Z ,; '32 Z(M,).
C.t.', ~4 q.wGXZ (N) =0.
LC0;rO XG (d)=O,
5( GC/.: -- - YG(Mi =O.
J03 9 Z(1 :
i 00i,050 ZG()=O.
:C005C yOlO(),:-..=0,
;. ,3-3yTO (.i 5: =O ,
r. O [,35;'(.... YGIO(r). -0 ..........-.-.
'J1)C55 Z-O(M)(0,
0C0C55 ZGIO(M)=O.
VRoQ/,Y( o +2f21,3 p5 300 DATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 20
_C57 TIX (NM)- O.
000053 TGiX (M0-Oo
CG;U059 TIY(M)z=o,








(000lC:60 GO TO L4
.000, 9 8 WPiTE(6,9) N9. . .
3(lo 070 9 FORMAT(lH1,/////,50Xv0END OF JOB -NO 1MORE CARDS*)
00 071 S TU D
UuOf'2 rE ND
... V,~ i",,, at ....... .ATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 21
ELT MA5Ii4r1o72022L~v 31'4'2
O0000 SUR'OUTI HE MASIN
000002 C *.: THIS SUB PROCESSES THF FIRST CART IN EACH MAJOR ASSEMBLY
G00003 CNM ON DXDY, DZpGGIMX,GIMY,6GIrZIAT, AFLp IAMIASLJB, IPPT IPFL1-,
, ) -.j00 i PL2tPSF IC,;C iP pNIL!E'TGuT5CTIOX,TIOYPTICZTNCPTPSCTPRT1 TPRT2,
020205 2TPRT3, Ti-RT4 TPRTSTPT5PTN1 v TPRTN2P'TPRTN3 ,TR .PTRSTWpT TWCTXtTX1,
?:;l u ~e "~ 3';'Y a TY i a TZ p TZ!? p trT HE r t;4,
oo,7,P' (10 ) P-Ir-,A (O ) , PSC ( iO) 0 WC (0 )- C(.O i ,C4 M I 0 ) ,PRT1 (40 OPRT2 (q4O) ,
036006 52RT3(-O),PRT'(40),PRT5(40),WX(40)PWGX(L4,), WXX(q.O) WGXX(40),WY(U4O)
-00009 6 ,YY( iI)) UWGY(40) ,WGYY(4O) v',Z7(40) PW C-Z('4) qw.Z(.l,) WGZZ(40) 4W(O) ,-
.... o01O0 7Go ..........V(40) XIO(4i0); X(GIO'O(q) pYIO(40) YGIri(40) ,. iO'(4O) ,ZGIO($0O) ,X(140)
ObOOll BXG ('!.) 'Y(4U) pYG(.40) Z(l40) ' G (40), "fXZ(4O),p GXZ(-O), TIX(4-O),TCIX(4l)
O00I012 9 ,TiY ,"O) T(GIY(.TI0 ) ij0) TGY7(40, PP4(3,4;)) eTPW(399) _
... , AI, L1( 9), 9 )gXM (' ) p'XX,'q (9), WGXXM (9')- v1YM(9) 01 /M(9) wYY 9 i ;,WYYa (); M J),
O00) I- b''.Z iA(9) pwGZrN(9) ,W77Z i(0i9) p WGZM(9) WM(9) #,G.I ) )pXI 0M?(9),XGIOM(9),
0C O't CYYIO,, (9) ?YGIOMl (9) ZIOM(9) ZGIOM(9) X , ()_X; 9) PYM(9) YGM(9) ZM (g) _
OS 6 DC,.: G.- ii S) k0W Zb-I(9) P WGXZIV, (o) ,T IXM (9) o TGi X;' (PC) ,'rl Y (9) P TGI YM (9) ,TIZM(9) ,
,j OLii7 EYC2T;I(0) WVIXY(' ) ,W YZ(40) ,'!GXY(40) ,PWGYZ4.n I wWXYM(9) ,W YZM(9)
J Cu19 G 2.' A YP, AZ PVWGXYM (9) GYZM(9) , WTHTL (26)
U6 20 [ ..%;A G /IG,/
0F2 DATA AA/ A9/VA'B//A/FAC/9C//^IDA/HA/#H/_AF/_F_/,AH/_H_/
0 i~~z l i4AT A A I I / p/,AJ/ J ' / 4 A', / 9 K / p ALI I L /L Am/lMr! 9 / P AN/ IN I / ANO/ I /'O/
O. c; A5 A~~ :!/..UU /_, A. z:_/_ ~P AY/LY./ nS '/_ AT''O,AZl __!! ......................11 L f) 0. A A' r i/ ~,' / xAX/tX'/PAY/(/t/PAZ/17'/
r00 j{26 DC 20 I-1,26
C 2!0 T ;: TI. {t)=O0
;.;i.,,30 200 F (NiPF(L) .FH- O) LL=LL+1
L f;'] 1 IAY pIAp IASU F3,IP TWCpTGCTMCP T'PRTTPRTpTPRT3,
1TPRT4p PTPRTNI, TPF T.N2pFTPRTN_3pTV2,_TXPTYYZ_,a;:ICyTX1PTY1.PTZ1PTRLP MAR72
?,' 4j b ,3 : T' IX -- I ....... TIOX~TIOYTIOZ
5 :.T(;2A 4A2A.AF.lF.i2F;-,23X2FF3 MAR72
-;3 ] F' .:4 F3I °,TB03F7 0)
· _RS6" .7 . .......i '''- .. . ......... MAR72
.;- :AM
-, . ....Ir (IAMo .EQo. 8) GO TO 4.. ...
.J40 IF (TAM oEO. 99) RETUlRN
IF (IlAI .GT. 0 .A.OD, IAM oLT. 41L) GO TO 2
-2 \ .T 'E (6 .3) -.i
3 FORMAT (1HIP' ERhOR ON INPUT CARDP MAJ. ASSY. CODE=' 12)
2 i1- :LL .EO. 0) GO TO 203
.5 IF U, o[:,,. 1 GO TO 203_ _
; ...DO 202 L=1lLL
,' C 4'7 202 :; (Ni'(L) .EOo M) CALL HEADER(NLINE)
, 33 ::, 203 CONTIU --E-
J' u 49 CALL MATL
,, (C.) =O
.13 0 ) 0 -'. ) = ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
000652 . Y (;) -0
O f, 0 ,) 3~: ......... W [:v, ) "0,.......
£' ~Gu~I'.XZ (,1 ) :0
u ~ 0 3 . 4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
uu
0 55ij
D.V--F!AY -N.$2t,-S-O0 -OATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 22
..00C057 XM) =0rGcs7 -- ---- ---- . - Y ( M).°-- -.------ --- --





000065 WGY () =0
0OO!O06 - GYY(M)=O.









bOO :. . ..7... . TlA, (t.) ::I AN ---
00 ,7 9 PSC (:1) =TPSC
bt,0 "8l WC (t'l) =i ',;C
U0' 0t.I GC (;4) =-TGC
P-b 0~.~ C;I ( r I; - r'! ?C
-· ';.3 FPRT i (';)=TF'RT1
iuPRY3(;' ) =TPRT3
LU003.6 PRT4U?1 )= P R Tq4
f007 '5 ( ' ) ='rPRT 5
(' :,' =TX
0;0(01 Y ( i z -=Tz
Oj0U2 IF (MIC WNE. 0) GO TO 6
000003 C *44,* I;:VFRTIA DATA INPPI'T
0O O-;........... XIrO(M)-T.OX .............
i..0.-75 YIO(--)=-TIOY
'J 7 .- - ;O(i) =TIOZ
-1):,07 6 IF (MIC oE -0 .OR. TIOX .NE. 0,) GO TO f
O0:1J9O5 C ,:i MAJCR ASSY- COMPRISED OF COMPONENTS
.... Jc N9.. ....... .Itr E'NL TJE±2 . ..... --.- - - - - -... -_ ........
(;t){!0l 0 I :-- (r'LINE GT. 41.) CALL HiEADER(NLTNE)
juO I: WRITE(6P9) IAM, PT, T RTTPRT2, PRT3 TPRT4, TFRTP N1 TPRTN2, TPRTNr3 MAR72*NEW
JiC.2 -9 FCORAT(,; ZI3 13X ,.44,;fiX,2.A, a l MAR72A NEW
LIUJ103 'I=1 *-2
0031. IO CALL CR3IN
0!3'0 5 GO TO 4 ..
'. J.06 8 WX (i,.)=T'WTTX
0 ;137 C GI ' NAJOR ASSY. HAS NO COMPONENTSP CALCULATE ITEMS
. F3 !O,v XX (e;) =X(X ( TX
Co01G110 WY (:)=WY(;*T'TY
C C, -I ;1 W'Z ( T jTi - T¢TZ
' .....:, ZZ[i)=,'Z ( M ) rTZ
.~ ;X3 t. .,XZ (ml ='rW*TX*TZ
! .t(12 '.I4 - Y(Y4)=T'JF* TX*TY
'- oiJ. 15 'Lv;) =TiLP TY* TZ --
000116 IF(TWC ,EoQ. AA) PW(1,M)=TW
iODul lo









!F(T',:C .FO AC) PW(2,M)=TW -
IFTT!,C .FQo AE) PW(3tMi)TW
IF (TGC .NE. G) GO TO 10
WGXX(M)=WXX (M)
u, 'GYiM)='JY(M)
l (i i ) u-li!zY CM)
!,,XZ(M):iiXZ(M)(,G ZX " l(M)
7GXY(I)?-X (M)
YhG ,)=Y (:i)
1-0 i: (iC oEo O) GO TO 4J.
C #t8 YO(MErjTS OF INFRTIA NOT INPUiT DATA
CAL L CALC(XI_(M), YI O ()7. ?I.(')MTC. _TXI Tlv ! .TZ tTriL .TRY,#W (M) )
41 iIX(i.1)-X-O(M)
TI (N)= T O( .1)
IF(TGC oNE. G) GO TO 11
TG I Y (N =Y I ( )
TGiX(f4):X!O(M)
TG!Y, ( ( r x I iM ) ....................... I ....Y 2 ..+ T 7 -...............
YGiO (:)='YIO(,i +.;,G (M) 4 (TX-GIN'X)*(TZ-G2)2)
zGI (M)=7IO (M) +wG (M)* (TX-GIMX)**2+(TY-G:tIM')* *2)
11 NLINE=NLINE+2
IF (NL. IHE .GT. 41) CALL HEAOFFR(NLINE)
Wi;-i TE 6,12) IAM , GC (.1) , TPRT1 p TPRT2 TPRT3 TPRT4 TPRTIl , TPRTN2
3. TiF,'F;:5,,Ii(A1) pX(4) ~y(,Ni) )Z(. ) !XX (M ),WYY() ,), ZZ(M) rXIOCM)tYIO(n)







: ^__ · _ _ I_ U
nATE o ~IA 7,~ IA(,E 2 -9
Vt',peW 2 rU'p' ~,300c I'}TE 16 MAY- 72 PAGF 24
g ELT 'AfL_, -1.72020, 62935
j0300j1 SUbROURTINE MAT'L
J002 C *." THIS SU2ROUTINE SUMS WEZIGHTS BY MATERIAL CODE
... 000(03 C 0:. ::,[O _DX DYDZ PGP G I X v G I~M.Y t ! r,I 7I AT AFLG, IAM,i ASUB, IP T PFL1
JOOlO4 I- 2Z ZP P -, F IFLiP C , NICPNIL Irr IE P ,TGCcTIOX,TIOYTI¢IZ,TM.CTPSC,TPRT1 sTPRT2,
3 00) 5 2 rFRHT3PiTPRT4tTPRT5, 'PRTN1, TPRTN2,TPRTN.3, TR TrL;TfRSTWtTWCTX, TX 1
_. 0M 0 C. 3..Y 1...:pTYl 1 T 'Z ..WT E , ..
U0j i 200 I 4 NF (1 I0 1r HA (qL,) PSC ( 40) i .!C (4n) GC (40) C;'(i0) PPRTI ([i-0) PPRT2(4O),
0J0 00,3c 5P:' RT 3 O) L~ P P Rl) I:9)T5R(L0) Pk4 X (ItO),WGX(i4 r),elXX ('4),WGXX ( H),W¥Y(40),
O'Y.)Y i 1 b)*o (,U, 090Y .Y`GYIi40).~WGYY ) ?WZ~r ()i GZ p )Z.'zq.(l,, 9,w1() ?WC[zz _(_ _`_W (__. _
0o I1 0 7W (."IO , X T IO (~0) r XGI O":., O 4 ( 0) ,, PYGI (o , I7IO(40) ,ZGIO(40) ,X ( ln)
0.! 8": . .0O ) 9', /('L)..YG+4(O4) ,Z(40) ,ZG I(0 ) .W X2 (%l) ,wGXZ 4IOf) ,TIX(It0) ,TGIX( 4f)
I o0"!12 9F T i Y '(407 ,TG1Y(0) ,'iI f 0) ,TGIZ TZ (4-0) ,) PI( . P f ,TPW 3 r9) ,
0 O 0 I .3 A'iXM(9) , , vX/t (XM 9 )P  9 WXXMQ), WXXM Q ( 9 ) 4YM ( 9 )".!G Yf{ 9 )YYYM 9 ( ' g GYYM( 9)
OgOJOlq . t:WZ4~(9) ,'.".GZq·(9) ~'WZZP'~(9),WG~77ZZM(9) a iV"()p ·cr(9) ¢, i ~),XIOy 4(9) XC'inM(9) ~'0C.'!5 (.,','U 1 4, ,9! Z:4) 9,ZG IGOM. (9) ,I V X,7 M, N (9 ) G..', ( 9Q ) I Y'qq). 9Y oG H0 (9), Z?' 9),
r UJ C 5 Ci y[1iOM (9) 'yGXZOI ( 9) ' I"!XZ', 9(") p7G TI XO (9) N' (9) *,TZY>M (9) , TG YGM (9) 7,TIZ(9) ,
,. T7 . / (9 ,:XY(43) ,YZ(;':) ,,mY( 0),wYYi4Z.0) ,XYM9 WYZm(9) ,
UL 3 i- 0A I PF., AC ,_fD . AE ,AFA.AHA1 P AJ,AKp AL,AMI.AN AO!AP..AO. R S- ARAl;ATAU!AV -
3;0j(19 C'JUAXAY,AZ* GXYM'(9) W(Y,,' z(9) PWTMTL(26)
900 i,'- I=1
0'{,U2U t IFiTfMC -EOo AA)GO TO 1
u022 1=2
i r-(T YC E0 A 3 ; 0 T0 i
'i5 !rFIT: C oE A C) GO TO 1
r_,0 L'(' 2 b '[ E: it,
I.F:.T I (VTC EO. AD) GO0 TO 1
CL:J,29 IF TrC oEO, AE) GO 30 1
'..U.~O (-6
....~3 eF( (,;C .E,- AF) GO T? .
uI dU2 4~u
IDL~; T ETO-
O 0E3 iF(TMC .Eo. G ) GO60 TO 1
; )05 IF T;,C .E,. Al:) GO TO 1
OGO" '3 '-9
03J60 '57 I F tT!.-iC o£0o Al) ',O TO 1
O0u0i38 i =10
.... (. .E_ ,)0'39 . . . .OF(TC;C 1. .. __Go To I
1=11TFITI ~ AJ LSg. ffOG 1C.,.' U 4I:11
O.:?Ob YF(TC oEQ. AK) GO TO 1
. A ,;:'-2 .E..~A~G .i:1 ........ ................................................
CL4-.5 IF(TC . AL) GO TO I
0 0 F. 0J Li - 1 ..
.r_.3-5 iF(Tr.C .E0. AM) GO To 1
fj~i::;q:o I::-t%
C47 I r"(Tf4C .CG; AN) GO TO I
0COOC49 IFT -,C .EO. AO) GO TO 1
,,.jJ00(;50 I ZG
iF .. :C .E AP) GO TO _
....
17
I (,.C .F/. Al) GO TO t
Oib i5F(T!C .*'.o AR) GO TO !
000056 =1)
V-CJ, A.1, v4', 2 ;di pZ p 0 F0
i' 57_ _ _ __ IF ( T-iIC ___Q .E_AS )_.GO TO _-__
,::{:b8! 1-20
00b59 IF(TsiC .E(o AT) GO TO 1
.OC .0060 1 21
000061 IF(FMC .EQ. AU) GO TO 1
000062 1=22
000063 IF(TMC .EQ. AV) GO TO 1
0I00'64 I23
C iOO5 IF(T',C .EQ. AW) GO TO 1
UU%06 T=24
CO!UC67 F'(TNiC .EQ. AX) GO To 1
000068 1=25
000069 .IF(TC .EO. AY)_GO TO 1
000070 I-26
000071 IF(TC oNE, AZ) GO TO 2
0)02? - 1 !iiTL( I)=--WTMTL(I)+T'i
000C73 2 CO;NTINUE
000074 PETURN
Cj 0G7b5 E.ND --- -_ -O
ATE 16 MAY 7? PAGE 25
- ~ ~ ~ ~ . .. -·- -- " " - '- --
--
--- --------- ·---------------------
- --- -I-- - -- I- --- I- - ---- c--- I-- ---I---------I----------- -- --
ac
V.':,iAY, ,828 Is ,5, J0n. nATE 16 kiAY 72 PAGE 2
.. . ELr MISSU'M-t-7202O, 6297
* 'O'CJ 01 . S'ROUTINE -,SSU:.
,';0002 C ** CALCULLATION OF MOMENT AND INERTIA ITEMS FO: ENGINE, VEHIICLE INTEFGRATION,
CUOO-03 C *,* Ai" TOTAL ENGINE.
o C- 00. CO M brl I'-DX;DYDZhGPGT~P'X,I;G i:,Y;VGIMZ-,IA'T.AFLG;-I/AMIA'S1Jf IP;fTPFLI, ,
C1j5 IPFL2.[P"FMICPNI1'NLI'!ETGC'TIOXTIOYtTIOl'TMC TPSCpFTPRT1, TPRT2,
O! oG06 2TPR2T3T N TPRT4 TPRP¼ T2RTP'1 TPPTN2 RT;.I?,, TPL TRST TW TWC pTX, TX1,
00U0)0U07 .3T: Y; T' YI TZ iPTZ , 1.,ITHE, :4 ?
0O U 'll0U L',!'F O IMA(40) ,PSC (44O) t,..C (40) ,GC (;0O) ,CM(4)) ,PRT! (40) ,PRT2 f4O)
O0OCs _O 5PF.T3.O) 4 P,FlqT-(4! 0) ,sPRT i (40) ,W (q4-O) '..'GX ( 0) ,,"XX (40) IWGXX (O0) ,WY (LO)
0 Ut- 1 1 6,ko' Y ( i 0 )O iv.(3Y ( 40 ) o 1-16Y Y (Is, f ,\ ) i ! VIZ -!GZ i 4 v W7~! i 40 I. ,/('7ZZ ( 40 iW (40
UO.'Jli 7','.'G(40)(XIO(40)X¢XG TO(4 4) ,YiO(4C60)1,YfO(q~),Z[O(40) ZGIO(40) ~X(40)
300012 UC(_ _ _ _Y(4) Y_ (4_ _)_ IZ(_ _ IZG(I') _WXZ_(_4GY 4 )' TI X TG IX (__4_
OL U 03 -2 9, TI Y {4) ,TGI Y (40i TI?)  4,TGiZ (i L O) F'PW (3 p ,o ) t TPW(2:,9) ....
0 ,uO0iI - A'!XM( 9) C'' M WGXM(9) ' WXXVM( 9) , V.:G X.* (9) ; WY'YM ( 9) ,W Y.4 ( 9) 'r1YYM (9) , WGYYM ( 9) ,
OO U 1. 5 ? 7MI t9) ,':.tGZM7 ( 9) , WZZM (i(') ,,WGZzm k ?) p 10"1 9) , WIGM(9) ,,>"I O rM ( 9) P XG' ~OM (q) p
- ' , ": 0~ ( 9) YGO Or" ( 9) , l o)- ZG II -( V) k ( c)) PG:4 (9) ' YM (P) , YGM (9) t ';7-(9),
CtuU0.. U7 DZC:(9) p'WXZ:A 9) ,1,GXZFIn ( 9) TIX¢4(9) ' TTGiX' (9) ,TY [YM()) ,TGIYM(9) p TIZi M(9) p
IICO18 ETCIM(9) ',,: X'(L.0) aW"YL (f)I 0aGXY(40)rY'C- Y7 (40) WXYr4(9) fWYZM(9) p
Od U U U9 ... FAA'A ~/AC,iDAEAF, A pI , AJ, AKAL,"AMA ,AN¢AOAP AQ, AR, AS, AT,AU, AV,
C00 200 G;,'.'p AX ,:Y P AZ , WGXY;4 C(9) ;,"'rYZIM (9) p WTMTL (26)
Unj021 C :. 7ENO OUT ENGINE VEFHICLE INTEGRATiONuAND TOTAL ENGINE DATA
:Uu0u;:2 ,C, 1 I"t=l ,9
u ':023i V>:,% (f) =0 ·
OOUC25V,'~XX~i(N)--O,
0U0025 ¢,GXx*~,% (N) =0
00 , 927 =';Yl(,() 0 _.
,.L ai', ...1 ( ) -0
C,. b2: 9 3O :':( ) =0o
;; .', I230'
Ouh US.'!2 ',V Z :.~ ( ii') :0 · I
9 u , 032 .;M -,
0 Li L ,3_ 0 35 _:_' M_: ( N) =0 o
3 ''e ..
0) j 0 LJ T -r-X,!(N) QIIh.. . : : (iN) O.
DC'uiA4'4
UT,'3'. ; C: M :IIIr ) -0 ·
L'.....;.. N'.
L) J [J U.~'!1'( T .T t/ N -
o 0 L j . " - "%'AI U ¥ =0
F1-i
C *0;'I CALCIJLATION FOR BASIC ENGINEDRY, PARTS .- J9.
2 3 9- (v,' -EC 0.) G(O TO 2
;;;'~ :] . 1;, ' "X VM 7" _,
-- - .xx-; (t(l,.1!xxf(N ix , ___*o-
"XV(-; )'( N)J N) 0 Y ...).
,]U-0 q 5- It 'J NZ ),/['I l~ ) N +O I·A
V;I .... ' .,.t,() nA-lE 16b MAY 72 PAGE 27
i3 00057 . .- YY.l (!) .i.YY. .(N) +wYY (m)
L)'.'ct WX il1,-+IM(/_ NXs.(M)
v.' Z. *( N )-,,'Z u I Z ( NI'"
0 , Z;'M (I)) jWZ N, (N) +VW 7 Z( )
'..) 00G O vX/_I (N ) =,IYM (mN) +TWX (+nw )
11 Lw t !v iWY ( ', ) =;iX Y li ( +' i WX , Y ' M )
O30r Sj" TI7M; (j '-TI Y?(i):"T I Y (M)
f230 5 TI ZM(N) = IM (N) +TIZ (M)
eLu'd IF ('/.G() .Eo. 0.) GO TO 2
iJ',C 6 .G. 'G. N)=;-IGI: (N) +W(i)
(;O d 9i"6 h3'0XM ( N ) =,,CXMI (iN) +-WGX ( M )
'GXX( 4 (l!k N ) J GXX (UN) +vi x ' _ (_M_
;, 70 'GYM(; N) .'GYM (N )4 G Y (,)
.0'i. 37Y WGYY'(NY()-WGYM(N)+WGYY(M)
. , 3 w ZM z ('C:,ZZM ( N)+WG Z ( M)
"','0;:7 ' TGI X,,IX (N)-TGI Xhm( hi)+TGI X(M)
r ...7- - TC,YMi(N)_=TGTIYkM(il)-,T:rTY( M)
7:,,. ' Zl M (N) =TGIZM1(N) C-GI Z (i,)
2 CO'TINN!IE
U;' F ('M .GT. NMF ) GO TO 3
0 30(. IF (il oEQ. 9 OAN'D. "i oEQ. 21) M=40
3C (I_ .Eo_ P _ .nAD, M. E. 2)  _ n -M=--4
U 0C.32 GO TO 19
J'i uU0, 3 IF (i:t'(fN) oEO. O0) GO TO 150
0 " .I , YZ (N) =!JZY!: (N) /W (N)
0( 2ut0 (7 -_ - XN.... - , "r(J)=YYM(N)+WZ7.ZM(hJ) + T1-i XN'()-.l'M( W)i(YM(rl)*YM(CIN)+ZM(N) VZMrJ -(N)
[),;0 '.d Y:.O(ii)h':)WXXM(Nj)4iiZZ!M(N)+ TIYrM('I)-WM(lIi)*(X'M(fl)#XM(N) -'7M(N)*7Zf(N·i) i
U' ,(]9' ?.IO 'Y,( N)::YYM N)-"¢XX,,i(',I)+ TIZ:1(N)-WM(N): (YVM,(H!YM(N)+X,1N(N)*X (N)0;90 :,SO O.'" TIi9
i JJ,uJU9 -F (V ((t1') .EO. O, ) GO TO 5
(;,(:92 C e IN'!CLUDE GIMNrALED iTENS
"--.:l:......... . . .Y;(t=,/.i(N)/G(N).
.9 ZG (N) =z,!G7,i (N) /'GH (N)ZG Ii(rJ)z. !G:i~ (i) /5G 1(N)
;;r.0 -; -- .Z O'(!)"'G.GYY (;]).-:-G Z7?.(!) ;T.C,T 'X'; (P ' ) -C,; ( f) : ' YG (NJ) 'yGM (N) + ZGM(N)* -_ -.
$u("3r9 1 ZrG': fJ) )';,GM (N) .f ( y: Y(N)-G Y'lY) 4-2+(7rG(r.8-GIMZ)'*?)
0i f. O 9'c! YrG 0M ( N)o :WzXXl (1N,) +WGCZZ7r (N ,) +-TG I YM (N) -WN!GM' (N) * i XGi N) *XGNM (N) +ZGM (N) *
1 ZG3M(N") )4.;'; ;(N)*( (XGM! (.'J)-,,r'_X).t2+ (7._t_'N_;_-GI'MZ)'_ 2)
; !;0 -. i r' ( N)'.',)=':3YY:, (N)+':GX YX'(!) TGI Zi (IN )-FWG'(N)*; YGMI(N) YGM (IN )+ XGCi (N) V
:::'C1 '(!) ) +WG:I(N)4 ( (XGM(N -I)-IX) *2+ (YGRi (N'-GIMY)**2)
nlt, 13 GO TO (2n ,20N0,5niD6070, 0 8o,90,^oo1nl), N
Pl OU04 20 F. I =_O
;i;L')05 C ¢: CALCiILATION FOR BASIC ENGINE PROPFLLAI1TSo PIPT 20.
.;7 GC- .O 4
]i U ',4C jL"
li 0 C i-;]'g CALCJL ATION' FOR BASIC ENGINE WET. PARTS 1-2CF.
I I? , '(:I1 11 ':( ):i,)--.V ( J)
J. S: , ( N ):=.'Zi ( J )
(U01 -;5 ,.:'ZZ',t(t) -'//ZZM (J)
rj i (-I rl i f, -',1. l OF C j I 1 Y
f;I0 1 i7
el20?2
0 u 0 :2 i1..U 1 '
l U 0 122
0U 1273063C00127Ooo,~.t .S


















U d j L /',
0 I!72
jwolbl'
t .1 t, 1 . 1
00g1570 ,: q ; 5
CL (Ic701 .Ii. I,;?.
Gt:L ::o ,




,: X Z., ( H ) =-"; y Z m. ( ,I )I.'XYH ( -I) =' !XYI ( J )
WYZM (N) =WYLM(J)
I!YM (N)TITI I 4(U)
TI Z- (I ) T ! ZM (J)
IF (WGIAfJ. . .EO. 0.) GO TO 12
A'GC- ((; ) ::;lGv , (U )
c,'G M { l)=_ 'G,,Ni (,J)
1G_ .,,o, X,, ?N) =','X XV-:(J.)
WGY (N) =WGYM (J)
;$G' Y (N, ) -WC Y Y': (J)
..................... '...' Z.4. N ) -'.'t G Z.," ( J )
,... [~a , (N,='G Z:!G Z 4
'fG i X.¥ {~ (N) =T,,G Z Z-." (, d 7
-o X..(N) =TGXY (J)
TG I7 ZN (N) =TGI Z7' (j)
12 IF (J .EO. 4 °ANc). N .FO. 6) GO TO 13
IF (J .. 0 1 AND._ .N . FEO. 7) GO TO_ 14
T;- (J .EO, 7 .ADi. N .'O. 9) GO TO 15
GO T0 4
50 IF (IAFLG .EO. 1 ) R--TURN
C *4* CALCULATION_ FOR VEHICLE INTEGRATION DRY. FARTS 21-28.




C *** C\LCULATION FOR VEHICLF INTEG1RATION PROPEL.LANTS, PART 40.
GO TO 4
70 J-4 - -






C C- CA'CCL,4ITION FOR TOTAL ENGINE DRY. PAPTS 1-19'21-28.
tO TO 11
14 ; 2I'· l _
"217(GO 7'c 4
90 -=2-










END __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _
nATE 6 MAY 72 PAGE 2A
l, ,,,-. . - -AE - -Y 72 - -,G .t23 1'{ '  ~ 83 ,-U




















0 u u 56
*4*
Sl.JUBROUbT I ,'El PR INt\l-
THIS SUBROUTINE CONTROLLS ALL PRINTING EX':EPT DETAIL WETGHT STATEMrNT.
PRIi' OF SUMMIARY WEIGHT STATENEN-T.
DI',E;JISIC GCX'IO,(3) DGC-YIO'I( 3) ICZTOM(3)
D I f J"- NIS I (r 1I i(21 ) CD ( 3) , Pil ( 4) p R ( 1 2) vPP (?)
CO i.;4C' DX DYZGrGIy;DZP G l:(.2G'iM.Y iIMZPlZ IA. IATFL;T. IAM. IASUB IP t YPFL ,
1IPFL2IPPSF t,MICpiNIT ,NLINE7TGC TiOX, TIOY,TTO:?,TMCPTPSCTPRT1ITPRT2P
2TPRiT3, TPRT4, TPRTS R TPRTN1 , TPRTN2ITPRTN3,TRL.PTRS,TW, TWC ,TXPTXI
_ 3T Y_, T¥Y1 ,TZ t 1 %Z 9 tWlTHF- [ h.5TYPTY 7l'TZIWT * -_-__-_--_- -_-_- - - -
', !PF( 10 ) I i(4O0)PSC (40)l CIC(40n)GC(40) dC'.OC( O)P PRT (40 )PRT2(40O)
bPFRT ((4n),pPRT4 '( U) ,PRT5(4C) vlX(40) ,"GX("O0) 'lXX(40),WGXX(40) ,WY(40),
6....YY (40) .?WGY ( 40.) ,',,1YY (q 0 WZ ), tWZ (4)) , tWZ) (40O) , wGZZ (400) ,W(40) ,
7WG40), XIO-(40),XIOS( Opx O(4n)0 Y!IO'(f T;" 0'4Io4)n ;I-(40 )' zsi(3 4 0),X( 4
gX,<.4C)PY(40;)PYO(4r; )PPZG(Z() ,Z(0),WXZ(40) ,GXZ(40).TIX(40),TGIX(40)
9:TIY(.0;OPTGfY(40),TIZ(40),TGT7(40),PW(.4r)?TPW( 5,9), -.-
,"/:Xi" 9)7 P qGX;i¥.9)lXYPil, aylXl·l 9) ',uyM () WGi M(9) , WYYM(9) , WGYYM(9)
tf:2., (9) i I (Ql() ,WZZM(9) 9 'WG7ZM(9) ¢W3v(9) p ,'!Gm ( 9) , XI Or(9) , XG IOM(9)
C','I0:4( q),YI O.l (9)Zi() 0q9) . 7GIM (9), XMl(X), X.M 9) y 9), YGM (i.), .ZM (9),
.5G, (9)t,,WXZi ii9), WGXZM () T X(9) ,TGIXM (9) ,9'IYM(9), TGIYM (9) ,TIZM (9),
i.TG IZ..(9),I'..'XY(40) lYZ(40),WGXY(40) WGYZ(40),WXYM(q}) ,WYZM(9)
FPA, A:3PCADPAFAFHIAI-JPIAPAKALAMAN'APAOAPPA.ARASATPAU, AV, _-
GP:; A,' AY, A7WG(;XY.A (9) !GY?1 (9) ,WTiMTL (6)
rATA STA /' .'D /' 1 / I
W.RITF (6,1l) -- . -- .--.... -__....... -_-_ -
I FOR;AT(1Hl//////u//// 5XPI'SUMMARY WFIGHT STATEMENT9t//,
i M.A5,2Xp
2 '"EIGHT CENTER OF GRAVITY ... GIA.RALEDINERTIA' ,
317Xp 'P.R1CENT P /p 5(rX,
4 LLU0 INCHEIS SLUG-FT. 0O(tARED~t/,63X,
5 'X Y 7Z hXs 9 X-X Y-Y Z-Z'
6,83X, EST. CAL. ACTr.)
XGIO20)= -XGIO(20)/4637
-- YOiO (20=YGIO(20)/4637 - - - .-
ZGI0;)- .ZG . 20 )/4,637
Y(-IO (O) - XGI0 (401)/4637
Y.I('...... -YGI o ,4 )/46 _/7 _ - - -
ZG 0(40))=ZG10! (4)/4637.
DO 41 I=ip3
41 TP'(I ~i)=O .






5 2(!0:I )- ZGIOM( i )/L9637.
-. 10 DO 2 I=N,_I -- -
iF t,(!) oEEo 0,) 3O TO 2
X.l0(I =I=XGIOr)/X4637.
- Y- O (I )_r. YGIG(I )/4GT-7 ------- _-- -- -
ZGIC(I )=ZGIO(I)/4637.
rO 42 J=1.3
·------ - ---- --
·----- - -- ---------------------- ----- --------
nATE 16 MAY PAGE 20
nATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 3n
,,00007 TPW(J K) TPW(JKK)+P' (J I) -
.'!01 )8 42 PW(J, I)=PW(JpI);1OO0./t(I)
0) _'3c9 VRITE (6p.3) IfA(I),PRTI(I)'PPRT2(T)PPPT3(CI , PRT4(I),PRT5(I)pW(I)p
_ 0 060 - 1X_(I)Y(I) Z() .)7() XI0O( I), YGIO(I) _,ZGIO(I) PPW(3 I)v PW(2,I I),PW(1 It )
000061 3 FORMAT( I3,7X,4A4PA3,20X,FO!O.,p3F6.1,2X, 3F.1,2X,3F5.1) MAR72
000062 2 CONTIr,:UE
COUuOD3 IF (,M o, EO 2A8) GO TO 11 -:_-:__- ----- -- --
(oju0(I, TfW (Io l)=:TPW I(1, !) )*0./WM(1) -
030065 TPW(2 1)=TPW(21 I*1 00.//W (1)
C 0TP. 'I , )Tf'W( ) 10i. /WM(1) ..........=TP.........
0o00o7 . F IMAC(!i) .E(;. O) GO TO 43
OOG 68 i-'RITE(6, 4) PRT1(19)¢PRT2(19)PPRT3(19).PR '4(19),PRT5(19)' I
UJO39 - -. 1 . M.'-r-t(1),XM(1)Y1(_)._, ZM (1)_XM!'),YGMGIM G 1)ZGTOM(1)_ _ O- - - --
000070 2'PW(3p 1) TPW(2 1) ,TPW( i 1 1)
;000071 44 FORMAT(//?13X,'* NAME pi': 'A4A3,'TOTAL',3: MAR72
000U72 - -X Fl o1 1p3F6.12X,3Fr ol,?X:3F5.1 ) MAR72
000073 GO TO 45
000074 43 WRITE (6,46) WM(1) XM4(1),YM(1) pZM(1),XGTOHI(1),YGIOM(1),ZGIOM(1)p
_039JO 75 1 tTPW ( 3 1)p TPW(2 ,1),TPi(,1.1)
) 00'i76 . 4-6 FO.'i1AT(/ 13X,'BASIC MOTOR I'NERTS'l18X MAR72
C C077 X 'F10!O 3F6.1 2X,3Fl ol,2X,3F5.1) MAR72
C )J0I78 45 IF (1',M(2) EQo 0o) GO TO 4+7
000079 TP( 1 2) PW (l 120) O 00./WM 2)
OU CC30 T PW(2,2) P'W(220) *100 /W, 2)
O(C00'1 - TPW(3r 2)=PW(3 20) *100./,]M(2)_
i0,,!j2 ...''P'i,( ; 3) = (iTF'l ,1 )/1 o ·. w(1)+PW ( 2rl)) mf. 0/ Y. T('I 3 )0S082 3 TP,;(25,3):(TPW(2,1)/1 OO.):(1,M'1)+PW(2,20))*) lO./ WM(3)
Ct, C;3.- TP'.I(3,3)=(TPI (3 1 )/100,*|WM(1)+PW(3,20) ,l1r0 · /WM(3)
,,....... IF (IMA(19) -EO. 0) GO TO 48 6............
000.G6 VRITE (6,49) PRT1(19),PRT2(19)PPRT3(1P),Pf:T4(19),PRT5(19)tWM(2)r
00.P, 7 1>XMI (2) ,Y;(2) pZMVI(2),XGIOM(2) YGIOM(2),ZGIOMI2),TPW(3,2) TPW(2,2),
* -'u,-LS,3 ............. 2TPW~ili / ) .................................--- ---- -
0jO!0 4'9 FO:,:; ( 13X,' NAM1E I 9 ,ht4,8A3, PPROP,' p 3X MAR72
Uij 0 ,X .F6C 1v3F6,1 I2X 3F11.12 Iv F5.1) MAR72
C 91 ]; .'. RI6IE56,50) -PRTi(19), PRPT2 (19) ,PRT3-(fi-O),PR14 (19iPRT5(I19'), WM(-3) ,
&C3J92 1XM(3) 'YM(3) 7ZM(3), XGIOMN(3),YGIOM(3) ZGIO.(3) TPW(3,3)vTPW(2,3),
00:;93 2TP (1l.3)
UOt - 4 0 FOiAT( 13CX'- l- I: A9E -' _.(A3pfTFT.L-,3 ;- n - -AR72
03(j395 X ,Fl0olI3F6.1,2X,3F11o1,t2X,3F5.1) MAR72
O;JTu7) 0 TO 47
';'.:U7 4L WR TE ( 5I) '.tfi ( 2: , XF (?);Y[ 2 )-;--i 'G' i2)'YG'IO( 2 i ZG'0.(2 ..
OU")b ITPW(P(3t2)tTPW(2,2),TPW(1l,2),W'N(3)tYM(3),YM(3),ZM(3),XGIOM(3),
. o000J9 --... . . .2YGIOM(3)Z) GIOM(3) ,TPW(!3,P3)_TPW/(2.3_)_TP~LW(1,3) - __ _ _ - -- -
CUo.100 51 FOR:,iAT(13X,'BASIC MOTOR PROPELLANTS ',12X MAR72
OU 101 X ,FlOo1. 3F6o1.2X,3Fl.l,i2X 3F5o1J MAR72
:] 1012 1 /t13Xv'RASIC MlOTOR'v25X MAR72 -.-.-
0ul}03 X PFIO. 1 P3F6.1l2X3Fl1. 192X3F5.1) MAR72
Obl1 (4 GO TO 52
C. :J 5 '47 wRITE (653)
.I. )b 553 FORM;AT(/)
;.i' 107 52 CONTINUE
IF ({IAFLG _EO. 1) GO TO 20
0301;0 .iz28IWO'1 X-4
OO. i2 -G'O TO 10
/L' :.3 i1 CCNT I;UE
.04;4 .P(1,)-=TPW.;l(I44)-lO0./ WM(4)
O 00' Ol5 TPW (2,4)-T[P t(27 4)¢lO .I/.W.M(4)
000116 TPW(3,4)=TPW(34)*100 o/WM(4)
_ ILLIIP- ------ ··.--
V i- OP; AY# 4262 ? 1 3 j v i 3(j n
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0001.52
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00. t73
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IF (I'A.2P') .EQ. 0) GO_ TO 54
'RITE (6,`4 - ) PRTI(28)jPRT2(23),PPT3(2R),P!,T4I(28),PRT5(28)tWM(4)
1XMI(4) PYYA(4),Zl.(4r),.XGIOM(4)PYGIOCM(4)PZGTOM.;4),TPW(3,4),TPW(2,4),P
2TPW (1 P -)
GO TO 55
54 WRITE(6,56) WM(4),XM(4),YM(4)pZM(ZM(4)XGIOM'4)YGIOM(4)pZGTOM(4)p
.1 ( ) TP' w(2,4) ,TPW'v( 1. 4)
56 FORKAT(/ ,P3X 'P!NON'CO!TTRACTUAL INERT', 5X MAPR72
X oF1I.1e3F6, 12Xp3Fll.t,2X,3Fs.1) MAR72
......- 55 IF (!:i() . oEO. O.) GO TO _____57
TPW( 15)=PW (lt40)*100./WM(5),
TPW(2v5)=PW(2,40)*100./WM(5)
TPW(3,5)=PW(3,40)l100../Wf(5)_ -_ --- _ -_ --- --- - -
TPvi(1,6)=(TPW( 1,)/IOO. *WI l f-)+PWlp(440))*lr.o/WM(6)
TFP!(2 o 6) = (TPt!.(2tP6)/10I 0*4 (4) +PW (2 L)O I 0I(0/WrM(6)
_ _ ; t(3 ,6)-(TPWl(3 P 6)/0Oo _0: W ,'i P_')( 4).3 4___) )_ P..t_( 9_ ._/_W_. -6i )
IF (IPIA(2) oEQ'. 0n GO TO 75,
W"RITE (6,49) PRT1(28)rPRT2(28)tPRT3(28)PP:T4(28)PPRT5(28)PWM(5)
1X5 -YI() -Z 5 !XG'OM ( 5 YGi ) ), iOM (5.) 7 IM5),TPW(35),TPW(2?5), - --
2TP':! ( 5)
t;R!LT' (6S.50) PRTt{(26).PRT2(2A8)gPRT3(28),PFT4(28),PRT5(28),WM(6)t
:: , --6)' (Yi P ) ,Z!(6)P X I.o(_( 6_) _'IO_Y_. ( (6) 10,(t6LTPWJ (3, 6)O TPPW(2,6)
2TP,'( 1P6)
GO TO 57
7.8 .'RITE (6t5a) '.',i(5),XMi(5).YM(5)YZVf.5) XGKO!_(5)PYGTOM(5s) ,ZIOM(5)
1TP:'(3T5) ,TPW(25) TPW(15)'M(6) ,XM(6) YM 6) ZM(6) , XGIOM(6) P
2YGI0M( 6) ZG1IOr(6) PTP lW(3 v 6) TPW(2 P6) TPW( P 6)
56 FORMIAT(
1 1XX, NON-CONTRACTUAL PROPELLANT PlOX MAR72
X .F10i.13FFFIoi2XDF1 rl 2Xu3F5ei MAR72
2 /t13X NOt.I-CONTRACTUAL TOTAL'P15X MAR72
X ,F1:1;3'o- 0, ?X3F'l1. I 2X37501) M..AR72
57 !.'RItE(o53)
T.il'E(6,) l'G(' 7),XG:,I(7)PYG;M4(7) ,Z7GM(7),XGTOM(7) YGIOM(7),ZGIOM(7)
8 FORM'AT (/,13XGIIfiBALFD) IiERTS. 21X MAR72
IY F10io13F6.1p2X23F12o1 ) MAR72
IF (WGM((S) oEQo. F) GO TO 802
'. iTE ( 6 n 801
- FG';G(.;) ,XGM1(U} ,YGM(i8) ,ZG(8) X~IO'l(8),YGIOM(81) pZr'IOM(R),
2 !27G(: q) xW:;:.j:) Y .G!(9) ,ZG'M1(9) eXGrO' n() ,YGIO_ (4),ZGIO9(') - -- - -- - - -
801 FORfMA'i i3XGIMBAl_ED PROPELLANTS',1G6XFlO.lP3F6.l12X,3Flli. MAR72
1 /.l3X',TOTAL GIMBALED p't5X MAR72
Y ,FI .i ,3F6,1,2X,3F1.11) -I __MAR72
8C2 ,/R1iE (6,12)
12 FRi!AT(t/55XW'.EI-GHT CENTER OF GRAVTTY INERTIA't
-21iXVTFPRCFNTt /56X -- --
2i..3 I.CHES ABOUT MOTOR C. G.',/,88X MAR72
395LUG-FT. SOUAREDO,/r63X,'X Y Z'PPX,' X-X Y-Y Z-7'
4A, Xp'ESTo CAL. ACT,')
TPi.'; (l.7)=TP ('P'.il1)/l 0(,',0 l )+TPW(1,4)/l1nO.*WM(4 I))100./WMk(7)
TP,''(27!= (T{.,,2p1.)/1 . (1)-' T2PWD )/lO3o*Wi(t) )*100O/WY(7)
-f'',!(3.~7)= (' "'(3,1)/ O~t'Jq . . .....i .- .(3i../.........M(.))tO......7).........
WRITE(6,59)W:4(7) XM(7o YM(-7},ZM(7) XIO' 7), YIOM7Z(7)ZIOOM(7)
1TP;',W (37), TP' C(2p7) TPlW(1,7)
59 FORIAT ( . .3X TOTAL O'fOR ! IERTG 9 I _X MAR72
)( XF10.1o3F61, °"2X3F11-t "TX3 .5.1) MAR72
I: ('i(R) .EO. 0.) GO TO 20
TPW(I8)= (Fi( ,920)4-+P( 1 ,0o))* 100o. /' ( R)
TP;'¢(2,8)= (PW (2 P20)+Pt(2P40))*I00.. /WM( 8}
TPW(3,8)= (PW(3,20)+PW(3,40))*100./WM4(8)
I)ATE I MAY4 2 _AG f1











































- . TP'. 1 i9)= (TP.!( 1 7)/100 .*WM(7) +TPI( 1, 8)/1 00:.*WP(8) ) * O./WM(9)
TP.:(2,9)- (TPWJ(2, 7)/10i.i':(7)+TPW (2,A)/110 .*WM(8) )*100./WM(9)
TP3t13,9): (TPW(3,7)/iO t. *WM(7)+TPW(3,8)/1l00.WM(8) )lO*10/WM(9)
-RI TE (6 6) W?4M ( 8)pXM(P) ) p ZM(8) TOM '8)YIO M(8 ),ZIOM (8. ) _:_- - -
ITPW(38 PW(2),TP2 TPW(198)pWM(9),XM(9),YM 9),ZM(9)vXIOM(9)pYIOM(9)
2,ZIOM(9)PTPW(.3,9),TPW(2,9),TPW(1,9)
61 FORiMAT(13XrLTOTAL MOTOR PROF'LLANTS',1, 3X MAR72
X .F10o. 13F6-.1,2X, 3F 1.1 o?2X 3F5 1 MAR72
1 /,13X,'TOTAL MOTOR'925X MAR72
x ' X PF 1 3F6. 1 t2 _X 3 _ 2 3Fl__ -P 5.o--.) __MAR72-
20 CONTINUE
C V** WEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA-ENGINE.
-WRITE(6 7)
17 FO:71AMT (lil / ////////2 24.T'W-EIGHT A-Nn R\LANCE DATA',/)
iF (IMA(1').oEQ 0 ) GO TO 62
WRITE (6#63) PRTi 19)PPRT2(19),PPT3(19),P T4 (19),_PRT5( 19) ____ __
63 F3ORlAT ( 24X,'* NAME * ',4AA4,A39//)
GO TO 61!
62 WRITE (6s65)
65 FO.A:4T (27X, tBASIC MOTOR' P1/) MAR72
64 V'RITE ,6,A6)
--6 FOi, MAT(T45X_'p.jEIGHT CENITFR OF GRAVITY',/,46X,
19 LB INCHES 'I//9 5X, .X Y Z )
IF (IMA(19) .EQ. 0) GO TO 87
- -iRITE(6,88) PRT1 (19) r PRT2 19) r PRT3 (19) ,PR'r4(19) ,PRTS (19) WM(1) V I
lXM(1),YM()ZM(1) I
38 F-ORMAT(/ , * MAME * 9 '4A4,A3'9INERT', 5XFlO.1lXv3F6.1) MAR72
IF (,:M(2) oEQ. 0.) GO TO 89
WRC'E (6P90) PRT1(19)p PRT2( L9) ,PPRT3(19-(19))PPRT519)PWM(2)
1XM(2),YM(2),ZM(2),PRT1(19)PPRT2(19),PRT3(L9)PPRT4(i9)PPRT5(19)p
2WM (3),XM(3) YM(3) ZM(3)
90 FORNAT(/' a- ;NAME ;* _9,4A4-;A3,-PR9OP.-p-3(,F-- ; 1X,3F6. 1,//
* N;AME * ',.A4.A3,'TOTAL9'3(,F.1o,1X,3F6.1) MAR72
CO ,'O 89
* 6e, 7WR'ITE"( 61(,9i) ; , (1 Y'Xy( I y . 1Z --,ZM(f)
91. FORMAT(// , MCT'OR INERTt P25XF10.1,1X,3F6.1) MAR72
IF (WM(2) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 89
92 FORMAT(/p' MOTOR PROPELLANTS',19XF1lO. l tl X t3F6.o P//, MAR72
1 MOTOR '30XvF10.1,i1Xp3F6o1 ) M.AR72
B9 IF (IMA(1T) -. E. 0) GO TO 93
ViRITE (6,94) PRTl(19)pPRT2(19),PR3(19),PtTl4(19),PRT5(19),XIOW(1)?
-... IYIO,..(1) ¥ ZIO,*u.?- .- -- _--_ ___------- - . -_ _ .............
94 FO!.iWA'T(/// 7X'THE INERTIA OF * NA;'E * ',4l4,A3,/,7X,
I 'INERT ABOUT ITS CENITER OF GRAVITY ISI'//#16X,'TX =', MAR72
- 2F 13 .2 S' LG-FT o S)UA'EDs // 16X,II Yt =',. 1 .2 9 SLUG-FT. SOUARED 9 -
3//, 16x; -Q IZ =' F13.29 ' SL.UG-FT. SQUARED')
CO TO 95
93 '':RITE(6,996) XIOM(1),YIOM(1) IZIOM_() .- -.-.-....... - -
'96 FORMAT(///77X 9THE INERTIA OF THE MOTOR TiERTS ABOUT iTS CENTER OF MAR72aNEW
1 GRAVHTY IS' MAR72*NEW
2 9//1iGXp'IX =:,F13,2p, SLOGt-FT. SQUARED',//tl6X1'IY =, MAR72*NEW
2F13-2p, SLUG-FT. SUA.RPED'p//p16X,'IZ ='IF13.2"' SLUG-FT. SQUARED') **-2
95 iF (W.1(2) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 97
IF (IMA(19) oEQ. O) GO TO 98
,,,RI TEl (b, PRTi(li);pRT2('{9)-F-PT3-19)T; RT4'( jl); PRT5]i );'XI Oi4 (3)
I., YI;O(3) ZiO;-i(3)
101 FORMAT(// o7Xp'THE IirERTIA OF _ NAME * ',4A4,A3,/,7X ,
1 ''ABOUT ITS CENTER OF GRAVITY IS'//,,i16XP;iIX ='t MARj72
2F13.2t' SLUG-FT. SOUARED',//,16X,'IY =',F13.29' SLUG-FT. SQUAREDO'
DATE .16 " 72 PAGE 3P
DATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 33
l s'37 - //i, ,X IZ - oF1.2p. SLUG-FTo SQIARFO')---
(;3253 60 TO 97
,3oU2j39 98 NRITE(69103) XlO'A(3)PYTOM(3)?ZIOM(3)
! o __0 103 FOR:,1AT(//t7X,9THE INFZTIA OF THE _ASTC MOT)R ABOUTITS CENTER OF f MAR72*NEW
Ouj2L 1 PRAVITY I.' //P16Xp'IX =',F13? 'I SLUAI-FT. ;OUAlRED',//,16YtIY =', MAR72**-l
!)0 "42 2F13.,29, SLUG-FT. SQUARED P//,16XP'IZ =:'F1!3o2P SLUG-FT. SQUARED')
0002'-3 -7 CONJTINlUE . . -- - -- -- - - -
{(:02%L 4 IF (IAFLG EO. 1) GO To 99
CD2'-. C *G* SUrl',1'ARY !EIGI STATEMEN!T-VEHiCLE INTEGRATIt)N.
O2q'- -- -- .RiZTE(6~ 1l)
000247 19 FOsMNAT(iH1,/////////// t26XISAMMARY WEIGHT STATEMENT 'I/)
00d2'i,8 IF (IMA(28) .EQ. O) GO TO 104.
00U02;9 - - WRITE (6t105) PRT1(28),PRT2(28),PRT3(?_8)PRT4(28),PRT5(2(R) - -):
C00J50 105 FORMAT (26X¢; -4 NAME * ',4.9;8A3, / )
U)00251 GO 10 106
jL'J;-2 10- 4 ',RITE (6r123) MAR72
ui-'- 0)3 . .. l3O106 Eli'rE (6R108)
C01254 108 FORMIAT( / P' MA',i42Xt'WEIGHT CENTER OF GRAVITY',/P46X,
000255 1lLB., 0XPt I NCHES',/P57X#,'X Y Z )
0'26 DO 21 I::21,27
o06 327 1F (W(I) GEO. 0.) GO TO 21
C0u',c v.i RITE (5, 109)1 M/ A( PRTI (, pR P (_I)TI pPR T(5 _)_2,rT3.1.')T4,(I)R _ T_i__R' 5( I) _W( -I_)-
0o'60 1C'lo FOR!MATT(/lP3p3X,4A4oA3917XF1OoltlX,3Ffo1)
Ou2.1 . 21 CONTINULE - --- . ....
00 h'I2 IF (IMA(20) Fol. O0) GO TO 110
:'':RTE G( 111) F'PRT128),PPRT2(28),PRT3(2),PRT4(2R),PRT5(2P),WM(4),
COr;- ;.- 1PX/(4) .YM (4i) 4,Z---( )
0002.5 11.1 FORMIAT (//X, . NPAM.E * 4A-,A3-,DRYp'7XFl O.t'iX'3F6.1)
O,6;:'06 IF ( E><(5) o Oo 0.) GO TO 112
;l':)";7 7- -- ZTE (f6,113) PRTl(2),PPT?2(2P)PPT;3(2),PFRT4(28),PRT5(28),WM(5),
.- .,'(), Y;A4(5) ,Z() PRTI'(26),TPR 0T2(2P8)pPPT3(?8)'PRT4(28),PRT5(28),
l; lt"M(i M6; X M(6) YM(6) ZM(6)
.)uuO Q 113 FOMF),AT ( /r i 4 . 'PM!E * _,4A4 A3p9PPOP.9p5XpFlO..llX3F6op//p
,,u2-1 -1 1' !IAMLE -: ",l4A4,A3iWET',7XpFlO.lplX,3F6o1)
00G2-2 GO TO 112
000273 13.0 ;'RITE (6,114) WNM(4) ,Xi(94),YM(Li)eZM(4)
-0 :_274 114 FORM AT( //vI NON-CONTPFAClTUAL INERTi, ]5XF.i0.. 1 .XtP3F6.-1) . MAR72
75 IF .'(5) .E(o 0.) GO TO 112
<;'~'6 ',,'kiT (<,115) 'irE(5) 6,XP: ) MY5(6)
-ITE (6@ 115) M (5) X i5.)P Y -I' ) ,ZM(5) .WM(E) PXM(6)YM(6),EM(6)_ _ ___
0)jt2i 7 115 FORI.MAT( /p . NON-CONTRACTlUAL PPOPFLLANTI'S,1OXFo10'.1, X, MAR72
C00278 13Folp//p NON-CONTRACTUAL TOTAL'16XPF10.11Xf3F6.1) MAR72
0 C2'/ 9 - 112 CONTI!UE --
C'O02..0 C v*: W'EIGHT AND BALANCE DATA-VEHICLE INTEGRATION.
,O'31 /IRITE (6P 17)
t )dUk ;2 IF (T'4A(2f) FO(. O)GO TO 122
uC 00223 . .RITE(6,63')PfRT1 (28i ,PRT2(28),PRT3(28) ,PRT4 -ft(28)';PRT5(28)
00u2;04 GO TO 124
-i 055 - 122 :PRITE(6P 123)
"C0026 123 FOPRlAT (27X 7NON-CONTRAC TUFAL P//) MAR72
0dt/'7 i :RIITE (6, 36)
o0 :,rs,. IF (I;·A(20)oOF. 0) GO TO 125
Ct..e S tRITE(.,g8WPRT1I(28),PRT2(28),PRT3(28);PRT'(28)pPRT5(2').';,w!Mq(4),
C?90 1XiXN(4L) YYM(4) o Ziq(4)
OU2 . . IF',Wi(5).iFQ 0.) GO TO 126
0'IOV292 1!R1V-E(fAR90)PRT1(28)PRT2(2)PPRT3(28)PRT1(26),PRT5(28)ptlM(5),
'I X,. N i(5) fYM1(5)*ZMt(5),PRTI(28),PRT2(2P),PRT3(,8)PRT4(28),PRT5(28)*
q - -. .t.M(6), Xk(6) yYM(6) ZM(6) .
uC0295 GO TO 126
C00296 125 wRITE(6,127)WM(4),XM(4),YM(4),ZM(4)
1, i . t _ i _ f.11 P :~? c ;lI 5 P -)P -, 0
. ',Ye4 -6"8 5 0.i T 16MA7II3pbO
OC 297. -_ 127 F ORMAT(//e' - NON-COMTR AT CTUAL T_'ERTS' i: L E10 .1X,3F6.1 ) MARTR72
02u22,% IF (WM(5) .EQ. O.)GO TO i.-2
030299 !P.RITE (6 128)WM(5),XM(5) YM(5) ZM(5) ,wi(6) , YM(6) ,YM (6)9 ,ZM(6)
...... G -3 -3-- i28 FORMAT(/ P I NON-CONTRACTUAL PPOPF.LLANFTS'6X.F10 .11X3 - - MAR72
O;3U01 13F6.1,//,' NON-CONTRACTUAL TOTAL',12X F1 0.1,1X 3F6.) MAR72
000302 126 IF (IMA(28) .FQ. O) GO TO 129
00U303 .-. WR ITE (_94)PRT1(__28)PRT2(28)EPRT3(28) PRTJ (28)_PRT5(28) XIOM(4),
05L 304 1YIOi ( 4) , Z I OM(4)
6U6305 GO TC 130
U _ .0 330 6 3 29 W1RITE(6,131) XIO0'(!l) YIOM(94) .ZI O9!. ( 4)
OU3(,07 1-31 FCf*(MAT(///,7XPTTHE INERTIA OF TH-E NON-CO)TF:ACTIJAL INTERS ABOUT IT MAR72
000308 iS CEiNTER OF GRAVITY ISq9//,16X,'IX =,PF13.;: v7 SLUG-FT. SQUARED',
000C3,09 2//i6XvVIY =',F13.2,' SLUG-FTo SOlJARED',//ll6XP'IZ ='vF13.2,
0u3-O- -3' SLUG-FT. SOUARED'
OUJ311 130 IF(: ,(5) oEQ. 0.) GO To 99
CClJ052 !: I(IA(28) oEO. O) GO TO 133
i031.3 - WRITE (6r101) PRTl(28),PRT2(28),PRT3(2R),PFT4 28)P RT5(28)XIOM(6)
00034' ipYIOM (6)ZIONM(6)
O(Ji315 -'O TO '93
Li0 IC) 133 I(ITE 3l 'XIOMN6)9 Y OM6)) pZZIOM(6)
00 it) 7 134 FO;Rfl-A( //97X'T:E- INE-PTIA OF THE t!ON-CONTI:ACTUAL TOTAL AROUT IT MAR72
_U iJ319 1S CEN'fER OF GRAVITY IS'P//,16X'IX- =,'Ft3.,'vZ SLUG-FT. SOUAREO'-,
'0o3 9 2/,I',6X'IY =',F13.2,' SLUG-FT. SOUARED',//F16X,'IZ =',F13.2,
O0J..jYO 3v SLUG-FT. SQUARED'
00U3.L 99 CONT IN ;E .
C *{.- ,!EIGHT AND BALANCE DATA
3 O,,<,3 I. TE 6 P28)
2': ;28 FOR!AT (i41 ///////294Xp:'E,-fGHiF ANrD BALANCE DATA',//,47X,
1U .. GIMBALED COMPO!NENTS'/' MA'P 8Xp'ITEO' f,3 WEIGHT CENTER OF GRAV
'0)1;26 1aTTY'~ ; 12X,'GIMRALEO INERTIA*'9/48RX,'LRB.'1(IX',INCHES9'18X,
01 527 3 .SLUG-FT. SLJAREO' P/,56X, X Y Z ' X, X-X Y-Y Z-Z,
(0,3 .=3 L,
00 C34 DO 29 I=1940
O .$:5 I:=- iG(I) .oE9. 0.) GO TO 29
Ou.J 3.J1 hWRITE( 61'.) I .... (I)
; 'J33-2 1 PRT1(I) PPRT2(I)P PR'3(t) FPRT4(I) ,PRT5(I) ,WG(I) .XG(I)
3j..t3 2YG(I),ZG(I),XG-O(I),YGIO(T)7 ZGIO(I)
C' 03, - 31 FORMlAT(/,I3,5X,o4A4,A314XFl-0.llt3F-6.-1r 53F9.2)
00uL33' 29 C(,NrIl NUE
O 0C 3. - . -IF (. AFLG _NF%. 1) GO TO 666 ......
0033l7 DO 667 I=193
0.30 39
( G; " A
0' t'J. .5




- - G, ( J ) =.?GM? (I) . ....
XGi(J):XG (i)
YG>-1(J)=YGM(I)
ZG'4 (J) =ZGM ( I)
-.------- ,GXXN (J )-vWGXXM( I )
;O Y YM(J )= WGYYM( I)
T'GZZM (J) =IGZZ1I(I 





6t 6 oCO,'rT E N..J.
t17RITE ( 6,136) G.1 M(7) XG'(7) , YGM4 ) ) ,  7G7) X, CI OM(7) Y'YGIOM(7) Z ZGIOM(7)
136 FORMAT( /,11XF'GIMBALED INERTS',15X,FlO.13X,3F6.1,XX, 3F9.2) MAR72
IF (WGNM(8G) E.Eo ,) GO TO 137
WRITE (6,133)WGM(8)PXGM(8) ,YGM(8) ,ZGM(8) ,XCIOM(8) YGIOM(AR),
34(
__1__1________11_____--
------ '-6AE  MAY 72 PAGE~
i
ViRL Uj;Y P 42.' 18,P b, ,.00
C, O0o37 ZGI. !iO, ( 8), WG:!(O)., XGM(9) P YG' (9) :.ZGM (9) PXGIO'" (9) ,YGIOM (9), ZGIO M( 9)
10'3L 1 35 FO;MRAT(/p1iX,'GiIAiED PPOP LLANTS ',7X:l0,n.11X. 3F6o1,8X,3F9.?P
1J3u59 //1liXp'TOTAL GIMRALED'P1GXtFlO.1,1X,3F6.lpSXp3F9.2) MAR72
C000 60 1'7 QRITE ( 6 139)G IIX P GIMY aGIM7
000361 139 FORMAT( /-' *INERTIA ABOUT THE GIMBAL POIflr (LOCATED AT X=',F6.1,
0003t62 1' Y=',F6.1p' Z=',F6.1f' INCHES.)')
000o C *** GIMRALED COMPONENTS.
0 o o 5s4 V'RITE (6,33) WGM(7),X'ir-(7)pYGM-(7),ZM-'-(7)
00i)035 33 FOP,:,!AT(1tHl///////////24'iX'GIMBA.L ED COMPO4ENTS',///,46X,
C ............ 'IGI' CENER OF' G FRAV ITY' /.t47Y, 'LR.t ,1)Xp t'T ICHEFS t//_56X,
1CUCj'.6$7 2vX Y Z,'//P' GIVE3ALFD INERTS',23 (Fl0. 1,1X3F6.1) MAR72
000368 IF (WGM(8) .EO. O.)GO TO 140
0 C0339 -- l TIE (6 1_41)WGM(83){ XG-!(8)P YGRt(_ ,7GM( (8) ) WG4(9) XGM(9), YGFM(9) ,
00u370 1ZGM(9)
005371 141 F'RM4AT(
2C00372 i /,' GIM'UBALED PROPFLLArNT '175X F1 .1,1X,3F6.I1 -




















7l0 '.:RiTE(6,lqP42) GM(7) XGIO4( 7)tYGIOM(7)P ZGIOil(7)
142 FORPMAT ( - - -- -- - -
I////q22X'INERTIA ABOUT GIMN3AL POIlT'lP//,46(,'tWEIGIHTT,10X,
't!QERTIA77/P47XpLB. SLUG-FT. ScUAQFD',//,56X,PX-X Y-Y
3 7& I//'' GIMRALED INE'RTSPt23YFl.Otlv3I10rl)--.1.) MAR72
IF (EGMi-(d) oEO. 0.) GO TO 143
,RiTFE(6,144) iVGM(8),,XGIOM(8))pYGIot4(8) ,ZGIO;(8) WGcvi9),XGTOM(9),
1 YGIOMg(9) P7GI OM (9)
144 FORbiAT(
1 /,7 GIMBALED PROPELLANTS ',15XFFl.0 1,3FB.2,
2 //PI TOTAl GiMBALFn9 t?4XF10. ,P3Fa_,2) . . .MAR72
C CALCULATION OF GIVBALED COMPONENTS INERTIA ABOUT CENTER OF GRAVITY
143 CONTIIUE
W.. ;i TE (6 , 6 7)
67 FC:,,AfT(///,20XpTINERTIA ABOUT CENTER OF GRAVITY')
DO 66 I-1p3
, _-_-_ N=I+6 - -- - i
'F(':.'G3i(N) oEQO 0.) GO TO 66
GCXIOt M(I)-G Y Y, M(N) +WGZZM ( N) +TGIXM(N)-WM(N *(YGM(N)*YGM(N)
I+ZGM (N!) -ZG 'iN) - --)- - - - - _ - - - - -
GC Y It 0 ( I ) G=WlGXY-;, (N) ;-/GZZ7 M(N) +TGI Y ( N) -WGM (N: * XGM-(N) *XGM N)
17';i( f: )*ZG (N)
66 GCZIO.:YI-,VGYYM(N)+WGXXM(N)+TGIZM(N)-WGM(N*(YGI (N)*YGM(N) ---
!+XGNI (N) *XGM(N) !
DO 77 I=1,3
GCXIO:M( I ).-GCXIOM(I )/4637.___ ____ --- o_ _
GCYIOM( I )=GCYIOM(T)/4637.
77 GCZIOM(I)=GCZIOM( )/4637.
-, I:TF: (f,,66) w!G(7) ?GCX(IOi(1 L) GCYIOy'( 1) OCZIOM(I)
68 FORY.IAT(/ ' GIMPALED INEkRTS'.23XF10.1,3El.2) MAR72
IF (G,,GM(8) .EO. 0.) GO TO 145
V RITE(P 144) MAR72
ir:,lGMl(8) GCXIOM(2)< GC YIoM,(2)5PGCZIOM(2),
2;'GM(9),GCXIOM(3),GCYIO\(3),GCZIOM(3)
-- -... 1_345 vRII' (6p164)- -_ --- _ --- ________ -, __ ---- - ---
WRITE6,r 147)-
147 FOORWqAT/i////////t25X X r'ATERIAL WEIGHT .RREAKC'OWN',//,15XeMATERIAL',
- . ..... 1CX; COOF' , 5X, WEIGHT (LP,!..) - -_ -_-_-_--- - -
IF('T:'ifhL1) .NE. Go) ':RITE(6148) WTMITL(1)
148 FOR:ATl(12X', ALUM' v19X,'A' ,152',F30.1)
- IF Wl',FMTL(2) oNE. _ WRITF(6, 149) WT'TL(2)- --
li9 FORMAT(12X'BORAL',18X,93';'15X,FlO.1)
IF(WTMTL(3) ,NE. 0.) WRITE(6,150) WTMITL(3)
____ ______
___II___
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00 : 59
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g- IF AFOX 'ME. ( 1) 1=7
PIOXZ='XYM (I) - Wi (I) XM(I)Z Y!( I)
PIOYZ-WY7ZM { !(I)-WMM(I) YM(I)*ZM'(I)
WRITE(6,166) PIOXZPPIOXYPIOYZ
i16 FCOI AT (10XpFI 0f 9Xp-F1. O, 9X FiO.0)
iKI +1
IF(1(K<_) .EO. 0..) GO TO 170 .
CiOX Z-WXZM (J) -WM (JI X M( J) *ZM(.J)
PIOXYZ='WYZl(J) -WRi (J)* YM(J) *ZM(J)
"VRITE (6, 1.67)PIOXZ PIOXY-PIOYZ
167 FOC;XIAT( /,IOX9MOTOR TOT, IOXZ MOTOR TOT. IOXY MOTOR TOT. IOY MAR72
lZ19/ vlOX,F1o_,O 9XF0O.0. 9XF10o0)
170 'RITF (6,v16'+)
C *-;: READ AND WRITE HISTORY OF CHANGES
PEAD ( 5,200#,N!)=201) H()
200 FOR,(ATAl)
IF (H(1) .NEo AH) RETURN
L1
202 PEAD(5,2r3T E-,D=201) H"CC7CO DPC , pPP
203 FORI";AT (AIPA3,19A4pTTiA3pA1,2l2A ,2AI A2llA4)
IF(H(1) .O,. AF) GO TO 201
IF (H(II) .NE. STAR) GO TO 204
NLINE=lO
- -
ViUNA Yt42218, ..5.00 DATE 16 MAY 72 PAGE 36
150 __FOT,' AT(12Xe PCR 0.ES-3 00 _ 15Xp ,C 'ep 5YFn.i 1.) _-__ _ _ _ _
IF(WTh1TL(4) .NE. 0o) l'RITE(6p151) WTTMTL(i;)
151 FOIRMAT(12Xp CRES-400-664 ,lIX, 'D'I1.5XFI.C-1)
IF('WTMTL-(5) _ .NE. o) WRITE(6,152) W 'T TIT_.L()
152 FORMA'T(12X 9ELECTRICAL'9t13XP'E',15X,F 'iO .1)
IF(WTMTL(6) ,NE. 0o) WRITE(6,153) WTMTL(()
153 FOtR!AT(12XpvCOPPER'P17X ?9F'l15XpF10.O.)
IF(T.'TMTL(7) .NE G0.) WRITE(6,1%4) WTMTL(7)
154 FORIA'T(12XP',GRAIHITEt 1.i5X, 'G'15X-FIO.I)
IF(WTl.TL(8)_ .NEo 0) IW RITE(6,55)W.WTrMTL(F:) . .
155 FORMAT(12X,ltHASTELLOY',l4X',VHt15YpF.l,.l)
IF(WTMTL(9) .ME. O-) WRITE(6,156) WTMTL(C)
156 FOMLTIAT( 12Xv, IICOtFEL2'., 16X '' I 15X,F1O. ?) . ..
IF(WlT;;TL(10) .NE, 0o) WRIlTE(i6157) WTMITIl-(O)
157 FO;{IfiAT(i2Xp'A-286' l X' 'J'v,15XFOF.l)
IF (ijTIfTL(12) .INE 0.) WPITE(6#1.53) .ITMTL(12)
158 FORMAT(12X P'LEAD' p19X LI,15XFtn 1)
IF(i'TMTL(13) oNE. 0O) WRITE(6,150) WTlMTL(13)
-59 FOR 2X AT(12X 'MOLYBDEN -1rMI 33 f1 3x' p , ll_ 1 X F l__ o] ) _
!i(L:TMTL(i4) .NE.o O) WRITE (6,16t) 1WTMTL(L4)
.6 FO9I;T.,Ti] :;' - , TrOGEIN-L!TQ"LiI9" X I, , I ] ~ X F I O , 1 )
i -F(.:' 1LA1) .I)°_ O .) wlRTT E(,l6t) WTMTL(19 -
161 FOi,;'Al ( 12XP 'STEEL CARfiON , .1XP'S 9 15XF 0 o 1)
IF(WTNTL(20) .NE. 0.) WRITE(60162) WTMTLi(20)
162 TORtMAT(12X R TITANIIJUM' 15X 9T' i15iX 9Fll,) I
IF(V'.TMiTL( 23) 'NE.- ,') WRITE(6, 163) WT'- TL(2.3)
163 FiORNAT(1.2X'!,ESTINGHOtlSE ShJPPLIED'2X,'W',15X,F10.l)
164 FO;i4AT( 11..)
C 4*: CALCULLAiON AND PRINTING OF PRODUCTS OF INERTIA
-T RITE(6r 165)
1 'f, FORIRAT(//////////////20XeTOTAL IMOTOR PROD UCTS-OF INERTIA'i//p MAR72
ll;'XMOT;R INERT IOXZ MOTOR IN7RT IOXY MOTOR INERT IOYZ9) MAR72
V-o-P, ; ;, Y;r]2 3-216,5,300 nATE 16 MAY 72 PAcE 37
00 uI_77 ._RITE(f6, !6L_
b: .t· 78 211 CONTINUE
':RiT9 E (6, 205j) H
..... .o ... 205 FORlA'T (////_20X, '_CHANG- , ANALYSIS HISTOYt-//,1_OX .A1 ,_AA3v19.A4,v//)__
0OQ0U ~!R I TE ( , 2 1.2)
OOu-432 2'12 FOi-(MAT (
000483 1' CHriPSX,'ODATE',8XP 'PART NO.,5XWF[TGHT DIFF.tp, 5XREMARKS,/) _
0OO.'P4B GO TO 202
OOOOL5 204 IF (;(1) .cO DOL) GO TO 206
_~_ .+_ __'_ _ _ ........ L I I!E=-i_, LIE +_ ....
000437 IF( oNLFIE .LT. 55) GO TO 213
3000q,88 RIlh6Y06)4 wRITE(6 164)
. 000489 . . . . . . . . RITE(6p,2_ 2)
o9990 o ~NLihE:O
0L0491 213 CONTINUE
O0o .92 IF (L_.GT. 1 ) GO T0o 207
004'93, WRITE (6P208) CC;CD;PN,PPPR
u 30494 208 FORMAT( 1X A323XA! 2A4113X A P3A4)3X,2A3XA2lAr)
L=2e
OOOL')o GO TO 202
,uq.97 ~ 207 ':,'RITE (6,209) H
0 5. . ..0 209 FOR.AT_ 46XvApA3_19:AL:)
Ut 9 0  GO TO 202
1U.0 206 L=l
O00 . . ..... rO TO 202 ... . . . .
0, 0502 20!1 FR[TE (6,210)






'v;; ';;.',Y,Y21h,,3C00 PATF 16 '4AY 72 PAGE 3n
-~'-*. *:,:-4' 4.:,,:.,, ..¥,~ .,9' ;*; ~t x,':4. **~*'4.:*:.,~':'~.~~ I* **SD2~R, 03: ITNFOPMATION-SYSTEM-iS-DESIGN: 1 5-MAY-I1 72*****4:********#************' *4 . ** -
A4 2 L 4 A A 6* A 4-7-* *A 0 * * , A v *4 X *' * * A A 4*444 k7W *044 *1****A* 4***67*** *,A**A4  *5***A***64*
.._t; _Ar¢CUAEFGHI J_ K IMN.OPORS_TU'}XZ) __<&{ fis :\ 0_3_5_6_7~./~ 3 .!?ABCQEEGHI.JKLNOLpORTUVWY. Z__+<->&_$ \_.0 !_12345F6nq ';/. \ fQ ]-tA
16 IAY 72 P 14:00:55 IDENT=VRONAY ACC0UNT=428218 CARDS IN= 10, OUT= 0
PAGES= 37, LITNES= 1830 TIME:0000::08 (HMS)
ALL SOFTWA.RE ISD PROVIDES OR MAKES AVAILADLE FOR USEP IN ANY FORM WHATSOEVER, IS PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION OF- ISO AND 15 NOT TO _ECOPIED OR REPRODUCED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATIONBY ISDO.
.....- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
USER NOTICES MAY 16; 1972- 4 _:
... ,DS '1103 1:ILL - E UNAVAILABLE FO\ TER::INA;L SE-RVICE FRO,- 7:00 - 7:30 TOMORROW MORNING ( 5/17/72 } TN ADDITION TO THE
HORMALLY SCHEDULED DOWN TIME, TO MAKE EOUIPTMENT REPATGIS.
(i) ISo 1108 TEYr INAL SERVICE WILL RE AVAILABLE AS SCHEDU!ILED BELOW UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED IN A USER NOTICE.
,'vo4 : 07:00 - 2L':O0
I'U - FRI : 0I:00 - U3:00 ; 07:00 - 24:00 0
SAT : O0:O0 - 22:00
SUN : 04:00 - 22:00
(2) ROHJ/i' TELEPF%- ONE- .NUiM.-BERS
10 CHIAR/SEC 415-635-1051 ( 4 PORTS )
4 415-635-955W IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR USE AS A 30 CHAR/SFC _OW SPEED PORT.
01d 5/17/72 4,15-562-4294 WILL BE TAKEN OUT OF SERVIC'E S A LOW SPEED PORT.
(3) EF.,CTIVE oI·IDAY - Fi,1AY TURNAROUND TIME SHOULD RE RFD ICED BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 10:30 - 11:30 AND 14:0 - 17:00 FOR USERS
l,)"!)iT'ING ING r (N-TAPE JOS WITH RU', TIMES ESTIMATED AT LEFS THAN 6 MINUTES.
(') THE 1094 DIAL-UP PHONE NUMBERS ARE LISTED BELOW,
4L15--562-0809 AND 1115-5F2-f0810
(5) ATTEN.TI(oN RON/I1 UE7RS-
BEGINNU.';5 MAY 159 A MAJOR REVISION TO THE RON/I SYSTE-M JILL TAKE PLACE. ALL COMMANDS WILL REOUIPE AT LEAST 2 CHN0ACTFRS.
Tro- SIGli-O;,' REUIPES YOUR A CHARACTER ACCOIJNT NUMBER TIlN ADDITION TO YOUR SITE CODE ( (raITFEAo,1l3p46 ).
E RON/I ,ANUAL iS AVAILABLE FROM THE ISD OOCU.VFNT LIRqARY.
) ----------- -----------------
ON
i nATE 16 MAY 72 -A'G 39
<.r ' 4 t, 'A 3 - A 4 a , -*,5 A* t a 2 S ** A **7* AA *t ** *A** 2*t***:*A*9***q4**** **** I ***A*T**t*.**** A**k >
' :X:o-'4' -1 '' * ., 4 -;X .; 3i .'. C4-*a4* : -aeA r* a A*7 AAAA I 55-2RA. I NFORF ,A r Ol-SYSTEMS-DES I GN 1 4-MA Y-1 a72**+************A 6**** *t * txS*s- *
C ].t A:,CIEFGHJi,LilOPR!_STUVWXYZ) -+< =>R $(:?!_\0 1234 567890 ;/.\ r/ Irti AD CEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ )-+(=>R *(%?: ! \01234567RA'l/.\ I rFr 'thA
16 PrAY 72 P 14.00:55 IDENT=VRONAY ACCOUNT=428218 CARDS TN= 10, OUT= 0
PAGES= ,57P LINES= 18530. TIMF.-00:00:08 (HMS)










Aerojet Solid Propulsion Company




II. DEFINITION OF PROBLEM
Program SD003A was written to sum weights, and calculate centers of
gravity and moments of inertia for systems comprised of Major Assemblies,
Assemblies, Sub-assemblies, and Parts. Moments of inertia can be input
for the lowest level items used, or dimensional items and moment of
inertia equations can be used to calculate these items. Program SD003A
was written in Fortran for the Univac 1108 and replaces Kismet (IBM 7094)
programs 942, 942A, 12001, and 12001A.
II. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Each Major Assembly can be comprised of Assemblies, which can be
comprised of Sub-assemblies, which in turn can be comprised of Parts. It
is not necessary that each of these "layers" be present. The Major
Assemblies are collected in the following way:
Major
Item Assembly Nos.
Basic Engine Dry 1-19
Basic Engine Propellants 20
Basic Engine-Wet 1-20
Vehicle Integration Dry 21-28
Vehicle Integration Propellants 40
Vehicle Integration Wet 21-28, 40
Total Engine Dry 1-19, 21-28
Total Engine Propellants 20, 40
Total Engine Wet 1-20, 21-28, 40
Input items may be designated as Gimbaled (G) for additional calcu-
lations. In addition, parts may be specified as to material of manufacture,





A. WEIGHT SUMMATIONS AND MOMENT CALCULATIONS
1. Single Level Items
A single level item is defined as a Major Assembly or
;embly in which only one item is used. Parts are always Single












W = weight (mass), lbm
X = X-distance to reference point, in.
Y = Y-distance to reference point, in.
Z = Z-distance to reference point, in.
If the Single Level Item moments of inertia are input
(AIXo, AIyo, AIzo), then the following is not computed:
AIXo = f (W, X1, Y1, Zl, R, r) (]
AIyo = g (W, X1, Y1, Zl, R, r) (C


















AIxo AIyo, AIzo = moment of inertia about own c.g., ibm-in.2
X1, Y1, Zl, R, r = part dimensions used in inertia calculations, in.
2. Assemblies of More than One Single Level Item
The following summations are made for Major Assemblies,













W = W1 + W2 .. Wn1 2 ** n (13)
(14)WX = W1X1 + W2X2 + ... Wxn
2 2+ 2WXX = W1X2 + W2X2 + ... WX 21 1 2 2 nn
WYZ = W1Y Z1I I1 + W2Y2Z2 + .. WnY Z222nnn
(15)
(22)
(23)AIxo = AIxo + AIxo + ... AIxo
xO1 X 2 ... I n





= I 1 + + ... AIzo n (25)
n refers to the number of Single Level Items contained in the













X = X coordinate to center of gravity, in.
Y = Y coordinate to center of gravity, in.
Z = Z coordinate to center of gravity, in.
Total moments of inertia are then
I n n2 + 2
IXO I W i i ' i i
°= z WiXI1 + Z WiZ;+i=l i=ln 2  n










-I nC W 11 i 2
l~ il;y2
- II +
L -(1 w.(Ii li=l ) +
i W ) (
i Wi- i 2
IXO, Iyo, IZO = moments of inertia about the reference, Ibm-in.2
(Note: To convert from lbm-in. to slug-ft , divide by 4637.)
The products of inertia are also calculated for the Total
Engine Dry and Wet.
(32)
n n














ny W x Y i in WiiR),, (33)
iXYO i-i i i
n n
IyzO = WiYiZi Wi (Y)(Z)
i= i=
3. Gimabled Components
In addition to the calculations described above, separate
computations are made for the Gimbaled components. Equations 1 - 31 are
repeated for the parts indicated as Gimbaled on the input card. The moment
is then transferred to the Gimbal point.
Xg y 2 + [i[- - z 2) (35)
g + [ 2) (36)
Zg =gZ + ( Wgi)([Xg I XIGj + [g - YIG]j) (37)
where IXg Yg, Izg = moments of inertia about Gimbal point, lbm-in.
W = weight of Gimbaled parts, lbm.
g
XIG, YIG, ZIG = coordinates of Gimbal point, in.
4. Percent Estimated, Calculated, or Actual Weight
The weight input for a given component can use an E, C,
or A for the weight code and each will be summed by Major Assembly to




The weight input for a given component uses a "flag" to
designate the type of material used. The weights are summed by material




























Unused flags may be used to add future materials.
6. Change History
Data cards can be added (optionally) so as to record the
history of part and weight changes. No analyses of these data are performed,




A. FIRST CARD - CONTROL CARD
Decimal
Columns Symbol Units Places Definition
1- 7 CONTROL N/A Not required
8- 9 NPF(1) 0
10-11 NPF(2) 0
12-13 NPF(3) 0
14-15 NPF(4) 0 Page control for Major
16-17 NPF(5) 0 Assembly. Up to 10 Major
Assembly numbers can be
18-19 NPF(6) 0 designated and each will
appear on a "fresh" page





28-43 N/A 'Not used
43-47 GIMX in. 1 X location of Gimbal point
48-51 GIMY in. 1 Y location of Gimbal point
52-55 GIMZ in. 1 Z location of Gimbal point
56-61 N/A Not used
62 IAFLG 0 Flag to get "A" options -
only Major Assemblies 1-20
will be input and no items
will be included for
Vehicle Integration.
B. SECOND SET OF CARDS
These cards describe the part names, weight and inertia
characteristics. Any number of cards can appear under a given Major






























































































Flag for Actual, Estimated,
or Calculated weight






X distance to reference point
Y distance to reference point
Z distance to reference point
Moment of inertia formula
code (See Table l)
Not used
X value used in moment of
inertia formula
Y value used in moment of
inertia formula
Z value used in moment of
inertia formula
R value used in moment of
inertia formula
r value used in moment of
inertia formula
Not used
Moment of inertia about X axix
Moment of inertia about Y axiz
Moment of inertia about Z axis
actual, E = estimated, C = calculated
when moment of inertia is to be calculated






(1) If Part Name is not input for Major Assembly number 19, then titles of
"Basic Engine" will be used on printout. If Part Name is input, it
will be used.
(2) If Part Name is not input for Major Assembly number 28, then titles of
"Vehicle Integration" will be used on printout. If Part Name is input,
it will be used.
(3) If Propellant weights are not input (Major Assembly parts 20 or 40),
then "Propellant" and "Wet" summaries will not be printed.
(4) Each Major Assembly must be followed by a card with 88 in Columns 1 and 2.
(5) End of all weight data is followed by a card with 99 in Columns 1 and 2
(immediately follows last "88" card).
(6) If no decimal point is input, the one indicated above is used.
C. THIRD SET OF CARDS - CHANGE HISTORY
If desired, change history cards can follow the second set of
cards described above. This third set of cards are not required and can be
omitted if no change history is desired.
1. First Card
This card must contain the word HISTORY in Columns 1-7.
2. Second Card
This card is a group header card and contains an "*" in
Column 1 and the heading in Columns 2-80. This card will be printed at the
beginning of a new page.
3. Third Card




2- 3 CC(I) Change code
4-12 CD(I) Change date
13-26 PN(I) Part number
27-34 PW(I) Weight change
35-80 R(I) Remarks
4. Additional Remarks Cards
Additional remarks can be included on subsequent cards in
Columns 2-80. An unlimited number of cards can be used.
5. End of Change Card
A card with "$" in Column 1 designates the end of each
change card comments.
6. Additional Change Cards
Steps 3 and 4 may be repeated as many times as there are
changes to a given group.
7. Additional Groups
Steps 2 through 6 can be repeated for as many groups as
desired.
8. Last Card
A card with "FINISH" in Columns 1-6 terminates the job.
; 49
TABLE 1 -- MOMENT OF INERTIA EQUATIONS
INPUT
CODE IX (ROLL)(YAW) REQUIRED OTHER
1 PARALLELOPIPED (SOLID ONLY) CODES 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19 ILLEGAL
1 12 W (y2 + Z2)/12 W (x2  + Z2)/12 x,Y,Z
14 4 " " "
17
2 FRUSTRUM OF A CONE "CODES 23, 26, 29 ARE ILLEGAL
4 3 22 3 4 2 2 4 3 22 3 4D = R4  + R3 r + Rr + r , E = R + Rr + r , F = R 4Rr + 3r + 4Rr + r
G = (W/4) (R2 + r2 ) + Wh -1+ 2Rr
18(R+ r)2
D hF ,RS 5: hF2 1 3w 3 3i/1o 3WE /0+ DE 2 20 X,R,r x h
- r 4E .
2 4 3W + hF /20 3W 3W + h /20 Y,R,r y = h
422 3WR 3/10 2
2 7 3W ( +h+ J/20 3W +3W E2/20 (R3  r3)/1O Z,R,r Z =h
2 2 W (R + r2)/2 G G X,R,r x= h
2 5 G W '(R + r )/2 G Y,R,r y h
2 222 8 G G W (R + r )/2 Z,R,r Z h
/jqe /
TABLE 1 -- MOMENT OF INERTIA EQUATIONS
(ROLL) (PITCH) (YAW) INPUTCODE I (ROLL) AIy (ITCH) AIz (YAW) REQUIRED OTHERx I-I





















W (4R2 + 5r2)/8
W (4R2 + 3r2)/4
W (4R2 + 5r2)/8
W (R2/2 + 5r2/4)
W (R2 + 3r2/2)
W. (R2/2 + 5r2/4)
ILLEGAL







IF R = 0



























































TORUS CODES 43, 46,
W (4R2 + 3r2 )/4
W (4R2 + 5r2)/8
W (4R2 + 5r2 /8
W (R2 + 3r 2/2)
W (R2/2 + 5r2/4)
W (R2/2 + 5r2/4)
I ' -'
--
-- -  I I I I
Page 2
TABLE 1 -- MOMENT I NERTIA EQUATIO)NS
CODE AIx (ROLL) AIy (PITCH) I (YAW) REQUIRED OTHER
5 HEMISPHERE CODES 53, 56, 59 ARE ILLEGAL
5 1 2WR2 /5 .26WR2  .26WR2  R R x
5 4 .26WR 2WR /5 
.26WR2  R R Y
5 7 .26WR 
.26WR 2WR2/5 R R 1 Z
2 2 25 2 2WR /3 5WR /12 5WR /12 R- R x
55 5WR2/12 2WR2/3 5WR2/12 R R Y
5 8 5WR /12 5WR2/12 2WR /3 R RI Z
2 2 26 CYLINDER P = 3R + 3r + H
6 1 WR /2 W (3R + H )/12 W (3R + H )/12 R,x H x
6 4 W (3R + H )/12 WR /2 W (3R + H )/12 R,Y H = y
6 7 W (3R + H )/12 W (3R + H )/12 WR /2 R,z H
6 2 WR W (6R + H2)/12 W (6R + H2 )/12 R,x H x
2 2 2 2 26 5 W (6R + H )/12 WR2  W (6R + H )/12 R,Y H y
2 2 2 2 26 8 W (6R + H )/12 W (6R + H )/12 WR R,z H = z
2 26 3 W (R + r )/2 W P/12 W P/12 R,r,X H = x
6 6 W.P/12 W (R + r )/2 W.P/12 R,r,y H = y
6 9 W P/12 2 2 Rrz H6 9 W P/12 W P/12 W (R + r )/2 R,r,z H = z
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